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Correspondence
Commitment, service

Not the first

I write in response to Tom Hosmanek's
complaint (Correspondence, Summer
'03) about President Warch's essay
(Winter '02) and in support of
Dr. Warch.
For a generation, politicians have
denigrated civil service employees,
and Hosmanek's shrill defense of
their position lacks both sense and
evidence. I believe that, as a nation,
we need to regain a sense of the
importance of citizen commitment to
the nation and of the value of public
service. Humans are individuals but
also members of communities, and
any philosophy that so clearly rejects
one end of the spectrum hardly seems
adequate to our complex world. Dr.
Warch's essay set out an important
position in defense of social values,
and he should be commended for that.

Regarding the article by Steve Blodgett
about Main Hall in the Summer 2003
Lawrence Today, the claim that, in
1886, "Main Hall became the :first
college building in the nation to have
electric lighting" is inaccurate.
According to The New York
Times, electric lighting was installed
in the library at Columbia College
in 1884 ("Columbia and Her Sons,"
March 22, 1884, page 2). Interestingly, the librarian at Columbia in
1884 was Melvil Dewey. Besides
installing electric lights, Dewey
founded the :first library school in
the nation at Columbia. He also
co-founded the American Library
Association and the American Library
journal and devised the Dewey
Decimal Classification system.
An Internet search confirms that
indoor electric lighting was installed
at other American colleges prior to
1886, as well. For example, electric
lights were installed in the Main
Building at Notre Dame in September
1885.
Though not the :first with electric
lights, the Lawrentian motto remains,
"Light! More Light! Veritas est lux."

Tom Dunlap '65
College Station, Texas
A proud history

I was surprised to see that your
[Summer] issue contained nothing
about the contributions Lawrentians
are making in our armed forces.
Lawrence has a proud history of men
and women who served and died in
the defense of our country. Is the
plaque honoring the service veterans
from WWII still hanging in the
Union? Lawrence was once proud of
these men and women. Why not
take some space to recognize our
present service people and recap
our traditions?
Neal Marshall, '52
Barrington, Illinois
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Michael May
Library Assistant
Seeley G. Mudd Library
Lawrence University

Steve Blodgett replies: Mr. May is
no doubt correct in his refutation
of this long-held claim to distinction.
University Archivist Carol Butts, '49,
recalls that the claim was :first
advanced in a circa-1950s monthly
circular produced by a Wisconsin
electric company that contained a
number of historical Wisconsin
"firsts." The factoid was then passed
down over the years and found its
way into print with the :first edition
of Time and Traditions in 1990. With
the age of the Internet and its ability
to facilitate comparative research on a
number of subjects, other local ":firsts"
have also been questioned, including
the City of Appleton's claim to be
the first community in the nation to
have electric street cars - also dating
to 1886.

The stained glass
panel by former
Lawrence artistin-residence
Thomas Dietrich
that illustrated
the cover of the
summer zssue ts
in the collection
of the Outagamie Historical Society.
This information was omittedfrom the
attribution. Lawrence Today regrets
the error.

Inside Lawrence
jazz studies director wins
international composition
commission
Fred Sturm, '73, professor of music,
has been named the recipient of the
2003 ASCAP/IAJE Commission
in Honor of Qtincy Jones for
Established Jazz Composers of
International Prominence.
The commission, widely considered the world's most prestigious
jazz composition award for established composers, is presented by the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) in
cooperation with the International
Association of Jazz Educators.
Sturm, director of jazz studies
and improvisational music at the
Lawrence Conservatory of Music,
will write a new composition in the
coming months and conduct its
premiere performance by an all-star
ensemble of jazz musicians next
January at the 2004 IAJE Conference
in New York City. The commission
prize includes a cash award of $7,500.
"The commission comes with no
strings attached," says Sturm. "It's
basically anything goes. It will be
created completely from scratch, but
I'm hoping to write something that is
very cutting edge."
In addition to his ASCAP jazz
commission, Sturm was recently
selected to work on a pair of upcoming recording projects.
In September, he travels to
Frankfurt, Germany, where he will
serve as arranger/conductor for the
recording of "Bodacious Cowboys: 3
Decades of Steely Dan," for which
he will conduct the Hessischer
RundfunkJazz Band. Next March,
the Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble will perform the same
program in a campus concert.
Sturm also will serve as

Mandy Halpin, '03, will study religion, society in Morocco.

arranger! conductor for the 2004
BMG/Arista Records release of
Brazilian pianist, singer, and composer Eliane Elias. In addition to
arranging all the works on the Elias
project, Sturm will travel to London
in November to conduct the London
Symphony in a recording of the CD's
orchestral components.

All three projects together:
a combination of sheer
exhilaration and terror
"Any of these three projects
alone would be cause for celebration,"
Sturm says. "Put all three together,
and you have a combination of sheer
exhilaration and terror. If I had the
luxury of spreading these projects out
over a period of a couple of years,
that would be heaven, but when the
phone rings, and you're asked to contribute, you say 'Yes!"' •

Mandy Halpin, '03, receives
Fulbright grant for research
in Morocco
Mandy Halpin's burgeoning interest
in the Arabic language and human
rights issues is about to get some
up-close and personal attention.
Halpin, who graduated in June
with a bachelor's degree magna cum
laude in religious studies, is one of
1,125 American students who were
recently awarded grants by the
U.S. Department of State and the
]. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board to study and conduct
research in 140 countries. She was
selected as a 2003-04 Fulbright
Scholar from among more than 5,000
applicants.
The first five weeks of her stay
will be spent living with a host family
in Fez, where she will study Arabic
at the Arabic Language Institute.
Following that, she will move to the
capital city of Rabat to begin working

www.lawrence.edu/ conservatory / Jazz/
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with Moroccan-based non-governmental organizations involved with
human rights issues.
Already active in social justice
and human rights issues - she has
worked extensively with the
Lawrence campus chapter of
Amnesty International - Halpin
discovered an interest in Islam and
the Arab world while completing her
religious studies major.
With a Muslim majority, a
predominantly Arabic-speaking
population, an expansive history of
cross-cultural interactions, and a
government that has shown increased
sensitivity to human rights issues,
she says that Morocco provides a
near-perfect culture in which to
pursue her interests.
"Morocco is a place where I can
experience a rich Islamic culture,
learn Arabic while communicating
in French, and explore questions of
social justice and human rights,"
she adds .
"As a student of world religions,
the whole intricate web of faith,
justice, and society intrigues me, and
I am looking forward to exploring
those connections in Morocco.
"Moroccans are striving to
change their society. I am interested
in seeing how groups navigate the
waters of social justice in that
context. How are they doing it and
what do they want to see happen?"
Fallowing her year abroad,
Halpin plans to return to the United
States to continue Arabic studies and
to speak, write, and work with nonprofit organizations on the topics of
Islamic civilizations and life in the
Muslim world . Her long-range plans
include pursuit of a Ph.D. in North
African and Middle Eastern studies.

•
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Presidential search moves
to the next phase
Memorial Day this year marked not
only the approach of summer but also
the beginning of another phase in the
presidential search process. In May,
the search committee, in conjunction
with consultant Barbara Taylor of
Academic Search of Washington,
D.C., completed a position prospectus
outlining the challenges and aspirations
for the college's next president and
a list of the desired characteristics
candidates would bring to the job.
In establishing expectations for
the search, the committee said,
"Above all, the president of Lawrence
University must be a true leader, able
to combine a clear personal vision for
the institution with a sincere commitment to collaboration, all in pursuit
of an ever stronger and more secure
institution."
The summer months were spent
generating a suitable candidate pool
for the position, through advertising
in the Ch1'onicle ofHigher Education;
the work of the search consultant;
and nominations offered by alumni,
friends of the college, and others
familiar with Lawrence's strengths
and commitment to liberal education.
During the autumn, the search
process will, as Board ofTrustees
Chair Jeffrey Riester, '70, observed in
the Spring issue of Lawrence Today,
"go dark," as the search committee
identifies and conducts preliminary
interviews with a short list of candidates . It is anticipated that finalists
will be brought to campus during
Winter Term 2004 for formal,
in-depth interviews with the search
committee and other members of
the Lawrence community.
The position prospectus and
search timeline may be found at
www.lawrence.edu/news/search. •

Promotions announced for six
faculty members

Parks

Michael Orr and Alan Parks have
been promoted to the rank of full
professor by the Board ofTrustees,
and four other faculty members Jerald Podair, Matthew Stoneking,
Timothy Troy, '85, and Dirck
Vorenkamp - have been promoted
to associate professor and granted
tenured appointments.

Professors
Orr, a specialist in medieval art and
illuminated manuscripts, joined
Lawrence as an art historian in 1989.
A native of England, he has served as
an exhibition consultant to the J. Paul
Getty Museum in Malibu, California,
and been awarded two research grants
by the National Endowment for
the Humanities. In 1992, Orr was
recognized with Lawrence's
O utstanding Young Teacher award .
Parks has taught mathematics
and computer science at Lawrence
since 1985. A member of the
American Mathematical Society,
his research interests in applied
mathematics include dynamical
systems and differential equations.
He has also worked on problems
of theoretical computer science,
including coding theory and the
analysis of various computer algorithms . He was cited for his teaching
in 1987 as the recipient of Lawrence's
Outstanding Young Teacher award.

Inside Lawrence

Podair

Stoneking

Associate professors
Podair, a 20th-century American
historian specializing in race relations,
joined the faculty in 1998. His
doctoral dissertation was recognized
that year with the Allan Nevin Prize
of the Society of American Historians,
which honored his work as the single
most outstanding dissertation in
American history that year. It was
published as the book The Strike That

and again in 1997. He directs
Lawrence operatic, dramatic, and
musical productions, as well as the
"Plays on History" series staged at
the Outagamie County Museum.
In addition, he serves as community
artist-in-residence for the Milwaukee
Repertory Theatre and wrote
the libretto for Samuel Barber's
"Excursions," Opus 20, which
premiered in January.
Vorenkamp, a member of the
Lawrence religious studies department since 1997, specializes in Asian
religions, especially Buddhism. His
teaching was recognized with the
Lawrence Freshman Studies Teaching Award in 2000 and his scholarly
research has been published in the
Encyclopedia ofMonasticism, the journal
ofAsian Studies, and the j ournal of
Chinese Philosophy, among others. •

Lawrence dean becomes
Macalester president

Troy

Voren kamp

Changed New York last fall by Yale

University Press. Podair also served as
a consultant scholar for the recent
Joseph McCarthy exhibition at the
Outagamie County Museum.
Stoneking, a physicist whose
research interests focus on plasma
physics and magnetic confinements
of non-neutral plasmas, came to
Lawrence in 1997. He was the
recipient of a $225,000 grant from
the U.S. Department of Energy and
a $37,000 grant from Research
Corporation to support construction
of his plasma physics laboratory,
including a toroidal vacuum chamber.
Troy returned to his alma mater's
theatre arts department from 1989-92

Brian C. Rosenberg, dean of the
faculty since 1998, has accepted the
presidency of Macalester College in
St. Paul, Minnesota, and began
serving in that role on August 4.
Like Lawrence, Macalester is a
national liberal arts college and a
member of the Associated Colleges
of the M idwest. It was founded in
1874 and has a full-time enrollment
of 1,795 students. Rosenberg
succeeds MichaelS. McPherson,
who left Macalester after seven years
as president to become president of
the Spencer Foundation in Chicago.
As dean of the faculty, Rosenberg
directed the design and passage of
Lawrence's first new general education
requirements in 15 years, created the
first mentoring program for new

Rosenberg

faculty, and wrote the long-range
faculty staffing plan. A Charles
Dickens scholar, he is the author of
two books, Mary Lee Settle's Beulah
Quintet: The Price of Freedom and
Little Dorrit's Shadows: Character and
Contradiction in D ickens. He was

elected to the Board ofTrustees of
the Dickens Society in 2000.
In a memo to the Lawrence
community, President Richard Warch
said, "Brian has served Lawrence
admirably and with distinction, and
we will miss his insight, energy, and
commitment in service to the college
and its academic mission. Working
with him has been a genuine pleasure,
and I will miss his counsel, good
humor, and assistance."
President Warch has announced
that Kathleen M . Murray, dean of
the Lawrence Conservatory of Music,
will serve as dean of the faculty
for the 2003-04 and 2004-05
academic years. •
www.macalester.edu/ newpresident/
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is the author of the nontraditional introductory
geology textbook Guide to the Blue Planet. She
becomes the fourth Lawrence faculty member
to be recognized as a GSA Fellow, joining John
Palmquist (1970), William Read (1952), and Rufus
Bagg (1896).

The Theory of the Electromagnetic Field, by
David M. Cook, professor of physics and the
Philetus E. Sawyer Professor of Science, first
published in 1975 and reprinted in 1981, has been
issued in a new edition by Dover Publications.
james S. Evans, professor of computer science
and chemistry, and Gregory Trimper, '92,
principal of Viika Technology Consulting in
Appleton, are the authors of ltanium Architec-

ture for Programmers: Understanding 64-bit
Processors and EPIC Principles, published
by Prentice Hall in the Hewlett-Packard
Professional Books series.

Amy Garbowitz, '03, Three Lakes, Wis., won
one of three Best Student Paper awards at the
annual Institute on Lake Superior Geology,
competing with more than 20 other student
presenters, many of them graduate students
from research universities. Her talk, an
extension of her senior thesis project, was
"Paleostress inferences from fault slip vectors in
the eastern part of the Wisconsin segment of
the Midcontinent Rift."

Bertrand A. Goldgar, professor of English and

"Celebration of Simple Acts," a commanding 94x70" nine-panel watercolor, has recently been installed in
Memorial Union's Riverview Lounge. The work, by Helen Klebesadel, a member of the college's art faculty
from 1990 to 2000, is on permanent loan to Lawrence from Frederick Gaines, professor emeritus of theatre
and drama, and is given in memory of his late sister, Gretchen Gaines Lucht.

People
Rachel Bittner, '03, St. Paul, Minn., earned
first-prize honors at the Wisconsin Music
Teachers Association's Badger Collegiate Piano
Competition in May, the second straight year a
Lawrence piano student has won the competition's top prize. Nicholas Towns, '03,
Princeton, Ill., and Erin Grier, '04, Woodside,
Del.. earned honorable mention recognition. All
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three are students in the studio of Anthony
Padilla, associate professor of music.

Marcia Bjernerud, professor of geology, has
been elected a Fellow of the Geological Society
of America. A specialist in tectonics and
structural geology, Bj0rnerud also directs
Lawrence's environmental studies program and

the John N. Bergstrom Professor of Humanities,
wrote the Afterword for a new book, Plagiarism in Early Modern England, edited by Paulina
Kewes and published this spring by Palgrave
Macmillan in London. Other contributors
include Christopher Ricks, Stephen Orgel, and
ian Donaldson.

Derek Katz, assistant professor of music,
and Karen Nordell, assistant professor of
chemistry, were initiated this spring as honorary
members of Lawrence's Iota Chapter of Mortar
Board, the national honor society for seniors.
They are the first faculty members in the
organization's 81-year history to be recognized
in this way. Sarah Krile, '03, student president of
Mortar Board, said that both professors "fully
exemplify and promote the three ideals of
Mortar Board: the pursuit of academic excellence, the encouragement and practice of
leadership, and commitment to service." •

Academy of Music receives
grant for jazz programs
The Lawrence Academy of Music
has been awarded a $28,000 arts
education grant by the National
Endowment for the Arts to support
its growing jazz education programs
for area youths.
The funds will support the
summer Jazz Odyssey program a five-day camp in July- as well as
two new initiatives, an after-school
jazz program and a Saturday-morning
jazz component designed to enhance
current school music experiences and
provide new creative opportunities.
Both programs are open to area
students in grades 6- 12 who are
currently playing an instrument or
singing. Led by a staff of three or
more instructors, the two programs
will feature specialized offerings in
the hist01y of jazz and its Afrocentric
roots, jazz improvisation and
composition, and small-group
combo performance experiences.
Fred Snyder, director of the
Academy of Music, is hoping to
attract 25-40 students for both the
after-school and Saturday morning
programs, which he says will be
designed to augment, rather than
compete with, music programs
currently offered in area schools.
"] azz is extremely popular in this

/
In July, work on the new residence hall proceeded at a steady pace, preparing for its opening in September.

are not available elsewhere in the Fox
Valley. One of the reasons we applied
for this grant was as a response to
area school music educators who were

One of the reasons we applied for this grant was as a response to area
school music educators who were asking us for this kind of assistance.
area, and we are very excited about
the opportunities this difficult-tocome-by NEA grant will provide,"
Snyder says.
"We're confident these two new
initiatives targeting area middle and
high school jazzophiles will provide
them with opportunities that currently

asking us for this kind of assistance.
We're hoping these new jazz programs
can help meet some of their needs."
The Academy of Music was one
of only four Wisconsin arts organizations awarded a grant by the NEA
for 2003 in the organization's arts
education category.

Founded in 1874 as a division
of the Lawrence University Conservatoty of Music, the Lawrence
Academy of Music provides
personalized music instruction to
community residents. Originally
established as the Preparatory Program,
it became known as the Lawrence
Arts Academy in 1990. Last summer,
it changed its name to the Lawrence
Academy of Music to better define its
role as a music education provider. •
www.lawrence.edu/ dept/acad _music/
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Above: Associate Professor of Anthropology Peter Peregrine and students

But what is "great teaching"? Perhaps the best way to
find out is to ask the most experienced consumers - former
students. A recent survey by the research firm Hardwick
Day, titled 'What Matters in College After College," asked
alumni of institutions in the Annapolis Group of leading
liberal arts colleges, including Lawrence, what qualities of
their college experience they now regard as most important,
most meaningful, and longest-lasting.
Under the heading "opportunities to interact with
faculty," 73 percent of the alumni said that a high-quality,
teaching-oriented faculty was "extremely important" to
them as they looked back at their time in college. Other
characteristics, such as having professors who challenged,
but helped you meet those challenges; personal interaction
with professors; and classes with fewer than 20 students,
were ranked as "extremely important" by 60 percent or more
of the alumni interviewed.
In his final words to each Lawrence graduating class,
President Warch reminds them of what he told them
on their first day as freshmen: "Your business is to learn."
Likewise, the business of a college is to teach. In its literature,
this college makes that clear: "Lawrence is, first and foremost, an undergraduate teaching institution, and excellence
in teaching is therefore the paramount objective of our
faculty members."
To touch lives

Teaching is a highly individual, often deeply personal,
human undertaking, and there surely are as many ways of

Why teach?
Books first raised me out of the gutter
Of money wars and rank success.
Tolstoi and Pushkin: saint and martyr,
Set limits to bland worldliness.
To pass them on is my delight
No matter how the market seethes.
Their sage, still beauty casts its light
As TV can't. Why teach? Why breathe?
-
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Richard Yatzeck, professor of Russian

meeting that "paramount objective" as there are teachers.
Realizing this, we asked members of the Lawrence faculty to
share their answers to the question, 'Why teach?"
Not surprisingly, for many, the answer is that they prize
close interaction with their students - and a sense of shared
learning- as much as their students do.
"The selfish answer," says Peter Peregrine, associate
professor of anthropology, "is that I teach in order to learn.
The only way you can really come to know any subject, I
think, is to teach it.
"The less selfish answer is that I teach in order to have
an impact on the world. I love my research, and there is
nothing I would rather be doing, but, when it comes right
down to it, nobody really cares that much about world
prehistory, and if I stopped doing research tomorrow,
nothing in the world would change very much.
"Teaching is completely different. Through teaching I
touch lives every day. If I stopped teaching tomorrow,
Lawrence, and the lives of my students, would change
dramatically (perhaps that's just hubris talking, but it is the
way I feel). Teaching allows me to impact the world, to
make a difference, to change students' lives," Peregrine adds.
Dominique- Rene de Lerma, visiting professor of
music, says, "I teach because I am quietly thrilled to see my
students find that their education gives sharper focus to the
career interests they had on entering Lawrence or stimulates
them to respond to potentials they did not know have
become theirs.
"Teaching is not an activity oflecturing to an audience,"
de Lerma says. "It is a personal relationship between
individuals, a joy of shared discoveries, conducted within a
totally supportive atmosphere."
Joy Jordan, assistant professor of statistics, notes, "I
teach both because I'm excited by the interesting, applicable
discipline of statistics and because I'm allowed to have
meaningful, positive interactions with students. It may be
hard for some to believe, but the field of statistics is filled
with fascinating examples and applications; I thoroughly
enjoy sharing these applications in my classroom.
"Furthermore," Jordan says, "I am energized when
working with students, whether I'm helping them understand a difficult statistical concept or talking with them
about recent activities in their personal lives. Teaching is a
way to positively affect the lives of college students, and I
can think of no better way to spend my career."
Minoo Adenwalla, professor emeritus of government,
recognizes in himself a variety of motivations:
"I would like to say that I teach to transmit a valuable
cultural and political tradition to young minds; to help

develop their critical skills to succeed in life; to be content
in a profession where material rewards, in comparison to
professions that demand as many, or fewer, years of preparation, are low; because I am altruistic. I hope these things
do happen, but to be honest, that is not why I teach.
"I teach and write because I find it intellectually and
emotionally satisf)ring. It has given my life some sense of
direction. The challenge, even the tension, continues to
keep the mind alert."
Because my subject needs to be taught
Some professors teach out of a profound conviction that
their discipline is important and worthy of the effort to
teach it and to learn it.
Alan Parks, professor of mathematics, comments:
"I teach because people really do need to learn and use
mathematics in a variety of contexts, and there is a need for
someone to explain it to them and because my subject is timeless and unaffected by the current fads of cultural politics."
Liking your subject - a lot - and wanting to share it
with your students is a definite motivator for many
Lawrence professors, including Rex Meyers, lecturer in
history and Freshman Studies, who says, "I teach history
because I enjoy sharing something fun and wonderful.
Sooner or later, history 'gets' everybody - Anasazi sites,
Civil War battlefields, old opera houses, Stephen Foster
music, Arthur Miller plays - the list is endless.
"What more can you ask of a profession than an opportunity to help prepare the way for someone's epiphany?"
Because teaching is what I do
There really are as many reasons to pursue a career in
college teaching as there are dedicated, creative people who
do it.
Daniel J. Taylor, '63, Hiram A. Jones Professor of
Classics, responds partially in Latin:
"Everybody knows 'cogito, ergo sum' (I think, therefore I
am), but I have a different version. 'Ego sum, ergo doceo'
(I am, therefore I teach).
"Somehow it just seems natural, innate, fated."
For Steven Wulf, assistant professor of government, to
teach is to address in powerful ways some key quality-of-life
1ssues:
"Human beings work incessantly to remove obstacles
to their living well. Gathering resources, sustaining their
bodies, and warding off dangers are potentially endless
tasks, but at least they are obvious.
"Actually living well is another matter. Preoccupation
with life's impediments is tempting precisely because it

staves off the more challenging questio~: What do I do
now?'
"Liberal education provides more potent antidotes to
boredom. Its offerings are acquired tastes (often painfully
so); they are also means of acquiring tastes and learning
how to enjoy vividly. They help us choose rewarding work,
something to do when we are done working, something to
think about while standing in line at the supermarket.
"I look back with immense gratitude to the teachers
who saved me from the twin drudgeries of boring work and
boring leisure. My aim in teaching is to share this happy life
of facing too many good choices."
By invitation
One index of the Lawrence faculty's firm commitment to
teaching is the fact that more than half the courses taken by
Lawrence students are in the form of one-on-one tutorials
and independent studies. And, just as not all teaching is
done in classes, neither is it all done in classrooms. Librarians
are teachers, too.
Susan Richards, associate professor and director of the
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I'm excited by the interesting,
applicable discipline of statistics
Seeley G. Mudd Library, says, "I teach when I help a
student at the library reference desk find just the right
source for a research project. I also teach when I share an
old book from the Milwaukee-Downer Room with an
interested alum.
"I help the teaching process each time I select an
addition to our library collection that will aid present and
future Lawrentians- and I love doing it as a librarian."
Gretchen Revie, assistant professor, library, adds:
"I teach by invitation only, but fortunately, there are
lots of invitations. I'm invited to teach by the faculty, in
classrooms and computer labs, to help meet the goals of
specific courses. I'm also invited to teach by the students,
although they may not realize they're extending the invitation; nearly every reference question provides me with
a textbook 'teachable moment.' In either case, I try to
encourage students' intellectual curiosity as well as show
them strategies and tools for finding information.
"Finally, there's an implied invitation in the nature
of liberal education itself. If our core values really are
critical thinking and lifelong learning, then the library
and librarians are central to Lawrence's mission. Henry
Wriston wrote in The Nature of a Liberal College, 'Aside
from the faculty, the most important single instrument
of instruction in the college is its library.'
"That's an invitation too good to decline."

Comparatively speaking
The Hardwick-Day survey also compared the answers
obtained from alumni of Annapolis Group colleges with
those from alumni of other types of higher education
institutions.
On the matter oflearning from high-quality, teaching-oriented faculty, 45 percent of private university
alumni, 25 percent from the top 50 public universities,
and 29 percent from so-called national flagship publics
said they benefited "very much."
However, an impressive 72 percent of alumni from
the Lawrence-like colleges of the Annapolis Group said
they benefited "very much" from high-quality, teachingoriented faculty.
Listening to these Lawrence professors talk about
why they teach, it's easy to see the difference. •
Alist of Annapolis Group member institutions and the full text of the
Hardwick-Day alumni survey are avai lable at www.collegenews.org
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and because I'm allowed to have
meaningful, positive interactions
with students.
-Joy Jordan

S I NEGOTIATE THE BUSY,
urban streets winding through
the main campus of Waseda
University in Tokyo, Japan, I
realize that the glossy brochures
I'm holding resplendent
with pictures of flowering trees,
open spaces, and an easy-tofollow map - have given me
the impression that this campus is similar to Lawrence or
other larger campuses I am familiar with in the United
States. In the hotel that morning, I had imagined the taxi
dropping us off at the edge of campus so that I could enjoy
a leisurely stroll to the Center for International Education,
taking in the pleasant collegiate atmosphere. The Waseda
campus, however, is tucked tightly into a densely populated
section of one of the world's most populous cities, and I am
confounded by the maze. The map I am attempting to
follow shows all of the university buildings, but it neglects
to show the many small restaurants, shops, and apartments
that also line the congested streets and abut many of the
academic and administrative buildings.
I have come here to help conduct an orientation session
for 14 Waseda students who will be at Lawrence this fall,
participating in a special English language and liberal arts
program. We have just completed the 2002-03 academic
year, which was the inaugural year of the Waseda program,
officially known as the Collaborative Education in Study
Abroad (CESA) program. My partner this morning is
Cecile Despres-Berry, Lawrence's Waseda program director
and ESL instructor. The orientation session is intended
to introduce the new batch of Japanese students to the
staff with whom they will work most closely and for us
to clearly define for them the structure and expectations of
the program.
Opposite page: Waseda students with Lawrence roommates; this page, left:
paper cranes; right: Cecile Despres-Berry and ESL students in Tokyo

I hope that our introduction- our map- will prepare
them better for Lawrence than the map I attempted to
follow prepared me for Waseda.
I am also traveling with the American roommates of
last year's Waseda students, though this morning they are in
another part of the city visiting museums. These students
each volunteered to live with a Waseda student, with only
the vaguest idea of what the experience would hold. They
proved to be as important to the program as the carefully
structured coursework Lawrence had created. After all,
where can the Japanese students experience more American
society, in the American Society class they must take or with
their student hosts? Who will they remember most, the professors and administrators they see a couple of times a week
or the peers with whom they share rooms?
As I prepare for the orientation session, I consider the
importance of the roommate relationship to the Japanese
students. I wonder what their fears are about coming to
Appleton and moving into a residence hall with someone
they have never met and who speaks no Japanese, especially
since Waseda has no residence halls and Waseda students
must find their own places to live. Some live with parents or
family, some rent rooms with other students, and others
commute on the train from as far as two hours away. What
about the American students? What prompted them to
volunteer and how will it affect their academic and social
routines?
Lawrence has an exceptionally well-trained and capable
residential life staff, made up of both professionals and
students, to help facilitate the joys and challenges of living
in a residence hall. We also have many years of experience
with international students, and we support their special
needs in cultural adjustment.
Still, because of the unique characteristics of these
students and this program, I have to consider the special
challenges they will face and wonder what surprises they
will encounter. I realize that small, slow Appleton could be
as disorientating to them as crowded, overwhelming Tokyo
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is to me - so, what I can say to prepare them for this
important aspect of their year at Lawrence? I also wonder if
we have learned any important lessons from the roommate
relationships that didn't work last year. After all, by the end
of the first year, only 12 of the original19 pairings were still
sharing a room.
Thinking back to the farewell ceremony for last year's
Waseda students provides answers to some of my questions.
Students, faculty, and staff attended the ceremony on the

One speaker remembered being amazed at just how much
student input there is in our classes, and he fondly
recounted a discussion in the ESL course that somehow
circled its way arou nd to UFOs.
The farewell speeches made it clear that, at the beginning of their year together, both the American and Japanese
students felt a little lost, the way I did walking around
Waseda. That morning, I was bewildered and felt as if the
map didn't quite make sense. However, after I had walked
and observed, taken wrong turns, and asked questions, I finally succeeded in reaching my destination.
What I learned that day was that the map was not
Sadako Sasaki was two years old when the
atomic bomb exploded over Hiroshima, Japan, near the end of World War II. Ten
wrong; my preconceptions were wrong. What I
years later, she developed leukemia from radiation aftereffects. While in the
learned in that walk couldn't have been gained from
hospital fighting for her life, she began folding cranes out of medicine wrapping
a book or by someone else describing it to me. It
paper, believing the cranes would cure her. She produced more than 1,000 cranes
came from determination and exploration. By asking
before she died in October 1955.
questions and making mistakes, I was able to overWith some artistic guidance from three of Lawrence's visiting students from
come frustration and unfamiliarity.
Tokyo's Waseda University and the collective effort of nearly 200 students from
Waseda students at Lawrence must make a
Appleton's Edison Elementary School, a Lawrence contingent of faculty and
similar journey, albeit a much larger one. Theirs are
students upheld a long-standing tradition in March by delivering 1,000 paper cranes
lessons that are learned one step at a time and over
to the Children's Peace Monument, which is also known as the Tower of the Paper
the entire year. As anyone who has moved to a new
Cranes. Visitors from around the world bring paper cranes to the monument by the
thousands as a tribute to Sasaki's spirit.
culture can attest, the learning comes slowly, but the
The visit to the Tower in Peace Memorial Park was part of a ten-day
rewards are profound.
environmental studies-focused Freeman Grant-funded trip that took 12 Lawrence
At the end of the orientation session, after Ms.
students, ten faculty members, and two Appleton-area schoolteachers, including
D espres-Berry has explained the academic structure
Connie Betzer Roop, 73, to Japan and China during spring break.
of the year and the mysteries of course registration, I
Peter Peregrine, associate professor of anthropology and one of the trip's
set forth the practical information about when to
faculty leaders, found the Peace Park "tremendously powerful."
arrive, applying for a student visa, and obtaining
"They humanize the entire experience so that it's not remote in time and
health insurance. I then ask if any of them know
space," he says. "The display of cranes makes it very tangible to see the outpourwhich residence hall they will be living in (by this
ing of support for all the children who died of radiation exposure." •
time in June, some students already have been
www.lawrence.edu/news/pubs/freeman.shtml
assigned a room and roommate). I ask the students
who know where they'll be living if they have had
any contact with their future roommates. All of them have.
Sunday before finals week. We handed out certificates,
I ask if they are excited or nervous to be moving so far from
presented a gift from the Alumni Office, and heard
home and into a small room in a small American city with
speeches from President Warch, roommates, and Japanese
someone they've never met. They all say that they are
participants.
excited and that, based on their e-mail correspondence,
The American students described incidences where
miscommunication or no communication prevailed, such
their roommate seems nice . What else could they say?
as the following exchange on the evening of the Waseda
They have the right attitude, though. I can imagine
contingent's arrival: American roommate asks, "Are you
them standing on the cusp of the Lawrence campus, map in
hand and ready to find their way to their new home.
excited to be at Lawrence?" Japanese roommate responds by
They are courageous, stepping out of the routine,
smiling and nodding his head affirmatively. American
challenging their preconceptions, and jumping into this
roommate then asks, "How was the flight?" Japanese student
experience feet-first, not knowing exactly what to expect or
responds by smiling and nodding his head affirmatively.
For their part, the Japanese participants thanked the
exactly what they will learn. They are going to ask questions
and persevere and learn things they could never learn by
professors for patiently guiding them through Lawrencestyle discussion-based classes, even though they were at first
staying at home. •
unaccustomed to and uncomfortable with speaking in class.
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lhe Dancer and the Dancel
A new book from Douglas Knight
By Richard Warch
President

THOUSANDS OF LAWRENCE
alumni, with affection and respect,
remember Douglas Maitland Knight
as "their" president. As professor of
English at Yale (where he had earned
both undergraduate and graduate
degrees), Doug was selected as
Lawrence's 11th president in 1953 and
departed in 1963 to become president of Duke
University. In that sentence appear three of the
institutions he served and about which he writes in
his latest book, The Dancer and the D ance: One
Man's Chronicle, which deals with his experiences
at Yale, Lawrence, Duke, and Qyestar (a small
manufacturer of optical instruments) from 1938 to
2001. Knight also devotes portions of the narrative to his
experiences at RCA, in Iran, and with the Woodrow
Wilson Foundation, but the aforementioned institutions
command the majority of his attention.
Knight refers to this book as a memoir, not an autobiography, and in broad terms its approach is to explore and
express "that duality which embodies the central purpose of
liberal learning - to live simultaneously the action and the
perceived significance of it" (hence, from Yeats, the book's
title and theme: the dancer and the dance). This feature of
Knight's work is itself instructive, not only in that it
provides a frame and focus to his understanding of his own
life but in that it also offers readers a way to understand our
own, individually and collectively. Knight seeks to understand his (and thus our) times, their turmoil and dissent,
and to examine how his experiences may help explain "why
we are as we are." This is not the author's version of The
Education of H enry Adams, but something in this book
evokes that earlier masterpiece (to which Knight alludes at
the outset).
Douglas Knight was, as far as his career is concerned,
clearly on what is styled a fast track. When a young English
professor at Yale, his mentor, Dean William De Vane,

remarked to a group of senior
professors that Knight was
"doomed to administration,"
and so it was to be. He became
president of Lawrence at 32,
and of Duke when he was just
ten years older - young in both
instances by any measurement.
That fast-track career was
derailed at Duke (to some considerable degree, by Duke) six
years after he took the job. The
trauma of the Duke years for
Knight cannot be overstated.
He came to terms with that
experience in his 1989 book Street ofDreams, the writing of
which, he says, was an act of exorcising the personal darkness that had befallen him there. As I noted in reviewing
that book for Lawrence Today in the summer of 1989,
Knight wrote of the Duke years "without bitterness or rancor.
His purposes here are not to settle scores, but to understand." That same claim applies in the present instance.
While the Duke years are central in this book as well,
they are not its sole focus though they are assuredly the most
compelling. In the first sentence of the fourth chapter,
Knight writes: "The 1960s are the pivotal point in this story
- equally so for the country and for me personally," and
indeed the fractious features of that decade are invoked
prominently here, both when the author is writing about
them as they unfolded and in other sections as well, where
he anticipates them by citing their harbingers and where he
suggests their long-term aftereffects. While Lawrence readers will obviously take keen interest in Knight's reflections
on his presidency here, the Duke years are the most salient
to the overall texture of the narrative.
He begins by citing the four changes that dominated
the decade of the '60s - the alienation of students (and
the accompanying demands for "relevance"), the black
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movement, the women's movement, and the "dark vortex of
Vietnam." As these coalesced on American college
campuses in particular, they destabilized and disrupted
institutions that were especially vulnerable because their
traditions of civility and debate were overwhelmed by insult
and confrontation. In one of many reflective passages,
Knight notes that his whole training and experience up until
the 1960s "had been based in a concept of the university
and of liberal education totally grounded in mediation,
critical discourse, civility, and the restraint of uncontrolled
dogmatism." For him and for others, both individuals and
institutions, that concept was shaken, if not shattered; as he
notes elsewhere, "civility may have been one chief casualty
of the '60s," as intemperate rhetoric ruled the day (and,
he suggests, proved to be the origin of the aggressive style
of the '90s).

years end? What was the nature of the transition from RCA
to Qyestar? - by keeping a more-or-less Olympian
perspective on the events ofhis life and their meaning, both
socially and personally. While certain people are mentioned
in the book, they are those about whom he writes warmly;
his adversaries and antagonists are, in the main, anonymous
(members of the Duke Endowment Board, for instance), a
style in keeping with that he applied in Street of Dreams.
Throughout, Knight acts as a loving critic of the
entities and institutions he loved - the university, the
United States - and so the book offers an ongoing critique
even as it holds out for a more generous and positive vision
and version of what each ought to and might be or become.
He writes in passionate opposition, for example, to the ways
in which a corporate model has come to dominate higher
education, particularly the large universities, and has some

The reader will come away from this book with a deepened appreciation for the
warp and woof of the last half of the last century, but even more for the author.
Indeed, one might say that Knight's world was consistent and coherent from his undergraduate, graduate, and
professorial years at Yale through his tenure at Lawrence.
He does not write about those decades as halcyon, and he
wisely points out their troubling elements and the seeds of
change embedded in them, but they are nonetheless the
most positive and celebrative parts of the book (though that
mood returns in the chapter on Qyestar). His treatment of
the years from 1963 onward, however, can only be described
as dark. Here the reader finds words like "fail," "nausea,"
"defeat," and "exile," the last referring to the fact that after
devoting his life to higher education, he suddenly found
himself cut loose from that mooring and personally adrift.
The 1970s were a time of, if not despair, certainly of
dispiritedness for Knight. He sought a sense of purpose and
of self through his work with RCA, and found neither;
while his experiences in Iran were certainly stimulating, in
the end they did not save him from a sense of malaise
(though had there been frequent flier miles in the '70s,
Knight would have racked up plenty). Where teaching
literature and writing poetry had saved him at Duke, his
salvation - and I do not think that too strong a term - in
the post-Duke years came finally from Qyestar, where he
was able to reinvent himself, as it were, and devote himself
to a company and product in which he believed and on
behalf of which he could and did make a difference. The
Woodrow Wilson Foundation provided another setting and
set of opportunities that served much the same purpose.
Readers should know that Knight denies to satisfY any
interest they may have (prurient or otherwise) in the details
of certain aspects of his life - How, exactly, did the Duke
18
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wonderfully apt sections on the misapplication of "bottom
line" thinking to the business of colleges and universities.
Lawrence readers will take particular pleasure, however, in Knight's assessment of places like ours: by the
1990s, he writes, liberal arts colleges "had become the
preeminent places for undergraduate education. There,
dedicated teaching and sophisticated research are fused to
one enterprise, as they should always be; and the resources
now available allow a richness of opportunity and focus
which the universities no longer seem to offer so clearly....
The numbers of students in these colleges could never
by themselves explain their influence. The quality of the
experience and the sense of responsibility which that experience seems to engender create an influence in the country
out of all proportion to the student numbers. It may seem
like academic boosterism to say so, but their sense of
community has an enduring effect on the values by which
their graduates live."
The foregoing is but one among many pithy and
provocative observations to be found within this slim
volume. The reader will come away from this book with a
deepened appreciation for the warp and woof of the last half
of the last century, but even more for the author, who has
offered here a personal testimony that illuminates the
common experience of those years. The dancer in this
instance reveals the inner meaning of the dance with grace,
wit, insight, and verve. •
The Dancer and the Dance: One Man's Chronicle, by Douglas
M. Knight. New York: Separate Star, Inc. 2003; 191 pp.

Parents and grandparents, aunts, uncles, and sibling rivals: If someone near you, someone destined for tomorrow's Commencement,
has just mumbled something like, "Oh No!," it's because she is
remembering the first words of the first lecture she heard in
Freshman Studies (a lecture ostensibly on William Faulkner'sAs I Lay
Dying or, as she and her peers came to call it, As I Die Reading) or if he, next to you, has just expressed some momentary puzzlement, he's doubtless doing so because he suspects that he's
just heard something he's heard before but can 't quite remember
where or when.

A long time ago, I said - before there was any need or
desire to tell stories, or to retell them, before guilt and
responsibility, before motherhood and fatherhood, before
love and fear and care, before b-flat and middle-c, before
proof and disproof, before belief and disbeliefA long time ago, I said - Prometheus stole the fire
from heaven, the fire that fuels our quest for understanding,
for truth, for peace, for justice, for sanity. A long time ago,
Prometheus stole that fire. And Zeus was not happy. Zeus
was no dummy.
By way of revenge, he called on Hephaetus to make a
woman out of earth, a woman who would bring misery upon
humankind. Aphrodite gave her beauty. Hermes gave her
boldness and cunning. And they named her Pandora, meaning "all-gifted." And Hermes took Pandora as a gift to
Epimetheus, who was immediately taken by her beauty, and
conned by her cunning, and who by now had forgotten the
advice of his brother. (Prometheus had said, rather intelligently as it turns out, not to accept any gifts from the gods.)
And after Epimetheus had made Pandora his wife, she
opened the jar she had brought with her, and all the human
ills escaped and spread over the earth. Only hope remained
in the jar.
Or, I said- A long time ago, the Lord God "planted
a garden eastward in Eden" and made to grow in that
garden "every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for
food" - and more than those trees even, "the tree of life
also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledge
of good and evil." And into the garden so planted, the Lord
God put the man and the woman whom he had formed with but one condition on their perpetual existence there,
that they not partake of the fruit of those two central trees.
"Of the tree of knowledge of good and evil," He said,
"thou shalt not eat ... for in the day that thou eatest thereof
thou shalt surely die."
The rest of the story you know reasonably well, even if
you think you don't. Even though the woman had "taken to
heart" the Lord's stipulation, she was tempted, fatefully
tempted, when the oh-so-subtle serpent said to her of the
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fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil: ''Ye shall not
surely die: For God doth know that in the dayye eat thereof,
then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods,
knowing good and evil." The serpent was no dummy either,
perhaps.
What the woman didn't know, of course - what she
couldn't have known, before the fact, so to speak - was that
knowing, or trying to know, good and evil is no pleasant
condition in which to live.
In any case, she took of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil - and she must have known almost
immediately, because she "gave also unto" the man of that
fruit, "and he did eat." Otherwise, why would she have
bothered to give him even a nibble? You can almost hear her
thinking, "If I am going to have to live in this desiring,
despairing, hoping, dying, lonely condition, then, by God,
he will too."
The Lord God, of course, was not much happier than
Zeus was. He said to the woman, "I will greatly multiply thy
sorrow and thy conception; in sorrow thou shalt bring forth
children," and he said to the man, "cursed is the ground for
thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life.
Thorns and thistles shall it bring forth to thee . . . till thou
return unto the ground." And He concluded this benediction of sorts with some considerable irony, the Lord God
did: "Behold," He said, "the man is become as one of us, to
know good and evil."
After all these things and a few others had been done
and said, "Adam knew . . . his wife, and she conceived."
And, you know what? - what Dewey Dell suspects in her
own way, toward the conclusion of her own and her family's
rather driven, awkward, hopeful, sacrificing journey- there
really hasn't been too much "to get for hit" ever since, not
much to get for this human condition, not at the drugstore
or anywhere else.
And that's why we have Baccalaureate services, that's
why we're here this morning- because we are fated, or we
have fated ourselves, to trying and trying, and trying again,
to get something for "hit," to get something for this human
condition.
On this occasion, as on others of its traditional kind, we
do not seek to alleviate our condition, much less to cure it,
and certainly not to escape it. We seek, rather, something
that may enable us to continue to tolerate our human
condition, something that may enable us to acknowledge it,
in all its ambiguity, with all its limitations.
Creeds, catechisms, and forms
When we were young, we were taught, and we learned, our
words and our letters, our numbers and our colors. We were

taught, and we learned, our chipmunks and squirrels, our
equilateral triangles, our b-flats and middle-c's - our
common denominators, someone might say.
As we grew, we were taught, and we learned, that all
men are created equal, perhaps - or that chipmunks and
squirrels are species. We were taught, and we learned, about
mass and velocity and about means and ways of measuring
them. We learned a little something about electrons, perhaps. We learned about other cultures, as we say. And thus,
we were educated in our creeds and catechisms - in the
basic terms, forms, and figures of our worlds - as we had
to be educated.
Then we set off for college, seeking some freedom,
perhaps. Perhaps we came to Lawrence because we had read
in its catalog that "liberal learning liberates, freeing us from
the restraints of time and place." In any case, we continued
to learn things, including things that seemed to undercut
what we already knew, or thought we knew.
We learned, perhaps, in our college years, that all such
learnings, all such freedoms and liberations - all conceptions of space and time, all notions of harmony and disharmony - are culturally relative. Perhaps we even learned
that all statements are culturally relative, that all statements
are functions of the times and places and cultural traditions
which give rise to their formulations - or, as a member of
the Lawrence Class of 2003 might say, that all statements
are paradigm-derivative and paradigm-dependent.
While we were learning such things, we were learning
as well that mass and velocity cannot be measured without
influencing the mass or velocity that would be measured.
That no one, not even one of Plato's philosopher kings,
has ever seen an equilateral triangle, that none of those

equilateral triangles in our high-school geometry books is
equilateral, that each of their sides and angles is unequal to
each of the other sides and angles. And more, that no one
has ever seen an electron - and more yet, that no one has
ever seen a species or a literary character - and
that every syllable and every note, every middle-c
and b-flat, is different from every other syllable,
different even from the "same" syllable repeated,
the same note repeated.
At some point in this process of being
educated, we may have begun to suspect that, if it
is true that all statements are culturally relative,
then that statement must also be culturally
relative - and that one - and this one - and it
may have begun to seem to us as if all we were
hearing in our statements were the echoes of our
own thin cries.
In fact, we may have learned such things so well that
for a time, at least, we thought we had lost our faith, that all
the old absolutes were dead, that God is dead, that all
coherence is gone, that the world is meaningless- as in the
following not-so-imaginary dialogue:
Student: "All coherence is gone."
Instructor: "Not quite yet."
Student: "The world is meaningless."
Instructor: "Not in that sentence."
Student: "Everything is relative."
Instructor: "Yes, but relative to what? You don't mean, 'absolutely
relative'?"
Student: "I've lost my fait h."
Instructor: "Not yet, you haven't."
Student: "God is dead."
Instructor: "Not qu ite yet."
Student: "Oh, you mean t hat He or She is just a word."
Instructor: "Yes, in a manner of speaking, I mean that He or She or it
is just a word, as Yahweh or Jehovah or faith or electron is just a
word - nothing more and, far more significantly, nothing less not hing less t han a word, so significant a word that whole buildings,
including this one, thousands of buildings, and millions of books, and
billions of lives have been built and spent upon that word and its
cognates and even more have been dedicated to it s elaborations,
ref inements, and amplifications. I mean that, like species and myt h
and peace and justice, like equilateral t riangle and liberation and the
United States of America, like the electoral process and free-market
economics, li ke the SARS virus and natural selection and the genetic
code, it is a highly complex, elaborate, and highly influential figure
of human thought and speech and need - and no less signif icant or
impressive or real for being so."
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When we were growing up, we learned, perhaps, that
you can't step into the same river twice. When we got to
college, we may have learned the next lesson, perhaps the
penultimate lesson in our liberal education - th at you can't
step into the same river once and that, because you can't,
you must learn ways of imagining and thinking that you
can, fairly elaborate ways of assuring yourself not only that
you can step into the same river twice but th at you can do
so over and over again and that you can join others in doing
so, in the same ways, with the same understanding because if you don't, you wo n't make it to Comm encement
tomorrow. Hells-bells, you won't be able to make it to
lunch, much less be able to follow this sentence - or to
complete this phrase - or soon to sing, and louder sing,
"Let there be peace on earth."
If all has gone well in our liberal education, we have
come to understand that all those sciences and arts, all th at
history and mathem atics and music-theory and philosophy;
all those foo tball games and track meets and econometrics;
all that psychology, anthropology, and political science; all
those languages and literatures are neith er more nor less
than m eans, methods, and devices that we, and others of our
kind before us, have formed, modified, refined, and elaborated in our efforts to assure ourselves that we can step into
the same river over and over again, even though we otherwise know better - indeed, because we otherwise know
better, that the language of musical scores and m athematics,
and indeed any other language, is a direct function of our
knowledge that no two syllables (or notes or molecules or
electrons or snowflakes or chipmunks) are the same.
If things have gone well in our liberal education, we
have learned that we need these forms, these naturally
artificial forms, these formative, awkward, and sustaining
figures of thought and speech and need - because, quite
fran kly, we h ave precious little else to go on, much less to
keep going on.
If things have gone well in our liberal education, we
have come to sense the all-too-hum an irony in that statement from the Lawrence U niversity catalog, "liberal learning liberates, freeing us from the restraints of time and
place." We've come to sense not only that that statement is
far from free from "the restraints of time and place" but that,
when a liberal education has gone well, it h as done something rather the opposite of "freeing us from the restraints
of time and place"- that what it has done is to increase and
deepen our awareness of the restraints of time and place,
made us conscious, and maybe even self-conscious, of our
very most immediate and continuing dependence upon the
forms and figures of time and place, including this time and
this place.
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It's an old, restrammg inheritance, in which we are
pretty much bound to seek our freedom and our peace and
our justice and our understanding, and it's all wrapped up,
or we try to wrap it up, in the conscious and self-conscious
celebration of our Baccalaureate services, so that we can
hear the pain in the joy, see the tears in the laughter - as
we seek to give form to our knowledge of our condition, as
we seek atonement, in a way, by acknowledging the godawful pride in the rather pathetic forms of our doing so, th e
god-awful pride that got us into this condition in the firs t
place, the god-awful presumption without which there
would be no need for prayer or for singing - and the
ironies, ambiguities, tautologies, and contradictions without
which there would be no need for mosques or synagogues or
churches, nor even for poem s.
As in Philip Larkin's "Church Going" - as in going to
a church that, like all churches, is going:

Once I am sure there's nothing going on
I step inside, letting the door thud shut.
Another church: matting, seats, and stone,
And little books; sprawlings of flowers, cut
For Sunday, brownish now; some brass and stuff
Up at the holy end; the small neat organ;
And a tense, musty, unignorable silence,
Brewed God knows how long. Hatless, I take off
My cycle-clips in awkward reverence.
Move forward, run my hand around the font.
From where I stand, the roof looks almost new Cleaned, or restored? Someone would know: I don't.
Mounting the lectern, I peruse a few
Hectoring large-scale verses, and pronounce
'Here endeth' much more loudly than I'd meant.
The echoes snigger briefly. Back at the door
I sign the book, donate an Irish sixpence,
Reflect the place was not worth stopping for.
Yet stop I did: in fact I often do,
And always end much at a loss like this,
Wondering what to look fo r; wondering, too,
When churches fall completely out of use
What shall we turn them into, if we shall keep
Afew cathedrals chronically on show,
Their parchment, plate and pyx in locked cases,
And let the rest rent-free to rain and sheep.
Shall we avoid them as unlucky places?

Or, after dark, will dubious women come
To make their children touch a particular stone;
Pick simples for a cancer; or on some
Advised night see walking a dead one?
Power of some sort or another will go on
In games, in riddles, seemingly at random;
But superstition, like belief, must die,
And what remains when disbelief has gone?
Grass, weedy pavement, brambles, buttress, sky,
A shape less recognisable each week,
A purpose more obscure. I wonder who
Will be the last, the very last, to seek
This place for what it was; one of the crew
That tap and jot and know what rood-lofts were?
Some ruin-bibber, randy for antique,
Or Christmas-addict, counting on a whiff
Of gown-and-bands and organ-pipes and myrrh?
Or will he be my representative,
Bored, uninformed, knowing the ghostly silt
Disperse, yet tending to this cross of ground
Through suburb scrub because it held unspilt
So long and equably what since is found
Only in separation - marriage, and birth,
And death, and thoughts of these -for which
was built
This special shell? For, t hough I've no idea
What this accoutred frowsty barn is worth,
It pleases me to stand in silence here.
A serious house on serious earth it is,
In whose blent air all our compulsions meet,
Are recognised, and robed as destinies.
And that much never can be obsolete,
Since someone will forever be surprising
A hunger in himself to be more serious,
And gravitating with it to this ground,
Which, he once heard, was proper to grow wise in,
If only that so many dead lie round.

Professor Peter Fritzell (center) and President Richard Warch (right) with Patricia Hamar Boldt, '48,
and Oscar Boldt, "back stage" before the Baccalaureate service. Professor Fritzell was appointed
to the Patricia Hamar Boldt Professorship in Liberal Studies in 1989.

So what remains when disbelief is gone? Why, nothing
more or less than the belief that disbelief is gone. And what
remains when the belief that disbelief is gone, is gone?
Why, the disbelief in the belief that disbelief is gone, which
is naught else than a belief, of course. And so, someone
might say, the story goes on and on, forever and ever, as it
were. •

Peter Fritze!! was invited by the Class of2003 to speak at their
Baccalaureate service on june 14. A member of the Lawrence
faculty since 1966, he did his undergraduate work at the
University ofNorth Dakota and earned the M.A. and the Ph.D.
from Stanford University. He has published widely in the area
ofnature writing. A recording ofProf Fritzell's 2003 Freshman
Studies lecture on Aldo Leopold's A Sand County Almanac can
be heard at www.lawrence.edu/deptlfreshman_studies/lectures/
0203/leopold.shtml (RealAudio software required).
The poem "Church Going" by Philip Larkin (1922-85)
reprinted by permission of the Marvell Press, London.
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Four teachers, scholars, mentors, friends

THE LAWRENCE COMMUNITY WAS SADDENED
this past spring by the deaths of four distinguished and wellbeloved retired members of the faculty (pictured, from left): John
Alfieri, professor emeritus of Spanish, who taught at Lawrence
from 1954 to 1982; J. Bruce Brackenridge, professor emeritus of
physics, 1959 to 1996; Charles Breunig, L.H.D. '97, professor
emeritus of history, 19 55 to 1986; and Miriam Clapp Duncan,

professor emerita of music, 1949 to 1954 and 1955 to 1985. At
the Reunion Convocation in June, four alumni, former students
of the four professors, delivered the following brief eulogies.

john A !fieri
I remember Professor Alfieri in his tweed jacket and shock
of white hair and the get-togethers with him and his lovely
wife, Graciela, another fine Spanish professor, when they
hosted us over sherry at their home.
His subjects were Spanish and Italian language and
literature. To his students he was an intellectual who
conveyed European formality, but with dry wit and a touch
of New York attitude. He inspired us with his passion for
Spain, integrating Hemingway's novels and Michener's
Iberia into our reading lists of Spanish literature. Perhaps
his favorite class was the Spanish epic Don Quijote by
Cervantes, whose characters followed their dreams and
ideals in the face of life's challenges in a changing world.
Some of us had a chance to see that world. In 1977
he and Graciela escorted a group of students to Madrid
and Granada to teach us Spanish and Moorish history,
culture, architecture, and language. They organized classes
with local Spanish scholars, took us around Madrid, and
introduced us to the Alhambra castle in Andalucia for an
unforgettable experience.
All was not sweetness with Professor Alfieri, however.
Several of my contemporaries have commented that, while
small in stature, he could intimidate - especially the
freshmen and sophomores - with his piercing dark eyes,
castigating us when we were late or failed to do an assignment. Colds and hangovers were no excuse for missing a
class. For example, one day a student banged on my door in
Colman Hall explaining that there was a professor downstairs who wanted to see my roommate, a voice major who
was taking Italian. The opera star was resting, so I offered
to face the Inquisitor. Downstairs, dressed in his tweed
jacket, he demanded to know why the roommate wasn't
coming to class. He paused and said, "Really now, this is no
joke. Does he want to learn Italian or not?" Mter that
encounter, I realized how much he cared for his students.
Anyone who's been to a large state university for graduate
school can appreciate this.
He influenced my life by showing me that, through the
study and application of liberal arts, one can navigate
through almost any situation. He built my confidence to
learn languages and understand other cultures, which has
helped me as an Air Force officer in Panama and Italy and
most recently in Kosovo as a peacekeeper. Other students of
his have gone on to work in such diverse roles as State
Department Foreign Service officers, university professors,
high school Spanish teachers in Milwaukee and Mosinee,
legal aid and corporate attorneys, and with Save the

Children, to name a few.
John Alfieri taught, entertained, cajoled, and inspired.
His family, former students, and the Lawrence community
will miss him.
-Basil Georgiadis, '78, Major,
United States Air Force

Bruce Brackenridge
In September of 1959, my classmates and I started on our
four-year Lawrence adventure. In that same September,
J. Bruce Brackenridge began his more-than-40-year
Lawrence career.
We knew him first as our physics professor. In class, he
used a "think-it-through" style. At the board, he derived
the consequences of the laws of physics and demonstrated
the connections between them. In so doing, he rejected the
notion of a canned and polished performance in favor of
exposing the thougpt process. Occasionally this required
acknowledging a wrong turn and the resulting need to try
again. This approach delivered a subtle but powerful
message. Our relationship would not be between the
distant, all-knowing professor and students who were left to
figure it out if they could; it was to be a shared process of
participation, persistence, and ultimate success.
Some of us were also to know Dr. Brackenridge as a
Freshman Studies teacher. While he may not have been the
teacher of our particular section, the fact that he was
participating delivered another message, perhaps the core
message of a liberal arts education - that, even though we
may focus our efforts in a particular field, each of us has the
potential and the responsibility for participation in the
broader community and for the acquisition of general
knowledge. Over the years, his participation in Freshman
Studies included serving as both chair of the selection
committee and director of the program.
We were to see later, as his professional interests
broadened into the history of science, that Professor Brackenridge illustrated for us the potential for growth and lifelong learning that we can all benefit from discovering. It is
said that a student's inquiry, "How did Newton ever think
of that?" and a growing interest in the writings of other
early scientists led him into serious and extended research
on Newton's principal work, The Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy. In the years that followed, he detailed
Newton's mathematics, published his findings, and in 1995
authored a book, The Key to N ewton 's Dynamics. When he
introduced students to Newton's Laws, they were getting it
from the source.
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Dr. Brackenridge personified the advantages of a
Lawrence education. He was accessible to his students and
took a personal interest in their future. He encouraged me,
for example, to go on to graduate school, a possibility that I
had not previously considered. He recognized the value of
diverse interests and accepted that this could lead to some
conflicts. It could entail, for example, leaving the afternoon
physics lab a little early, to make band practice. He
approved.
He extended his own horizons and those of his
students. In the process, he became director of Lawrence's
London Center, one of the university's opportunities for
students to look and live beyond the boundaries of the
campus.
In the ever-unfinished history of our school, the lifelong contributions of J. Bruce Brackenridge have taken
their place in the foundations upon which Lawrence will
continue to build. His first students have long since benefited from his well-taught lessons, and the extension of his
dedicated efforts will continue for years in the accomplishments and memories of those whom he taught.
- Erlan Bliss, '63, physicist, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

Charles Breunig
It is, of course, with great sadness that we mark the passing
of Charles Breunig, but it is also with a deep sense of admiration and appreciation that we remember him and his
enormous contribution to his students.
Lawrence has always had an excellent faculty, and
Professor Breunig was a truly outstanding faculty member:
a well-known scholar, engaging lecturer, and dedicated
teacher, someone who was genuinely committed to the students and their education.
Professor Breunig wrote one of the most widely used
books on European history, The Age of Revolution and
R eaction; he also authored a history of Lawrence, A Great
and Good Work. These books certainly distinguished him
as a scholar, but it is for his teaching that we remember
Professor Breunig most of all. Over the course of his career
at Lawrence he taught literally several thousand students
and helped to instill in them the insightful reasoning that
was his trademark. He also served as an advisor and mentor
to countless students and provided them with caring and
sensible guidance as they sought their path through life.
Professor Breunig had an enormous impact upon my
own life. I arrived at Lawrence in the fall of 1979 intending
to be a math and computer science major. I certainly had no
interest at all in history - which, so far as I could tell, was
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nothing but a dry recitation of names and dates. That began
to change on my very first day of class at Lawrence, when I
met my Freshman Studies instructor, Professor Breunig.
How could I have known, walking into his classroom, that
the direction of my life was about to change forever? And
yet, dedicated teachers such as Professor Breunig have that
power, the power to open new intellectual horizons, to
awaken students' interest in new subjects, to instill a desire
and an ability to analyze new worlds in new ways.
Under Professor Breunig, the study of history was anything but a dry recitation of names and dates; instead, it was
an attempt to understand the political and social forces that
drive historical events and that shape the world today. His
lectures on the French Revolution, the First World War,
and Nazism brought these events to life and conveyed the
enormous importance they have for Western Civilization.
Mter taking two of Professor Breunig's classes, I
turned my back on computer science forever and became a
history major, and I have been studying history ever since,
eventually becoming a history professor myself.
While his effect on other students' lives may have been
less dramatic, it was no less important. Professor Breunig
provided all students with a model of well-organized and
judicious thought. Those who took his classes undoubtedly
remember that, before each lecture, he would place an outline on the board of the major points that he was going to
cover. Instead of rambling or going off on tangents, as
professors sometimes do, he would work systematically
through each of those main points, forming a clear and
consistent argument. His conclusions were always extremely
balanced assessments of the past and the present.
In his dealings with people, Professor Breunig also
provided an exemplary model. Both in seminar discussions
and personal conversations, he listened extremely well,
something I've since come to realize is something of a rare
quality in people. He never lectured people outside of
lectures, another occupational hazard of other professors.
Instead, Professor Breunig always gave everyone a chance to
speak and was quite open to different opinions. The respect
he paid to his students' ideas made them feel valued as
participants in the scholarly enterprise. For one seminar,
I remember, he even allowed the students to select the readings and lead the discussions, a progressive pedagogical
technique designed to give students a direct role in fashioning the class.
Finally, let me add something about Professor Breunig's
personal qualities. He was a very compassionate man, someone who was unfailingly considerate and kind. In fact, this
is what all his students said about him, that he was an excellent professor but a genuinely nice person as well. He was

always generous with his time and ready to offer helpful
advice. When he was director of the London Center, he and
his wife even invited students to their home for dinner,
providing what students studying overseas needed most,
camaraderie and a good meal. Those who have lived in
London on a student's budget, eating nothing but fish and
chips for weeks on end, can appreciate the value of this .
Professor Breunig's consideration and kindness were
qualities that evinced that he was not only an outstanding
professor but a wonderful person as well. In all these ways,
I believe that Charles Breunig was truly exceptional. Those
of us who knew him and studied with him were extremely
privileged. We benefited greatly from his intelligence, his
compassion, and his wisdom.
-David L. Hoffmann, '83, associate professor of
history, Ohio State University

Miriam Clapp Duncan
Finding the right words to offer in tribute to anyone who
has passed away is never an easy task, and in the case of
Miriam Duncan it is an enormous responsibility. How do
you encapsulate the life and work of this teacher, scholar,
artist, and friend who has touched the lives of so many
Lawrentians and whose influence will continue to be felt for
years to come?
When listing attributes that aptly describe Miriam
Duncan, the words "truthful" and "forthright" are at the top
of the heap . You could always count on hearing the truth
from Professor Duncan. She gave praise when it was truly
deserved, but she also spoke her mind when something
needed attention, or if a student did not perform to his or
her highest potential, or if the student needed further incentive to reach a higher level of expression. No one could
instill the fear of God in a student like Miriam Duncan,
when she wore her trademark reading glasses that allowed
her to look above the lenses at you or when she would walk
silently in the aisles of the chapel, often with her gradebook
in hand, looking down at the floor while you were playing
or when she would walk over to the organ bench and push
the poor student out of the way or when she would beat
time with the student by hitting him or her in the back with
her fist.
There were so many things that made her teaching
unique and worthy of recognition. Her ability to wed scholarship with performance provided an enlightenment to so
many of us at an early age that changed forever the way we
look at our instrument and its literature. Her teaching
embodied the concept of liberal arts education in every way,
admonishing a student to go beyond the page to gain a

clearer understanding of the composer and to perform with
a broad vision of the world and the realization that there is
a lot more to life than sitting on an organ bench.
One of the most astounding aspects of Miriam's teaching was her uncanny sense of psychological intuition. She
could read a student like a book, accurately judging his or
her strengths and weaknesses, and then mold her instruction accordingly. It was a sixth sense with her- she could
ascertain a student's psyche on any given day by the second
measure of a piece, stop your playing, and ask, "What's
wrong?" Countless students spent time in her office pouring
out their problems both on and off campus (often in tears) .
It was at these times that one witnessed the compassionate
side of Mother Duncan. She still spoke the truth, but it was
with a masterful care and grace that deepened our love and
affection for her.
If you could get at the core of what motivated Miriam
as an artist and teacher, I think you would discover that it
was excellence. Her prodding, pushing, conducting,
admonishing, and off-key singing in a lesson had a purpose:
to push us to a higher level of excellence in performance.
But of far greater importance was her overall concern for her
students as human beings. Over and over again she would
say, "It is far more important to be a fine human being than
a fine musician." What mattered most to Miriam Duncan
was not the quest for success, but rather the search for excellence. She was just as concerned with how her students
acted and interacted in the world as she was with our
professional work.
Miriam Duncan never stopped teaching; she continued
her pedagogical activity long after her "official" retirement
from Lawrence in 1985, and she continued to give guidance,
both artistic and personal, to many of us long after we left
alma mater. Miriam never stopped being a mentor, and she
loved to hear from her former students and hear of their joys
and sorrows, triumphs and defeats, accomplishments and
challenges.
Recognizing her contribution to the organ profession,
her worldwide legacy of students, and her nearly 50 years
of service and devotion to her beloved Lawrence University
and the Conservatory of Music - all of which was accomplished with indefatigable energy- there is no other way to
describe the accomplishments of Miriam Clapp Duncan
than as a life of excellence.
R equiescat in pace, Mother Duncan!
-David A. H eller, '81, Professor of music and
university organist, Trinity University,
San Antonio, Texas •
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A lifetime journey begins with a walk
across the Commencement platform

jUNE 15, 2003: 279 MEMBERS OF WHAT BOARD
of Trustees Chair Jeffrey Riester, '70, in opening remarks,
called "Lawrence's current 'Best Class Ever,"' received
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Music degrees (sometimes
both) at Commencement exercises held on the Main Hall
Green.
In addition to Riester, featured speakers included four
recipients of honorary degrees,
President Warch, and senior class
representative Tetteh Otuteye,
from Accra, Ghana. Professor
Emeritus of English Peter Fritzell
was the principal speaker at Baccalaureate exercises on Saturday,
June 14 (see page 19).
Honorary degrees
Two well-known and widely
admired Fox Cities community
leaders, one of the country's most
celebrated scholars of American colonial history, and the
founder of the world's largest contemporary Blues record
label were recognized at Commencement by the conferring
of honorary degrees.
O scar Boldt (photo, page 23), chairman of The Boldt
Group, and his wife, community volunteer Patricia Hamar
Boldt, '48, each received the honorary degree Doctor of Laws.
Born and raised in Appleton, O scar Boldt has spent
more than 50 years with the family construction business.
Under his leadership, O scar J. Boldt Construction Company
has grown into the largest contracting and constructionmanagement firm in Wisconsin and one of the nation's top
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75 general contractors. A member of the Lawrence Board of
Trustees, he was the recipient of Ernst & Young's Master
Entrepreneur of the Year Award in 1991 and was inducted
into Appleton's Paper Industry International Hall of Fame
in 2000. Earlier this year, he was honored as a member of
the Wisconsin Business Hall of Fame.
Patricia Boldt (photo, inside front cover) is known as a
woman w ho never says " no " when
it comes to getting involved in
meaningful community projects.
Since moving to the Fox Cites to
attend Lawrence in the mid -1940s
from Ontonagon, M ich., she has
been a tireless advocate, volunteer,
and mentor for countless area
organizations, including the Infant
Welfare Circle, United Way, the
Salvation Army, the Fox Valley
Symphony, the Girl Scouts,
LEAVE , Meals on Wheels,
Friends of the Appleton Library, Mosquito Hill Nature
Center, and the Lawrence University Alumni Association.
Her generous efforts have been recognized with numerous honors and awards, including 2002's Paul and Elaine
Groth Mentoring Award; Aid Association for Lutherans'
Walter Rugland Community Service Award, which she
shared with her husband; and the St. Olaf College Regents
Award.
Edmund Morgan, Sterling Professor of History Emeritus
at Yale University, is widely considered one of America's
most distinguished historians. His award-winning body of
work includes more than a dozen books, among them

Music Association, which he
Inventing the People: The R ise
also founded. He has been
of Popular Sovereignty in
honored with a Lifetime
E ngland and A merica, which
Achievement Award from the
won Columbia University's
Bancroft Prize, and A merican
Montreux Jazz Festival and
was inducted into the Blues
Slavery, American Freedom,
Hall of Fame in 1997. Last
which was honored by the
year, Iglauer was recognized
Society of American Historians
and the American Historical
by Chicago magazine with its
Association.
Chicagoan of the Year
Award.
Two of his early books,
Following Lawrence traBirth of the R epublic and The
clition, each honorary degree
Puritan Dilemma, have been
recipient delivered a brief
required reading in history
charge to the members of
courses for decades. Among
his other works are biograthe Class of 2003 (see box,
phies of Ezra Stiles and Roger
page 31).
Williams and a book on
George Washington, and his
Lawrence awards for teaching
most recent book, Benjamin
Richard Sanerib, associate
professor of mathematics,
Franklin, which he wrote at
the age of 86, has been critireceived Lawrence's Excelcally hailed as one of the best
lence in Teaching Award,
given annually to a faculty
short biographies of Franklin
member for "outstanding perever published and was a lglauer, '69, D. Mus. '03, and President Warch
formance in the teaching
finalist for the 2002 National
Book Critics Circle Award. In 2000, President Clinton
process, including the quest to ensure that students reach
awarded Professor Morgan the National Humanities
their full development as individuals, human beings, and
future leaders of society."
Medal, one of the country's highest civilian honors.
Bruce Iglauer, who earned a bachelor's degree in theatre
Randall McNeill, assistant professor of classics, was
and drama from Lawrence, turned a passion for the blues
presented the Outstanding Young Teacher Award in recogand a burning desire to record his favorite band into the
nition of demonstrated excellence in the classroom and the
world's largest and most successful contemporary Blues
promise of continued growth (photo, inside front cover).
recording company.
A specialist in logic, algebra, and topology, Sanerib
joined the mathematics department in 1976. Among the
In 1971, at the age of 23, Iglauer single-handedly
founded Alligator Records, an independent label based in
subjects he teaches are calculus, foundations of algebra, and
his one-room Chicago apartment, intending to make just
graph theory, and his research interests include the history
one album, a recording of Hound Dog Taylor and the
of mathematics.
Houserockers. Since that initial recording, Iglauer has
Sanerib, who received the Outstanding Young Teacher
Award in 1979, is one of only four faculty members in the
helped Alligator Records produce more than 200 titles and
win more awards than any other Blues label. Alligator
29-year history of the two awards to receive both teaching
recordings have garnered 32 Grammy Award nominations,
honors.
winning twice; 18 Indie Awards from the Association for
In presenting the award, President Warch hailed
Independent Music; and three Grand Prix du Disque
Sanerib as "the teacher parents hope their children will
awards. Alligator and its artists also have captured a total of
encounter in college."
72 W.C. Handy Blues Awards, the Blues community's
''You fill the classroom with an infectious passion for
mathematics and then fill your office hours with the sage
highest honor.
Iglauer is co-founder of Living Blues, America's oldest
and thoughtful guidance of a caring mentor," Warch said.
Blues magazine, and is a three-term president of the Blues
"Outside the classroom, you are at perfectly scripted times
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Bucheger and Chesney, outstanding Wisconsin teachers

coach, cheerleader, wise counselor, psychologist, quiet
listener, and good friend. When students need to look into
themselves, you hold up the mirror."
A native of Boston, Sanerib earned a bachelor's degree
in mathematics at St. Anselm's College and his doctorate in
mathematics at the University of Colorado.
McNeill, who joined the classics department in 1999, is
a specialist in Latin poetry, particularly the work of Roman
poet Horace, as well as Greek and Roman history.
His 2001 book, Horace: Image, Identity, and Audience,
examines the techniques Horace used to depict his personal
existence and how those techniques influenced, and were
adapted by, later Roman poets.
The president cited McNeill's passion, energy, and
enthusiasm for the classical languages:
"Your classes are like the Lawrence hockey games you
love to watch - fast and furious - and that's why your
students get caught up in all the excitement," Warch said.
"Your lectures are stimulating, engaging, and entertaining, and they are complemented by comprehensive study
guides that you faithfully and laboriously prepare for your
students. Whether it's a vexing grammatical challenge or
an historical conundrum, your explanations are always
down-to-earth and right on the mark."
Born and raised in Chicago, McNeill earned a bachelor's degree in classics at Harvard University and his Ph.D.
in classics at Yale University.
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Wisconsin teaching awards
Paul Bucheger of Seymour and Robert Chesney of Cedarburg received Lawrence's 2003 Outstanding Teaching in
Wisconsin Award.
Established in 1985, the teaching award recognizes
Wisconsin secondary schoolteachers for educational excellence. Recipients are nominated by Lawrence seniors who
attended high school in Wisconsin and are selected on their
abilities to communicate effectively, create a sense of excitement in the classroom, and motivate their students to
pursue academic excellence while showing a genuine
concern for them in as well as outside the classroom.
Bucheger and Chesney are the 39th and 40th teachers
honored in the program's 19-year history. Each received a
certificate, a citation, and a monetary award.
Bucheger has taught physics and mathematics at
Seymour since 1987, developing a reputation for his classroom creativity and practical, real-life applications of often
intimidating subject matter for his students.
In nominating him for the award, Lawrence senior
Mark Schmoll cited Bucheger's communication skills, his
ability to generate excitement about the subject matter, and
his genuine concern for students.
"All students learn best in slightly different ways, and
Mr. Bucheger is second to none when it comes to realizing
this," Schmoll wrote in his nomination. "He always finds
ways to communicate the curriculum to each individual in
the class. Excitement in the classroom is generated not only
by the numerous fun activities that students have the opportunity to participate in, but by Mr. Bucheger's own excitement
for the material and for teaching."
In addition to his teaching duties, Bucheger has been a
long-time volunteer coach with the Seymour Middle School
wrestling program.
A native of Greenwood, Bucheger earned his bachelor's
degree in physics and mathematics at the UW-Eau Claire
and a master's degree in education at Viterbo University.
Chesney began his teaching career in 1978 at Ozaukee
High School, where he teaches English, literary analysis,
research writing, and AP literature.
His innovative use of technology in his classes has
earned numerous awards, including Time Warner's Teaching Creatively with Cable Gold Award in 1999, 2001, and
2002. He also was named recipient of Time Warner's
Crystal Apple National Teacher Award in 1999 and 2001.
Chesney "motivates students with his flair for adding
uncommon elements to the classroom," senior Michelle
Ansay wrote in nominating her former teacher for the
award.

"From the very early days of the Web, Mr.
Chesney has strongly encouraged responsible
use of Internet resources. Mter a few years of
exploring such resources, he began to dabble in
creating resources of his own, and he brought
his students with him on the journey."
As faculty advisor to the school newspaper,
Chesney was named the Journalism Advisor of
the Year in 1999 by the Ke ttle Moraine Press
Association. He serves as a coach of
the school forensics team and is the
author of numerous published articles
in Quill and Scroll, Tech Learning, and
The Well Connected Educator, among
other publications . He earned his
bachelor's degree in English at the
UW- O shkosh and his master's degree
in English literature at Marquette
University. •

Charge to the Class of 2003
EdmundS. Morgan, L.H.D. '03
Sterling Professor ofHistory Emeritus
Yale University
The world as it was when I was your age has disappeared. Whatever advice or
admonition I can offer on the basis of my experience when I was in my 20s or
30s is not much use. But, there is one thing that
matters as much now as it always has. That is luck.
Get lucky. The reason I am here today to receive
this honor is luck.
I was not born lucky. Indeed, I considered
myself unlucky. There was nothing I wanted more
than anything else when I was young than to be
good at hockey. I loved the game, and I was hopelessly bad at it. I would give away the puck to
anyone who skated by. I was not so eager to be
good at history or literature, but I worked at it. I
was still unlucky when in college I failed my first
history exam. I stuck with it, went to graduate
school, and wrote a pretty good dissertation, but
basically I was B+, and I knew it.
Then came the Second World War - bad for the world, but lucky for
me. There were no academic jobs, but I was pretty good with my hands, as I
was pretty good at a few other things. So I took a job as a machinist's helper,
though I didn't know much about machinery at the time. That was when I got
lucky. It turned out that I was not just pretty good at it -I was damned good.
Within a year I was a full-fledged tool-and-die maker - I learned fast. More
importantly, I knew I was good, and it changed my whole outlook on myself
and the world. Whether you are good at history is a matter of opinion - Istill
can't be sure that something I have just written is really any good. But when
you are making something out of steel or brass in a machine shop, you will
know instantly how good it is. You can measure the goodness to tenthousands of an inch with micrometers. My work measured up with the best.
I was good.
That was my luck, and it changed everything I did thereafter. They say
you have to be good to be lucky. And I have been lucky in everything that has
happened to me since then. I stopped being a toolmaker after the war and
went back to the academic world. But I went with a confidence that earning a
Ph.D. had never given me.
America is no longer an industrial society, and I would not advise anyone
to become a machinist or a toolmaker now, but I do think getting to be good
at something, no matter what it is, has something to do with getting lucky.
So, my charge to you is to get lucky, as fast as you can, and be good at
something; it doesn't matter what. •
In addition to Professor Morgan's remarks, texts of the Commencement charges
by honorary-degree recipients Oscar C. Boldt, LL.D. '03, Patricia Hamar Boldt, '48,
LL.D. '03, and Bruce H. lglauer, '69, D.Mus. '03, can be read at www.lawrence.edu/
news/ pubs/lt/fall03/ charges.shtml.
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More than 1,000 alumni and guests from
39 states and six foreign countries, including
China and Russia, returned to Lawrence for
Reunion Weekend, June 20-22. From
Alumni College on Friday to a Bjorklunden
visit on Sunday, it was a time to renew old
acquaintances and make new ones.
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Opposite page: President and Mrs. Warch receive members of
the Class of 1953 at their home on Park Avenue; this page, top:
the Class of 1993 gathers on the Briggs Hall deck

Taught by Lawrence faculty members, Alumni College
classes included Adventures in Deep Time (geology), joseph
M cCarthy (history), Don 't L et Numbers Fool You (statistics),
and Nanoscience (chemistry), as well as an introduction to
Main Hall's Humanities Computing Laboratory, a look at
recent renovations in the Seeley G. Mudd Library, and a
participatory group discussion in the manner of Freshman
Studies.
This year's special-group reunions (last year's was a jazz
ensemble reunion) brought back alumni who had been
members of L awrence choral groups and also alumni veterans of the college's Kurgan Exchange Term in Russia.

Choir Reunion participants rehearsed Friday afternoon for
an evening concert, directed by Richard Bjella, associate
professor of music, and performed again the next day, augmented by other alumni vocalists, as the convocation choir.
Among other activities, the Kurgan alumni were briefed on
the status of the Fox Cities/Kurgan Sister Cities Program.
Saturday's Reunion Convocation, presided over by
Alumni Association President Jo Howarth Noonan, '78,
afforded reunioning alumni the opportunity to recognize
classmates with achievement and service awards (see page
34), present their special reunion class gifts to the college,
and hear a "state of the college" report from President
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Lawrentians of tomorrow who accompanied their parents to Reunion Weekend

Richard Warch. This year's convocation also honored the
memory of four recently deceased emeriti faculty members,
who were eulogized in remarks by four of their former
students (see page 24).
Choir Reunion choristers were not the only musicproviders of the weekend, however. Campus bands of other
eras that reunited for the occasion included "The Daves,"
featuring novelist Paul McComas, '83; the "Dangling
Participles," led by JeffWisser, '81; the "Static Disruptors,"
led by Craig Rosen, '83; and "Big Band Reunion," led by
Robert Levy, professor of music.
Other weekend highlights included the annual5K Fun
Run/Walk; the stand-up comedy of Rob Brackenridge, '83;
an extensive program of child care and family activities; and
open houses by fraternities, sororities, the Diversity Center,
and International House; as well as a full schedule of opportunities for alumni in reunion classes to spend time with
those they had come to Appleton to see: each other.
Alumni from reunion classes honored
Five alumni were recognized with service awards, and one
received a distinguished achievement award during the
annual Reunion Convocation on Saturday, June 21.
Terry Moran, '82, who covers the White House as a correspondent for ABC News, received the Lucia R. Briggs
Distinguished Achievement Award, which recognizes outstanding contributions and accomplishments in a chosen
field.
Moran's career has been a case study of late 20th- and

early 21st-century social history. He began as a writer for
The New Republic magazine before joining Legal Times,
where he covered the Supreme Court as a reporter and later
served as the publication's assistant managing editor. In
1992, he moved to the fledgling cable channel Court TV,
where, as a correspondent and anchor, he covered some of
the nation's highest profile stories, including the murder
trials of OJ Simpson and Lyle and Erik Menendez, as well
as the Clarence Thomas/Anita Hill Supreme Court hearings.
Moran joined ABC News as the network's legal correspondent in 1998, where he reported on the trial of Dr. Jack
Kevorkian, the "Unabomber" Ted Kaczynski, and the
Microsoft anti-trust case. A story on ABC's "Nightline"
about a reunion of former death-row inmates who were
freed when evidence came to light proving their innocence
earned him the Thurgood Marshall Journalism Award from
the Death Penalty Information Center.
In September 1999, Moran was named an ABC News
White House correspondent, where he currently covers all
aspects of the Bush administration for 'World News
Tonight," "Good Morning America," and other broadcasts.
Austin Boncher, '63, and David L. Hoffman, '57, received
the George B. Walter Service to Society Award, established
in 1997 in honor of the late George Walter, a Lawrence
graduate and dean and education professor from 1946-75
(see page 60).
As an educator, mentor, administrator, and passionate
advocate for the arts, Boncher has devoted his life to developing arts programs in the Fox Valley. From 1963-70, he
(Continued on page 38)
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Top, left to right: Outstanding Service Award
recipients Bauer, Hausmann, Cisler; Distinguished
Achievement Award recipient Moran; left:
Service to Society Award recipients Hoffman
and Bencher

10th Reunion (left to right) Ro w I Kara Kleinhans Phillips, Rashne Jehangir, Carol Harper Rogers, Lisa Thieme, Julie Secor, Jeff Jacobson, Rebecca Letter, Sarah Scott
Simpson, Greta Laux Spellman, Kris Warzyniak, Jennifer Kwapil, Alyssa Paul Maria, Kelly Morris Huxmann, Peter Huxmann; Row 2 Noel Miles, Jennifer Friedman, Olivia
Harris Barkoff, Linda Y. Wong, Anissa Schneider Emery, Elise Brunelle, Kelly O'Reilly, Angela Klawes Eick, Aaron Grzywinski, Francesca Bumpurs, Tami Immel Draxler,
Patty Ellis, Johanna Jaehnig Henry; Row 3 Will McDow, Aaron Barkoff, Ryan Randall, Corday Feith, Martin Thorstensson, Peter Kimball, Jeff Wiggins; Row 4 Heather Hill
Dembroski, Charles Zheng, Jim C. O'Brien, Joaquin Salas, Karen Ritzinger, Geoffrey Barrow, Kurt Wolf, Lori Geissler, Vickie Leathers-Paupore, Krista Fahey, Laura
Heuser Kimball, Randy Rogers, Andrew Ager, Seth Lindenfelser
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'Thankful and amazed'
Holy and Eternal One: with the poet we
"thank you God for this most amazing day: ...
for everything which is natural which is infinite which is yes."*
Amazed at our joy in being here today Amazed at the faces of classmates, colleagues, and friends from near and farThankful for this community of light, more light, where we gained
enlightenment of our minds and stars in our eyes Thankful for our beloved mentors, especially recalling Nathan Pusey, John Alfieri, Bruce
Brackenridge, Miriam Duncan, and Charles Breunig
Amazed at our memories and tears.
Thankfully we recommit ourselves to sharing this house of light with the
children of the earth.
Amazed at the turn of events, of a weeping world in the post-9/11 era,
we rededicate ourselves to working toward a more peaceful and just life
for all humanity and to support our alma mater as it nurtures leaders
for a troubled world.
Thankful and amazed at the Yes of life and light which grasped us here. Amen.
The Rev. Martin Deppe, '57
Invocation for Reunion Convocation
june 21, 2003

* e e cummings

Kurgan Reunion
sunday
Breakfast
rnational House
9:00a.m.
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25th Reunion (left to right) Row 1Gregg Opelka, Rosie Bresler-Goldstein, Jeanette Kohr Gowen, Cindy Estlund, Mary Reed Spencer, Kevin Caraher, Greg Pettigrew,
Amy Bell, Beth Trompeter Major, Suzy Steele Born, Nancy Fay; Row 2 Amos Miner, Ellen Olson Hanchek, Keith Runquist, Tom Schwartz; Row 3 Jim Chwaszczewski,
Lesley Bellows Weinberger, Janet Aronberg Hersh, Kathy Kennedy Hawkins, Irene Ang Strohbeen, Erich Press, Beth Scholten Woodruff, Michael Sigman; Row 3.5 Ralph
Fisher, Lisa Barthels, Chris Siewert Edgecomb, Paul Scaffidi, Lynn Brackenridge, Jo Howarth Noonan, Stephen Bates; Row 4 Steve Kumbalek, Betsy Kortenhof Kumbalek,
Charley Kron, Mark Breseman, Brent Erensel, Robin Kipnis, Cindy Palma Kelly, Julie Manning; Row 4.5 Kris Kosloske Reed, Steve Dufresne, Steve Lemme, Sue Schneider
Harrison, David McColgin; Row 5 Joyce Young, Mark Bunke, Gary ap Kohls, Michael Gentleman '77, Paul Schmidt, Peggy lola-Schmidt, Penn Ritter, Tim Thompson,
Mark Kelly, Louisa Keller Paige, Ralph Harrison, Mike Cisler; Row 6 Basil Georgiadis, Paul VanSteelant, Scott Bohon, David Klaeser, Jon Aries, Doug Marshall

40th Reunion (left to right) Row 1Letha Dreyfus, Mary Restifo, Betsy Myers White, Cinny Liebich Reff, Dorothy Polzin Staley, Hayward Sumner, Liz Cole,
Julie Davis Dennis; Row 1.5 Roxane Fuller Mclean, Kay Landon Finke, and Sally Steven Stout; Row 2 Barb Blount Ziek, Julie Hutchison Bolton, Joan Werness Martin,
Susan Poulsen Schulson, Tom Pearl Lawrence, Karen Murphy, Dan Taylor; Row 3 Karon Eltgroth Winzenz, Carey Wickland, George McKann, Ann Peterson Andersen,
Lorelei Viscariello Gould, Paula Presba Krambeer, Barb Larsen, Barbara Amend VanMetre; Row 3.5 Robert Dickens, Erlan Bliss, Mary Brausch Albert, Nancy VanScoy
Duffrin, and Jacquey Brown Yocum; Row 4 Tom Schinabeck, Vicki Agee Graser, Mark Thomas, Linda Burch Eiserloh, Austin Boncher, and Chris Vogel; Row 5 William
Moebius, Anita Lonnes Nolen, and Donald Kersemeier; Row 6 Al Gephart, Tom Barton, Margaret Snyder Schumann, Mary Heller Rawcliffe, Virginia Montgomery
Melin, Bronson Hall, Al Bjornson, Steve Myers
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Choir Reunion vocalists rehearse for their special concert.

(Continued from page 34)

served as choral director at Xavier High School and Einstein
Junior High School and as band director at Menasha High
School, before becoming the Appleton Area School District's
director of music and later supervisor of music and fine arts,
a position he held until his retirement in 1998.
His influence extended well beyond the classroom,
helping to change the character of the local arts community.
Boncher founded the Fox Valley Symphony Chorale and
the Fox Valley Youth Symphony and was one of the
founders of the White Heron Chorale, the Appleton Boychoir, and the Fox Valley Symphony, all of which are still
thriving today.
The Fox Valley Arts Alliance honored Boncher in 1993
with its Renaissance Award for his contributions to the arts,
and earlier this year, he received Thrivent Financial for
Lutheran's Hanns Kretschmar Award for Excellence in the
Arts for his role in "Sing for the Cure," a musical production at the new Fox Cities Performing Arts Center staged
to benefit breast-cancer research.
Hoffman was associated for 38 years - including 28
as president- with Family Service of Milwaukee, the oldest
and largest nonprofit, nonsectarian family-support organization in Wisconsin, serving more than 10,000 children
and adults each year. He retired from Family Service in
December 2000.
Under his leadership, the agency grew from a staff of 30
to more than 200 and expanded its mission to include a vast
array of family support programs, including a training
institute for marriage and family therapists, an employee
assistance program, and a credit counseling service. In 1995,
Hoffman negotiated an affiliation with Aurora Health Care
that doubled Family Service's capacity for serving lowincome families and the elderly.
Hoffman convened the Wisconsin Association of
Marriage and Family Counselors and served as the organization's first president. He was twice appointed to the
Wisconsin State Council on Mental Health.
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Jonathan Bauer, '83, Michael Cisler, '78, and Priscilla
Wright Hausmann, '53, were presented with the Gertrude
B. Jupp Outstanding Service Award for exemplary dedication, leadership, and commitment in volunteer service to
Lawrence.
Bauer is a former president of the Lawrence University
Alumni Association Board of Directors. During his twoyear term the association initiated the Career Contact
Program, which connects Lawrence alumni to current
students seeking answers to career-oriented questions,
and founded a student activity grant to support campus
activities that enhance student life. A partner in Deloitte
Consulting's telecommunication/information technology
business, Bauer has maintained an active relationship with
Lawrence's Career Center, participating in numerous
mentoring and networking activities.
Cisler, president and chief executive officer ofJanSport,
Inc., has served his alma mater in a variety of volunteer
capacities since earning a Bachelor ofMusic degree in 1978.
After serving for seven years as a member of the Alumni
Association Board of Directors, he spent two years as a
member of the Task Force on Residential Life commissioned by the Board of Trustees to conduct an in-depth
review of all aspects of undergraduate residential life at
Lawrence. Currently, he is a member of the Presidential
Search Committee.
Energy, infectious good will, and attention to detail
have been the trademarks of Hausmann's long and varied
volunteer service to Lawrence. A 1953 graduate of the
Conservatory of Music, now a private piano teacher and
church organist, Hausmann spent six years as a member of
the Alumni Association Board of Directors and served as
class secretary for 17 years. In addition, she has been a longtime volunteer for the Lawrence admissions office. •
Reunion Weekend 2003 Photo Album:
www.lawrence.edu/alumni/reunion/2003/photos.shtml

50th Reunion (left to right) Row I Faye Koberst ein Bauske, Doriene Grengs Shook, Sue Brannon Groff, Meredith Holmes Montross, Kay Milnamow Guerin, Barbara
Brunswick lngrams, Joan English Kiersey, Carole Agnew Brandt, Arden Wh ite Fall, Diane Manny Greatwood, Cynthia Furber Cooley; Row 2; Pat Hartmann Harper, Artha
Gruhl Hornbostel, Jean Reynolds Pooler, Anne Reynolds Downey, Betty Mitchell Lewis, Elizabeth Beyer Conway, Susanne Sawtell Kind berg, Carol Duthie Holbrook;
Row 3 Barbara Spandet Gazzolo, Anne Shafer Heinsoo, '56, Pat Scott Myers, Pat Neubauer Crump, Mary W. Sturtevant, Marion White Lardner; Row 4 Ken Harnish,
Heino Heinsoo, Richard Olson, Bob Zimmermann, Harry E. Patterson, Carolyn Schultz Haumersen; Row 4.5 Marilyn Donahue Harnish, Ken Bauske, Carol Anderson
Murdock, Don Randall, Dick Malsack; Row 5 Ron Myers, Pat Neil Pawer, Dave Brown, Warren LaMack, Lois Tomaso Crabb, Priscilla Wright Hausmann, Ronald Rammer,
Edwin L Nash; Row 6 Bruce Bigford, Ellie Shaw Davidson, Barbara Bear Alseth, S. George Notaras, Richard Krueger, Mark A. Else, Estie Clingman Lawrence, Jim Boldt,
Lee Morrow; Row 7 Wayne Boshka, Joseph Schroeder, Roger Taylor, John Landis, Russ Podzilni, Don Matheson, Donald Lemke, Loyd W. Bonneville

Golden Reunion (left to right) Row I Nancy Holman Gregg, '44, Barbara Boyce Harvey, '43, Ginny Tweed Beverly, '43, Wesley Morris, '43, Phil Harvey, '43; Row 2
John Gregg, '43, Maurice Ryan, Louise Zimmerman Ryan, '43, George P. Mueller, '43, Peggy Chalmers Dowsett, '44, Rosemary Nielsen Joseph, '38; Row 3 Dorothy Martin
Cole, '40, Betty J. Winans Kloehn, '38, Clare Danielson Lutes, '38, Ebie Richards, '48, Jim Richards, '48, Charles Dowsett, '43; Row 4 George A. Mattmiller, '39, Marjorie
Harkins Buchanan Kiewit, '43, Leonard W. M. Zingler, '28, Catherine McHugh, '37, Margaret Hendrickson Mattmiller, '38, Betty Thompson Messenger, '47, Frank Mulkey
'38; Row 5 Doris Angermeyer Beatty, '43, Dave Walling, '38, James Auer, '50, Stan Cole, '40, James Whitford, '40, John Messenger, '42
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"I was running a post [pattern], and we were just
hoping to catch them off-guard a little bit," Michael
remembers. "R.J. Rosenthal ['04] threw a beautiful pass, and
the next thing you know I'm running down the field. My first
reaction was 'Someone is going to catch me from behind,
because this is too good to be true.' When I took a peek over
my shoulder and realized I was a good ten yards ahead of
everyone else, my second reaction was 'Oh my goodness!"'
The records he broke that day belonged to a pair of
Lawrence All-Americans, Sal Cianciola, '55, and Ron
Wopat, '78. With his senior season yet to play, Michael has
already broken the career records for receptions with 187,
which Ed Lamm, '94, had set at 152, and for yards with
2,966, topping the mark of2,394 set by All-American Paul
Gebhardt, '80.
"The records don't come to mind during the season.
You take it week-to-week, and the numbers come,"
Michael says. "After the season, when the awards come, is
when you can reflect on it."
Lawrence fans came close to having to cheer against
Michael rather than for him. After a stellar prep career at
Appleton East High School, where he played for another
Lawrence All-American, Coach Pat Schwanke, '83, he was
set to attend (gasp) Ripon College.
Conversations with Lawrence Head Football Coach
Dave Brown and Assistant Coach Korey Krueger, '95,
helped to change that. Michael recalls, "The pieces fit. I
was close to home, and I couldn't pass up the educational
expenence.
A biology major with no set plans just yet for the
future, Michael was looking to fill the shoes of Stacy Seidl,
'00, another record-setting receiver from Appleton East.
"I was very confident in my abilities and everything," he
says. 'With the graduation of Stacy, I knew they needed
someone to come in and get the job done. I just took advantage of the opportunity.
"There was a little adjustment period, being a freshman
coming into a college program and being the guy they are
going to throw the ball to, but I didn't feel any of the
pressure; it was just going out and doing what I had to do.''
Michael acted like a veteran from day one. He caught
six passes for 85 yards and touchdown in the 2000 seasonopener at Macalester College. He finished the season with
58 catches for 904 yards and 11 touchdowns and earned
All-Midwest Conference and USA Football Freshman
All-America honors.
"The biggest thing is, he has such a great understandof
the game and our offense," Coach Brown says. "He
ing
knows how to get open and how to stay open. He has a
great knack for that. Some of that he's learned through the
0

"

years, and the other part is just God-given talent and ability."
Michael's position coach, offensive coordinator Joe
Leadley, coached three All-America wide receivers at the
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh before joining the
Lawrence staff. He says Michael has improved tremendously over the past two seasons and compares favorably
with the All-Americans he has coached, Rob Stoltz, Ryan
Hinske, and Jon May.
Leadley cites Michael's ability to get a release from
tight coverage at the line of scrimmage and then still
beat the double coverage that awaits him farther into the
secondary.
"To accomplish those things and then catch the ball
and make a play is tremendous," Leadley says.
The kicker is that Michael doesn't possess the sprinter's
speed of May, the pure physical strength of Hinske, or the
tremendous size of Stoltz.
Yet, on game day, Leadley says, "He gets it done. He's
accomplished those things in our system and in that environment of being the focus of the other team's defense."
Brown agrees that Michael has the numbers indicative
of an All-American, but the team needs more wins for the
wide receiver to receive the national acclaim he deserves.
"If we can put together a winning season, that would be
the culmination of everything he's done," Brown says.
"With the honors Zach has garnered, I think he fits right
in with that company. Such a big focus of our offense was
getting the ball to him. He has put up tremendous numbers,
not only in our conference, but nationally. With a guy like
Justin Berrens ['04] in the backfield to take some of the
pressure off, we can really see how good a player Zach is
when he doesn't have two or three guys all over him all
the time.''
Any time Michael reads too many of his own press
clippings or basks in the limelight a little too long, he has
an easy way to come back to earth, a way to realize he has
been blessed with tremendous athletic gifts. He simply
looks into the faces of some very sweet children.
For two years, Michael has been a coach in the
Challenger Division of Appleton Little League baseball.
The Challenger Division allows boys and girls with physical
or mental disabilities to experience the fun and fellowship
of the game. The Appleton teams get together every other
Sunday during the summer at Einstein Middle School, and
Michael is right in the middle of the action.
Michael's younger sister, 13-year-old Katie Dodge,
spurred him to get involved. Katie's right side has been
partially paralyzed since birth, but that doesn't stop her
from taking the field with her big brother. Michael pitches
to the children, and the smiles, shouts of joy, and banter
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between players, coaches, and parents make the ballpark
come alive.
During one game, a boy calls for Michael to throw him
a curveball. He takes a mighty swing and misses. "Throw
me that one again," the boy challenges Michael, who
complies and sees his next pitch hit hard past shortstop.
"It's an extremely humbling experience," Michael says.
"Some people aren't fortunate enough to be in my shoes. It
keeps me from getting a big head about myself."
It appears to be a mutual admiration society between

Six kinds of
excellence
Athletic
Hall af Fante
welcantes
its 2003
recipients
By Joe Vanden Acker

As it has done since its founding
in 1996, the Lawrence University
Zach and Katie

big brother and little sister. Michael takes great pride in
watching Katie and draws strength from her achievements
on and off the field. Katie is her big brother's No. 1 fan and
a fixture in the Banta Bowl on Saturday afternoons. She is
quick to rattle off his achievements and even quicker to tell
you what a great player he is.
As a member of the Delta Tau Delta fraternity,
Michael's community service extends beyond the Challenger
Division. Along with other members of the fraternity, he is
involved in Big Brothers Big Sisters in Appleton and also
has lent a hand with a variety of fundraisers for local charities.
Michael's focus changes from a summer filled with
work, Little League baseball, and recreation to a fall of football that's all about winning. As much as he appreciates the
accolades, what he really wants is to win, period.
"That's the common goal of everyone on the team. We
have quite a few seniors," he says, "and all of us understand
that it's now or never. If we don't turn it around, what can
we say that we did for the Lawrence football program?" •
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www.lawrence.edu/ dept/ athletics/football/
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Intercollegiate Athletic Hall of
Fame will honor its newest
members at the annual Blue and
White Banquet, to be held on
Saturday, October 25. Members
of the Class of 2003 are Paul
Elsberry, '51, Joel Ungrodt, '64,
Steve Neuman, '76, Bob Eddy,
'79, Chris Lindfelt, '88, and Gina
Seegers Szablewski, '92.

Sports

P

aul Elsberry, '51, was a main cog in the power-

house Lawrence cross country and track teams of
the late 1940s and early 1950s.
A Chicago native, he was habitually the top
runner for the Lawrence cross country team and an AllMidwest Conference (MWC) honoree from 1947 to 1950.
Lawrence won conference championships in 1949 and
1950.
Elsberry got his athletic career going in the fall of 194 7
when he led the Vikings to a third-place finish at the
conference cross country championships. He took third
place in the individual standings and was Lawrence's highest
finisher. Elsberry moved up one spot to second place the
following season, pulling the team up one place as well.
He was part of "one of the biggest
upsets in Midwest Conference history," as
the Appleton Post-Crescent called it, in
1949. Running against a heavily favored
Cornell College squad at the conference
championships in Chicago, the Vikings beat
the Rams by one point (40-41) to win the
school's first league title since 1936. Elsberry,
who was the team captain, again earned allleague honors by taking fifth place.
t\sberrY
Elsberry then helped the Vikings repeat as
conference champions in 1950. He led the team by running
to third place, as Lawrence won the title with 34 points, the
lowest team score in Midwest Conference history to that
point. The season wasn't quite over for the Vikings, as they
traveled to East Lansing, Mich., for the NCAA Championships. Running against large schools like Penn State a:nd
Notre Dame, Elsberry paced the Vikings by taking 30th
place. He completed the four-mile course in 22 minutes,
23 seconds, and Lawrence finished eighth in the team
standings.
As a track athlete, he competed in events ranging from .
the 880-yard run to the one-mile and two-mile, was a
two-time placewinner in Midwest Conference track competition, and helped the Vikings win the 1947 conference
championship by placing second in the one-mile run. In
1949 he took fourth in the two-mile run.
Elsberry went on to graduate school at Yale University
and studied art and architecture. He lived in New Haven,
Conn., and worked as an architect until his death in
February 2002. He is survived by his wife, Charlotte, and
their two sons.
Looks were deceiving in the case of Joel Ungrodt, '61 .
As a skinny 5-foot-10, glasses-wearing guard for the
Lawrence basketball team, he didn't look like the kind of

player who could rip an opposing defense to shreds - but
that's exactly what he did.
A native of Wausau, Ungrodt was feared around the
Midwest Conference for his ability to score from anywhere
on the floor. He was the school's career scoring leader with
1,260 points when he graduated, and he currently ranks
fourth on that list. He piled up those impressive numbers
in only three seasons, because he played during an era in
which freshmen were not eligible for varsity competition.
Post-Crescent sportswriter John Paustian often referred
to Ungrodt as the "bespectacled sharpshooter." He also
noted that Ungrodt was a great jump-shooter from all
distances and could run the fastbreak as well as anyone in
the league.
Ungrodt, who averaged 19.4
points per game in his career, earned
second-team all-conference honors
during his sophomore season and
then poured in 446 points during his
junior season- an average of 20.3
points per game - to set a singleseason school record.
He had a night to remember
against Coe College during his junior season of
1962-63. He set Lawrence's single-game scoring record
when he tallied 41 points against the Kohawks . Ungrodt
hit on 17 of 28 shots from the floor and 7 of 12 free throws
for his 41, which also tied the Alexander Gymnasium
record. He again earned second-team all-conference honors.
Ungrodt, who served as team captain, capped his
career by having a superb senior season in 1963-64. He
broke his own season record by scoring 450 points, a record
that would stand until 1990. He averaged a career-high
20.4 points as a senior, but he also showed how much more
than scoring there was to his game, leading the team with
74 assists and 29 steals. For his efforts, he was named firstteam All-Midwest Conference.
U ngrodt studied psychology at Lawrence and now
serves as executive director of Family Works, a Madisonbased treatment foster care agency serving at-risk youth
throughout Wisconsin. He lives in Madison with his wife,
Lyn, and they have two sons.

Steve Neuman, '76, was a rare athlete at Lawrence, in
that he earned 12 letters while competing for the Vikings.
The Appleton native was a four-year letterwinner in
football, wrestling, and track. He starred on the offensive
line for the football team, wrestled at heavyweight, and
threw the shot put and discus for the track team.
Neuman played tackle for the football Vikings and
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earned All-Midwest Conference honors for three consecutive seasons. He was a second-team selection as a sophomore and junior and earned first-team honors as a senior.
The Post-Crescent had high praise for Neuman,
commenting that he was "rated as the Vikes' best blocker
and made the running game go." Neuman, who had a stint
as the team's fullback as a sophomore, helped the Vikings to
a 20-13-1 record during his four years, as well as the 1975
conference championship.
Neuman, who served as team captain, put together a
solid career on the wrestling mat. He compiled a record of
48-13-1, which made him the school's career wins leader
when he graduated, and he now ranks 21st on that list. His
.782 winning percentage places him ninth on Lawrence's
all-time list. He rolled up a phenomenal 27 pins in only 62
matches, and he is third in career pins, trailing only
All-American Mike Hoskins, '98, and
fellow Hall ofFamer Bob Smith, '61.
Part of one of the strongest groups
of field athletes ever to compete at
Lawrence, he threw the shot put, discus,
and javelin alongside All-American Ron
Wopat, '78, Bob Eddy, '79, and Gary
Weiss, '77. Neuman placed five times in
those two events at the conference championships - three times in the discus, Neuman
including a third-place finish in 1974, and
twice in the shot put.
Neuman's contributions to athletics at Lawrence didn't
end with his playing days. As head coach of the wrestling
squad from 1979-84, he coached ten MWC place-winners
and had one NCAA Division III championships qualifier.
As an assistant football coach, he mentored the offensive
line during one of the most successful stretches of Lawrence
football. The Vikings posted a 40-7 record with Neuman as
the offensive line coach from 1979-83, an era that saw
Lawrence win three MWC championships and reach the
semifinals of the 1981 NCAA Division III playoffs.
Neuman, who majored in geology and currently is
pursuing a master's degree in engineering management, is a
consultant in the fields of paper converting and packaging.
He lives in Green Bay with his wife, Karen, and their two
children.

Bob Eddy, '73, was not your typical defensive tackle. He
wasn't your typical track athlete either, but he had something that made him extra-special when it came to playing
football and competing in track and field.
The Franklin native was a multiple All-Midwest
Conference selection and an All-American in football. In
44
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track and field, he was consistently one of the conference's
top performers in the high jump, shot put, and discus.
Eddy stood 6-foot-4 and weighed 225 pounds and
started his football career as a defensive end. He moved
inside to man the defensive tackle spot and flourished. He
earned first-team All-MWC honors as a junior and senior
and honorable mention on the Associated Press All-America team in 1978.
As a team captain, he helped the Vikings to a 30-6
record over four seasons and the 1975 MWC championship. A four-year starter, he won the team's "Mr.
Defense" award.
Eddy's combination of power and pure athletic ability
made him a standout in track and field as well. His height
and bulk were misleading when he stepped up to compete
in the high jump. He placed in the high
jump at the MWC championships, both
indoors and outdoors, every time he
competed and never finished lower than
fourth. He won the title at the 1978
indoor meet while still employing the
old "western roll" style of jumping when
most others had gone to the "Fosbury
flop."*
Eddy, who also served as track
team captain, then stepped into the ring for shot
put and discus and was equally adept at those events where
power and explosiveness are a must. He placed five times in
the shot put and twice in the discus at MWC championships.
Eddy, an economics major, is the president ofEP Sales,
Inc. He lives in Bloomington, Minn., with his wife, Cindy
Arneson, '79, and their two daughters.
*The tradition-defying style pioneered by Dick Fosbury, in
which the high-jumper starts backwards from the point of takeoff. It became common practice after Fosbury used it successfully
at the 1968 Olympics. - Ed.

Chris Lindfelt, '88, was a run-stopping, pass-rushing
monster of a linebacker during his football career at
Lawrence.
He piled up 586 tackles, 34.5 sacks, and five interceptions during his career and earned All-America honors
three times and All-Midwest Conference accolades four
times. The native of Colorado Springs, Colo., helped
Lawence to a 20-16-1 record and the 1986 Midwest Conference championship during his four seasons.
Lindfelt was the heart of Head Coach Rich Agness'
"stack tough" defensive scheme, and he made opponents pay

Sports
decade removed from the end of her career, remains one of
for not putting some pads on him. As a freshman in 1984,
the top squads in the Midwest Conference.
he earned honorable mention all-conference honors after
Szablewskijoined another future Hall ofFamer, Sarah
posting 101 tackles, to lead the team, and six quarterback
O'Neil, '92, to form the backbone of the revamped
sacks. He also played catcher on the baseball team as a
freshman in 1985.
women's basketball team. Under the direction of new head
coach Amy Proctor, Seegers helped the Vikings to two
The 1985 season saw Lindfelt establish himself as the
conference championships and four consecutive conference
premier linebacker in the conference. He had 152 tackles
tournament appearances.
and 10.5 quarterback sacks, leading the
A 5-foot-9 center, Szablewski was
team in both categories; two interceptions;
and :five fumble recoveries. He was a :firstsecond on the school's career scoring
team all-conference selection and earned
list with 942 points when she gradusecond-team Pizza Hut All-America
ated and is now :fifth. She remains
third on the career rebounding list
honors. The team went 7-2, and the
defense allowed only 62 points, an averwith 609. No player in Lawrence
age of6.9 points per game, on the season.
history, male or female, has played in
more games than Szablewski, who took
Lindfelt's style was described almost
the floor 97 times for the Vikings,
poetically in the Post-Crescent: "The Lindfelt
bone-rattling hits that had become his
Szablewski
including 89 times as a starter.
trademark, the satisfying pop of linebacker meeting ballcarShe made an immediate impact as a
freshman by leading the team in scoring and rebounding to
rier - followed closely by the thud of ballcarrier meeting
earn All-Lake Michigan Conference honors. She averaged
ground - those are the sweet sounds of Lindfelt."
14.1 points and 8.3 rebounds in her :first season and led
That music kept on playing in Lawrence's conference
Lawrence
to a 13-12 record and the Lake Michigan
championship season of 1986. Lindfelt amassed 161 tackles
Conference championship. Seegers poured in 20 points and
and ten quarterback sacks to lead the team, and he earned
grabbed 19 rebounds, her career high, in a 72-70 overtime
:first-team all-conference and honorable mention Associated
win over Lakeland College in the conference title game.
Press All-America honors. The Vikings went 8-2 and
The Vikings went strictly to Midwest Conference play
:finished the season on a seven-game winning streak. The
the following season, and Szablewski helped the team to an
streak, which saw the Lawrence defense give up only 37
18-6 record and another conference title. She averaged 9.3
points and post three shutouts, was capped by a 14-10 win
points and 5.8 rebounds on the season, which culminated
over Coe College in the conference championship game.
in a 53-50 win over Grinnell College for the Midwest ConLindfelt was looking to end his stellar career with a :fine
ference
championship.
senior season in 1987 and was drawing the attention of
Szablewski, who served as team captain as a junior and
NFL scouts when he suffered a severe knee injury. He
senior, had another superb season as a junior. The Vikings
missed all of the 1987 season but returned to play in 1988.
posted a 16-8 record and a third-place :finish in the conferA two-year team captain, he didn't miss a beat in 1988,
piling up 172 tackles and eight sacks and earning :first-team
ence, as Seegers averaged 10.5 points and 5.7 rebounds per
game.
honors on both the All-MWC team and the Pizza Hut
All-America team. He was a third-team Associated Press
She completed her career by winning the team's
Defensive Most Valuable Player honor for the second
All-American and received honorable mention on the Don
Hansen's Football Gazette All-America Team.
consecutive season. Lawrence :finished 12-12 overall and
A psychology major at Lawrence, Lindfelt works as a
second in the league, and Szablewski's run with the Vikings
clinical psychologist for Mental Health Systems. He lives in
saw the team post a 59-38 record over four seasons.
Redlands, Calif., with his wife, Dawn, and their three sons.
Szablewski, who majored in geology, went on to earn
her master's degree in geology at the University ofWisconDefining moments occur in the history of any collegiate
sin-Milwaukee. She and her husband, Josh Szablewski, '94,
sports program, and the women's basketball team got one
live in Milwaukee. She cares for the couple's two children,
the day Gina Seegers Szablewski, '92, arrived on camworks as an environmental consultant, and teaches at
pus in 1988.
UW-Milwaukee. •
A Kimberly native, Szablewski was a key player in turning around the fortunes of that team, which, more than a
www.lawrence.edu/alumnijhall_of_fame/
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Shortstop Jeremy Tollefson (left), '03, is congratulated by his teammates after belting a home run during a
Midwest Conference doubleheader at St. Norbert College on April 26.

Notes from the locker room
Track and field Kolade Agbaje-Williams, '06,
made Lawrence University history during the
outdoor season, becoming the first track
athlete from the school to be an All-American
indoors and outdoors during the same year. He
accomplished the feat by taking eighth in the
long jump with a leap of 22 feet, 9 inches, at the
NCAA Division Ill Outdoor Championships in
May and taking sixth in the long jump at the
indoor meet last March.
Agbaje-Williams, who hails from Evergreen
Park, Ill., also won the long jump and triple jump
at the Midwest Conference (MWC) Champi onships and was named the meet's Outstanding
Male Field Performer. Janesville's Shelley Ebert,
'03, won the 800 and 1,500 meters and was
named the Outstanding Female Track Performer.
Ebert qualified for the NCAA Championships in the 800 but failed to reach the finals.
Sarah Slivinski, '03, of Eagle River, qualified in
the heptathlon and took tenth place with a
school-record total of 4,345 points.

Golf The golf team turned back the clock this
spring, when they placed second in the MWC
Championships, their highest fin ish since 1954,
with a 36-hole total score of 616. Knox College
won the title with a score of 609.
While it has been 49 years since Lawrence
finished as high as second at the conference
meet, it has been even longer since the Vikings
won back-to-back individual titles. When Joe
Loehnis, '06, captured the individual crown by
carding birdies on the first two playoff holes, he
became the second consecutive Lawrence
golfer to win the title. Jeff Henderson, '05, won
it in 2002. This is the first time Lawrence golfers
46
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have won it for two years running since Carl
Laumann, '50, and Don Strutz, '49, in 1948 and '49.
Andy Link, '06, joined Loehnis as an allconference performer after he finished tenth at
the conference meet. Lawrence won the Ripon
College Invitational and took the team titles at the
Beloit College and Carroll College tournaments.

Softball Jenny Burris, '04, continued to pile up
individual honors, as Lawrence won another
North Division championship.
The Vikings put together a record of 15-11-1
(8-5 in the conference) to win their second
consecutive North Division title and fifth crown
in seven years. Lawrence hosted the MWC
Tournament, but the Vikings lost their first two
games and were eliminated.
Burris, a shortstop from Gurnee, Ill., was
chosen as the North Division Player of the Year
for the second straight season. Second base
Shannon Arendt, '04, and centerfielder Becca
Reason, '06, were also named to the team. Burris hit a blistering .494 on the season with nine
doubles, three homers, 26 runs batted in (RBis),
and 19 stolen bases. Arendt, a Hortonville
native, hit .419 in the conference with six
doubles and six RBis. Reason, who hails from
Minnetonka, Minn., batted .393 with a double,
eight RBis, and 17 stolen bases.
For the second consecutive season, Burris
was a first-team All-Great Lakes Region selection, and Reason was named to the second
team.

Men's tennis The men's tennis team fell short
of its goal of winning the MWC championship,
but the Vikings' second-place finish was their
best since 1989.
Lawrence qualified for the four-team

tournament to determine the conference
champion and defeated Grinnell College in the
semifinals before falling to Ripon College in the
title match.
Madison's Nick Beyler, '05, won the No. 4
singles title for the second consecutive season,
beating Steve Bachta of Knox College 6-2, 6-4,
in the championship match.
At No. 1 singles, Jai Arora, '04, of Mumbai,
India, rolled to the finals, but Jared Goerlitz of
Ripon defeated Arora 5-7, 6-4, 6-3, to win the
title. Fabrice Munyakazi-Juru, '06, of Kigali,
Rwanda, easily advanced to the championship
match at No. 2 singles but was beaten by
Ripon's Adam Bruno 5-7, 6-1, 6-1, for the title.
At No. 1doubles, Arora and MunyakaziJuru reached the title match and won the first
set before Ripon's Goerlitz and Bruno rallied to
win 4-6, 6-4, 6-1. Brookfield's Brian Hilgeman, '05,
and Beyler were the defending champions at
No. 2 doubles and easily made it to the championship match but fell to Ripon's Paul Vandenboogaard and Mike Sumnicht 4-6, 6-4, 6-4.

Baseball Lawrence rebounded from a disappointing Spring Break trip to Florida to finish
9-21 on the season and take third place in the
North Division with a 6-10 record.
The Vikings recorded impressive doubleheader splits with 2002 NCAA Division Ill World
Series qualifier Lakeland College and the No. 18ranked University of Wisconsin- Whitewater.
Five Vikings were named to the AII-MWC
North Division team. Leading the selections was
pitcher Aaron Sorenson, '06, who was named to
the first team. Earning second-team honors
were utility player Morgan Boltz, '04, first base
Chris McGinley, '03, shortstop Jeremy Tollefson,
'03, and infielder Chad Zutter, '03.
Sorenson, a right-hander from Sheboygan,
was the ace of the Lawrence pitching staff with
a 3-1 record and 4.41 earned run average. Zutter,
a Colfax native, led the team by hitting .327
during conference play and finished the season
with a .316 average, seven doubles, and eight
RBis. McGinley earned all-conference honors for
the first time while batting .354 with four
homers and 15 RBis. Boltz, a Kewaunee native,
batted a healthy .316 in conference play while
serving as the designated hitter and seeing spot
duty in the infield and outfield.
Tollefson, a native of Middleton, was
named to the all-conference team for the third
time. An all-conference selection in 2000 and in
2002, he batted .302 wit h six doubles, four
homers, and a team-high 20 RBis. JVA

Sports

Reppert inducted into
College Football Hall ol Fame
SCOTT REPPERT, '83, WAS A
one-of-a-kind football player at
Lawrence, but now he really stands in
a class by himself.
Reppert became Lawrence's first
inductee into the College Football
Hall of Fame when he was enshrined
in South Bend, Ind.,

dynamo led the nation in rushing for
three consecutive seasons from 198082. He is one of only four players in
NCAA history to accomplish that feat
and the only Division III player to
have done it.
Reppert, a charter member of the
Lawrence Intercollegiate Athletic Hall
of Fame and one of only two players to

and said, 'This is going to be a terrific
four years,' and it turned out to be,"
Warch says. "I remember him ducking
in behind the linemen, finding an
opening, and taking off like a shot. He
was a first-rate, modest young man but
just a bulldog when it came to running
the football."
Associate Director of Public

in August. An Appleton native,
Reppert now lives in Belvidere, Ill.,
and was one of six players and three
coaches in the divisional class of
inductees, which includes NCAA
Divisions I-AA, II, III, and NAIA.
"I was just floored," Reppert says.
"That was definitely the first reaction,
trying to pick myself up off the floor."
Reppert, the first player from the
Midwest Conference to be enshrined
in South Bend, starred for the Vikings
from 1979-82. He finished his career
with 807 rushes for 4,442 yards, a 5.5yard per carry average.
A three-time first-team AllAmerican, he set a high standard on
the field. The 5-foot- 8, 185-pound

have his number retired, was a star in
one of the truly great eras of Lawrence
football. During his four seasons, the
Vikings went 33-5, won three Midwest Conference championships, and
reached the semifinals of the NCAA
Division III playoffs.
President Richard Warch recalls
getting a glimpse of what was to come
during Reppert's freshman season. A
backup to another All-American,
Bruce Barkwill, '80, Reppert got a
chance to show his ample ability in the
second half of a Lawrence blowout.
Warch recalls that Reppert got in the
game and proceeded to run for more
than 100 yards in the half.
"I went up to him after the game

Affairs Rick Peterson was the
Lawrence sports information director
during Reppert's playing days and
notes that Reppert had a rare combination of skills.
"He had sprinter's speed to run
away from defenders, as well as the
brute power to carry two and three
tacklers with him," Peterson says.
"There was always a buzz in the Banta
Bowl when Scott was on the field,
because you knew he had the potential
to turn every carry into a touchdown."
Reppert, who majored in psychology at Lawrence and was an Academic
All-American in 1981, is now general
manager of Aramark Uniform Services
in Rockford, Ill. ]VA
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1940 M-D Next Reunion: October 8-10, 2004

Lawrence University Alumni Association
Executive committee
Jo Howarth Noonan,'78, President
Stephanie Howard Vrabec, '80, Vice President
Sean T. Gilshannon, '89, Chair, Careers
Linda M. Laarman, '73, Chair,Communications
Peter G. Kelly, '87, Chair, Development
Ryan L. Tarpley, '93, Chair, Nominations
and Awards
Erin E. Stahowiak, '94, Chair, Programs
Susan Voss Pappas, '69, Chair, Student Relations

Members
Bruce J. Berlowski, '04
Benjamin C. Campbell, C'97
Charlotte Risch Copps, M-D'45
Robert J. Dude, '64
Joshua R. Dukelow, '02
Khadine A. Higgins, '04
Kristine M. Howard, '90
Elizabeth A. Kruesi, '04
Elizabeth Kortenhof Kumbalek, '78
Bonnie R. Laird, '64

The information below has been derived
from news received in the Alumni Office
before June 1, 2003.
To add your news to Class Notes, please go
online to to www.lawrence.edu/ alumni/
forms/notes.shtml or write to
alumni@lawrence.edu.

192
Edna Phillips Beggs, Hudson, moved to an
assisted-living complex in 2000 and observed
her lOOth birthday in January.

1926 M-D Next Reunion: Oct

ber 8·10 2004

Kathleen Karst Larson, '60
Curtis G. Lauderdale, '01
Michael J. Lofton,'76
Paul C. Manz, '61
Ruth Legler Qualich, M-D'55
Soozung W. Sa, '89
Sarah A. Slivinski, '03
Barbara Martin-Smith, '67
Alexander C. Thoman, '95
Steven J. Tie Shue, '04
Arlene Atwood Trettin, C'61
Zachary W. Walker, '01
Patricia Freyburger Watson, M-D'53
Kurtiss G. Wolf, '93
Thomas R. Zoellner, '91

1941 M-D Next Reunion: October 8-10,2004
Frances Stake! Nelson, Ypsilanti, Mich., has 14
grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.
She spends her summers with her family at
their Walloon Lakes cabin and at the Nelson
family cabin on Lake Superior.

1942 M-D Nex

Ex-Officio
Janice Daniels Quinlan, '74, Director of Alumni
Relations
Andrea M. Powers, '94, Associate Director of
Alumni Relations
Cara M. Helmke, COO, Special Events Assistant

193
Philip Herrbold, Neenah, and his wife, Phyllis,
volunteer in the library of a local hospital.

1 5 M-

N t Reunion: Octob

8 10 2 4

Mildred Adkins Darrow, Shelburne, Vt., is
living a quiet but pleasant life at the Wake
Robin Retirement Home. She turns 90 next
fall. laura lange Evans, Kissiminee, Fla., has a
grandson who is a Navy flier on the aircraft
carrier Kitty Hawk. He has been flying
missions over Iraq.

193

1928

Elizabeth Frye Carr is active in symphony and
opera programs in Sarasota, Fla., and gives solo
performances for her church and music club.
joanne Litts Eberlein, Shawano, is a housewife. janet P. Salomon, Milwaukee, is president of the Milwaukee Realty Exchange, Inc.

Mildred Zschaechner Scott, Shelbyville, Ind.,
celebrated her 97th birthday in April.

193

Mary Spicuzza Schmal will complete 30 years
as an act ive volunteer at Goodwilllndustries
this year.

1931
Dorothy Gensch Hathaway, Waupaca, has
moved to Bethany Pines, an assisted-living
facility.

48

Alice M. Heath, Santa Barbara, Calif., is retired
as director of health education for the
county of Santa Barbara and is completing a
novel, a murder mystery that takes place in a
retirement community. lorraine Siekert
Thomas, Mequon, is a retired occupational
therapist.
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Margaret Nebbergall Smith, Carmichael,
Calif., includes among her interests bridge,
directing a handbell choir, singing in a church
choir, football (49ers). genealogy. five grandchildren, and one great-grandchild.

Reunion: October 8-10 2004

Katherine Peabody Crouse, San Pedro, Calif.,
volunteers at her Episcopal church and assists
in a classroom (grades 1and 2) two mornings a
week. She is still active in a creative writing
group and has completed a memoir. Helen
"Coppie" Gage De Soto, Blut ton, S.C., wrote
a story about her practice teaching days in
1941. The story, which was originally published
in Reminisce magazine in 1997, also appears in
the Best of Reminisce, Celebrating Our First
Ten Years. jane Sivyer Zuehlsdorf, Milwaukee,
is a retired interior decorator at Ed Schuster
&Co.

1943
Virginia Grist Farr, Ahland, Ore., participates
in Southern Oregon Learning in Retirement,
a continuing-education program by and
for seniors. George P. Mueller, Neenah,
co-founded the Paper Industry International
Hall of Fame in 1992, continues to serve as its
chair, and is deeply involved in efforts to
renovate the former Atlas Mill in Appleton to
house its museum.

1943 M-D Nex

Reunion: October 8-10, 200

Bernice Kreitz Abrahamzon, Frederic, has
been a columnist for a weekly newspaper,
The Inter-County Leader, since 1967 and is
still writing her weekly column "Behind the
Signpost." She also is the author of two
books, Ladies of the Lewis Ladies Aid and
Behind the Signpost, plus a short collection,
Echoes of Christmas. Jane K. Mees, Pasadena,

Alumni Today

This spring's dinner for members of the Founders Club brought together the current and five former chairs of the Lawrence University Board ofT rustees for this historic photo. From left, they are Jeffrey Riester, 70, chair from 2001 to the present; John P. Reeve, '34, 1975 to 1977 and 1978 to 1980; Margaret Carroll, '61, 1993 to 1995;
Harold E. Jordan, 72, 1998 to 2000; John A. Luke, Jr., 71, 1995 to 1997; and Robert C. Buchanan, '62, 1984 to 1986.

Calif., is retired but continues to work parttime at the U.S. Center for World Mission,
an organization with which she has been
associated since 1977.

1 44 60th
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Frances Lattin Brocker, Wheaton, Ill., is an
adjunct faculty member at the College of
DuPage, teaching adult classes in Christian
history and the history of Islam. Marjorie Day,
Oconomowoc, is a member of the boards of
the Oconomowoc Historical Society and the
College Endowment Association of Milwaukee. Betsy Ross Nummy, Midland, Mich., and
her husband, William, celebrated their 54th
wedding anniversary this year. Betsy writes:
"I wanted to be a wife, mom, and grandma,
and I'm grateful I could do that. It has been
challenging and rewarding." Jean lawson
Stelsel, Waupun, is a housewife. Marion "Kip"
Albrecht Vincent, Appleton, directs the
elementary school Red Beret chorus at the
YMCA and continues her weekly program,
"The Kip Vincent Show," on public-access
cable television.

19 5

19 8 M D N

Patricia Torson Boyd, Highlands, N.C., is an
agent and financial planner for AXA Financial,
Inc. Betty Van Gorp Bradley, Wausau, is a
health consultant at the Bradley Chiropractic
and Physical Therapy Clinic. Wallace F.
Gustafson is an attorney in Willmar, Minn.
Mary Goodwin Purse, Northfield, Ill., was
joined by her children and grandchildren to
celebrate her 80th birthday in April.

Mary Carey-Kennedy, Hurtley, Ill., is a
designer and owner of Mary Carey Casuals, a
women's clothing store. Dolores Schalbe
Claassen moved to Tampa. Fla., when she
retired l3 years ago. She keeps busy with
tennis, golf, and bridge and also with the
management of her community. She has been
the president of Fox Chase (a subdivision
within Hunter's Greene) for eight years.
Suzanne Fisher, Chicago, Ill., is secretary of
the Home Society Council. Suzanne Sims
Forrest loves her life in Jalisco, Mexico. She
recently gave a two-week lecture series in
Mesoamerican archaeology that included field
trips to nearby sites. She also visited and
received her acquaintance with, a number
of Mayan sites in Guatemala, Belize, and
Honduras. liz levy joseph, Mequon, and her
husband, Jules, took their three children and
their spouses, six grandchildren (ages 13-21),
and one fiancee to London and Edinburgh to
celebrate New Years. Marylou Port Mehring,
Brookfield, volunteers at her church and for
the Literacy Council.

1946 M-D N
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Mary O'Neil Greene, Des Moines, Iowa, is a
housewife. Gertrude johnson McEwen,
Carmel, Calif., is retired as a resource specialist at Salinas City Schools.

1947
George J. Bogs, Birmingham, Ala., is active
in Lions International and his retirement
community's residents association. Nancy
Rosendale Redgrave lives in Longboat Key,
Fla., where her husband is mayor. They both
are active in All Angels by the Sea Episcopal
Church.

Reu ion: October 8-10, 2004
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books, took a vacation this summer after
completing a children's novel. Mary lou
Baldwin Gabriel, Eau Claire, is a three-year
survivor of ovarian cancer. She is building a
new house with her husband of 20 years
and plans to move in sometime this fall.
Ruth E. Johnson is living in Osakis, Minn.,
so she can be near her daughter. Janet lou
Huber Remington is enjoying life in Les
Cruces, N.M. She also is enjoying planning
and making trips to visit family in Colorado,
Texas, and Iowa. Barbara Schuerch, Sun
City Center, Fla., is loving all the time she
spends with her six grandchildren. She
recently enjoyed a trip to Newfoundland.
Necia Petterson Wallace, Whitefish Bay,
retired from Wisconsin Health and Social
Services as a social service specialist.

Dayton Grafman, '44 (pictured with his wife,
Laura), received a gold medal award from Steinway
& Sons in April, during a ceremony at the
Scottsville (Ariz.) Center for the Arts. Grafman is
a Steinway artist-in-residence and coordinates the
activities of the local Steinway Society. A member
of the board of directors of the Phoenix Symphony,
he also is a supporter of an after-school piano and
drama program for second through fifth graders
known as "Hands On!".

1949 55th Reunion: June 18-20, 2004
Bettie Falvey Hill, Pine River, and her husband,
Gilbert, delivered a presentation on outhouses to the Rural Historical Society in April.
Bettie is a former president of the Neenah
Historical Society.

1949 M D Next Reunion: October 8-10,2004
Dorothy Brach Barrett and her husband
moved to Tucson, Ariz., in 1988, and they love
it. Ruth Mehring Bernat, Apache Junction,
Ariz., swims and continues to sew and quilt.
Mae L. Hinkel Docta, New Berlin, has been
attending a home prayer group for over 30
years. Dorothy Wullschleger Edwards, Cook,
Minn., and her husband celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary this summer with all
their children and grandchildren at their
home on Lake Vermillion. Betty Ren Wright
Frederiksen, Racine, a writer of children's
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195
Eugene S. Bondar, Grand Island, N.Y., is a
part-time professor of anthropology and
archaeology at SUNY-Buffalo; conducts
archaeological field work in Virginia, New
Jersey, and Mississippi during the summer;
and is a volunteer income-tax preparer.
Jean Eiss Casey, Ellison Bay, volunteers at
The Clearing and at Bjorklunden, where she
conducts tours of the Boynton Chapel.
Edward Conrads, Rockford, Ill., was Artist
of the Month at a Borders Book Store
cafe in November 2002. Roy H. Stark,
Manitowoc, who retired in October 2002
after 50 years as an architect, lists his
occupation as "being cantankerous."

1952
Kenneth and JoAnn Buesing ('57) DuVall, live
in Appleton, "a mile and a half north of the
campus, as we have for 36 of the 43 years of
our marriage." Joseph A. Hopfensperger and
Wendy Walter, '62, live in Appleton. He is
retired, and she is a picture framer for Ben
Franklin Crafts. Janet Welker Murphy, Elk
Grove Village, Ill., retired in 2001 after 40
years of teaching music in elementary
schools. Jeri Sopanen, New York, N.Y., is a
freelance director of photography.

195

50th Reunior· june 18-20,2004

Fred Brendemihl, Garland, Texas, is planning a
European trip to follow the route his father
traveled with the lOth Mountain Division in

Italy during World War II. Carolyn Peterson
Sneed, Washburn, is executive director of
Lake Superior Big Top Chautauqua.

1955 50th Ret nion: June 2005
Nicholas and Helen Williams Kaiser, Boca
Grande, Fla., volunteer as reading tutors for
Mexican children.

1955 M D Ne

Reunio : October 8 10, 2004

Peggy Muhs Crawford, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
has organized a group of volunteer waterquality monitors who assist the Oklahoma
Water Resources Board. Ann Becker
Crockett, Scarborough, Maine, is a selfemployed psychologist. Ruth Legler Qualich,
Bradenton, Fla., serves on the Lawrence
University Alumni Association Board of
Directors and recently participated in
"Following in their Footsteps, " an oncampus career event. Marlene Crupi Widen,
Milwaukee, is a psychotherapist at St. Michael
Hospital-Covenant.

1956 M D Next Reunion: October 8 10, 2004
Anne Bernhardt Oweis, Falls Church, Va.,
has completed a medical transcription course
ancd now is working on a Bernhardt family
genealogy. Maija Rumpeteris Radzins,
Milwaukee, participated in a retreat in the
Catskills, where she explored "Religion
Today." She helps coordinate the visiting of
the elderly from her church.

1957 50th Reunion: June 2007
William C. and Karen Rather('60) Stiles live
in Edina, Minneosta. He is retired from the
human resources department of 3M, and she
is retired as a worldperks supervisor for
Northwest Airlines.

1958 50th Reunion. June 2008
Joan Bower Skedd, Stuart, Fla., is a certified
healing touch practitioner and now is studying practical theology (pastoral ministry) in
preparation for becoming a bereavement
minister. lee Wolf, Colorado Springs, Colo., is
active in product development, primarily real
estate-related. He climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro in
February.

1959 ~Oth Reunio

:June 2009

Carter and Jean Cooper ('61) Johnson live in
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Bolingbrook, Ill. Their son, Tim, directed the
Dreamworks animated film "Sinbad," released
this past summer. Thomas and Carolyn
Lohman johnson live in Orefield, Pa. Tom
retired from Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.,
in 1999 and now works part-time as a chemist
for NOVA Molecular Technologies. Carolyn
also retired in 1999, when she sold her H&R
Block franchise and now is active in the
League of Women Voters, recently serving as
president. Michael Lepawsky, Vancouver,
B.C., Canada, is medical director, hyperbaric
medicine, at Vancouver General Hospital. joan
Nelson Meginniss, Grayslake, Ill., is professor
of adult education at the College of Lake
County. Waltressa "Wally" Allen Molsberry,
Nederland, Colo., and her partner of 21 years,
john McCracken, own and operate a small
restaurant. She also continues the technical
writing she did before they moved from
Californ ia. Carol Fallon Tierney, Barnes, and
her husband, Patrick, have moved from
Duluth to their "cabin in the woods." Wilburn
Weber, Irma, is treasurer of the SemilingMenke Company.
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Lorene Metzler Damewood, Lawrence, Kan.,
is assistant director of custodial services at
the University of Kansas. Kathleen Frawley,
Cedarburg, retired from the world of graphic
arts in 1999. She sold her house in Milwaukee
and spends t ime volunt eering at Riveredge
Nature Center. Nancy Pazen Hansen has
lived in El Paso, Texas, since 1975. She works
with small children {infants to age 3). Lois
Zimmerman Lind is retired and living in
Alaska. Sharon Olson MacCallum, Brunswick,
Maine, operates a very busy music studio with
many talented voice and piano students. In
January, she was music director and pianist for
a professional performance of "Amah[ and
the Night Visitors." She is now busy preparing
an opera and a Broadway show. Carolyn
Bogle Morrow, Lehigh Acres, Fla., is director
of food and nutrition services/district warehouse operations for a local school system.
She will be retiring this year after 28 years
with the system and is looking forward to
spending time with her husband, Bob, at their
wilderness retreat in the Boundary Waters of
Northern Minnesota. Nancy A. Richards lives
in St. Louis, Mo. Ellen Carow Squillace spent

David A. Smith, '59, retired chief of t he decimal classification division
at the Library of Congress, is the 2003 recipient of the American Library
Association's Melvil Dewey Medal, which recognizes distinguished service
to the profession of librarianship. Presented in June during the ALA's
annual conference, the medal was given to Smith, an association
spokesperson said, "for his leadership in preserving the role of the Library
of Congress as the world 's largest Dewey classifying agency and for his
promotion of innovative uses of the classification worldwide. As chief
of the decimal classification division for many years, he ensured that the
quality and quantity of Dewey numbers met the needs of users throughout the world. During his
distinguished career at the Library of Congress, he consistently promot ed and applied the tools
and techniques of librarianship." Smith is a member of the Association of College and Research
Librarians and t he Association for Library Collections and Technical Services, divisions of the ALA.
In addition t o his Lawrence degree, he holds a master's degree in library science from the University
of Illinois.

two years in Vladivostok, Russia {1999 to 2001)
as a Peace Corps volunteer teaching English at
Far Eastern State University. She planned to
return this summer for a visit and to teach at
an English summer camp.

1960 45t

Reunion: june 2006

james C. Leatham moved to Door County in
2002 to pursue landscape/portrait painting on
a full-time basis. Ron Traver, Fort Worth,
Texas, is a self-employed attorney. M. jon
Vondracek, Washington, D.C., is a consultant
for the Export-Import Bank of the United
States.

961 45th Peunion June 2006
Nancy Marsh Stowe, Appleton, is a Stephen
minister in her church and also sings in the
choir.

962 45th R

nio · June 2006

Alouise j. Brummer, Elhurst, Ill., is an assistant
teacher at the University of Chicago Lab
Schools.

196

45th Rt> n'on June 2009

Karen L. Murphy, Bryan, Texas, is an associate
professor of education and psychology at
Texas A&M University.
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Reun·on· October 8 lO 2004

jean Parteka, Milwaukee, is a choir teacher in
the Franklin School District.

1964 M-D Ne

t

union· Oc obe 8 10 2004

Nicole Scheel Buser, Freiburg, Germany,
teaches English classes in a language school
and also co-directs an 18-evening course on
religion and everyday topics in t he local
church organization. Katy Ghawi Ibrahim,
West Lafayette, Ind., is a project manager of
internat ional programs in agriculture at
Purdue University. Patricia A. Laybourn,
Bloomington, Minn., is a Spanish teacher. Pat
Thiel Messer, Albion, Mich., has artwork that
is available online at www.albionartists.com.
She is a substitute teacher in the Calhoun and
jackson County Intermediate School District.
Mary Gibbon Nortman, Oshkosh, although
retired as an occupational therapist, is still
active in the field . Karen Krause Thunberg,
Alexandria, Va., has retired after nine years of
running her own business and now works as a
patent secretary at Mattingly, Stanger, and
Malur four days a week. She has joined a
monthly discussion group and ushers at a
local church.

1965 45 h

eun'on. June 2009

P. K. and Phoebe Rhodes Allen live in W.
Simbury, Conn. He is a building contractor,
and she is a potter. David R. Beam, Glenview,
Ill., is an associate professor of social sciences
at the Illinois Inst it ute of Technology. Donald
and janet Nelson Schalk are dividing their
time between Oakville, Ont., Summit Lake,
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Ruth Humleker Wooden, '68, is the new president of Public Agenda, a
nonprofit, nonpartisan opinion-research organization founded in 1975 by
Daniel Yankelovich and former Secretary of State Cyrus Vance. Previously
executive vice president-senior counselor at the public-relations firm
Porter Novelli, Wooden is a former president of the National Parenting
Association and the Advertising Council. During her tenure there, the Ad
Council collaborated with Public Agenda on the study "Kids These Days:
What Americans Really Think about the Next Generation," which was
named by Congressional Quarterly as one of the 50 most important
documents of 1995. She currently serves on the boards of U.S. Trust Company; the Advertising
Council; Phoenix House Foundation; and Civic Ventures, San Francisco and on advisory committees
for America's Promise, the Office of National Drug Control Policy, the Harvard Business School
initiative on Social Enterprise, and Columbia University's Mailman School of Public Health
and School of Health Sciences. She is the recipient of United Jewish Appeal's Maxwell Dane
Humanitarian Award, Advertising Woman of the Year, the Prudential Prize in Non-Profit Leadership,
and the Matrix Award from New York Women in Communication.

Wis., and Naples, Fla. since Don ret ired as vice
president, sales and marketing, for Canadian
newsprint maker Spruce Falls, Inc. Janet
received a master's degree in theological
studies from Tyndale Seminary in Toronto in
2002. Barbara Bradley Petura, Pullman,
Wash., has been promoted to associate vice
president for university relations at Washington State University. She chairs the Commission on Communication and Marketing of the
Council for Advancement and Support of
Educati on and serves on the CASE board
of trustees.

1966 40th Reunion: Jun

2006

William 0. Hochkammer, Detroit, Mich., a
partner in the health care law department of
Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn LLP, has
been selected for inclusion in the tenth
edition of The Best Lawyers in America.

1966 M D Next Reunion. October 8 10, 2004
Eileen Paulson johnson, De Pere, is an
elementary vocal music teacher in the Green
Bay Area public schools.

1967 40th Reunion: June 2007
jan Ferry Alexander, Santa Rosa, Calif., and
her husband, Patrick, went to high school
together, re-met in 2000, and were married
in October 2002. William Brehm, Hamilton,
Ont., Canada, is owner-management consul-
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tant of Brehm International. He is semiretired and works for a limited number of
U.S. and Canadian clients about six months of
the year and paints or travels the rest of the
year. Kimmy Carnes, Kentwood, Mich., is a
social worker for the State of Michigan.
Marcus Diamond, Haverford, Pa., is chief
advancement officer and secretary of the
college at Bryn Mawr College. Susan Dudley,
Brawford, Conn., is a physical therapist assistant at Sundance Rehabilitation. Janet
Sheppard Duvall, La Porte, Colo., is president
of Deep Water Writing and Coaching Company, a consultant group facilitating better
communication and problem solving. Lee
Gaida-Pellegrini, Minneapolis, Minn., is professor in children's and adolescent literature
at the University of Minnesota. Anne Stuart
Galli, Portola Valley, Calif, is an active volunteer at her church and at the International
Center at Stanford University. Barry Garley,
Bend, Ore, is a claims manager for Jeld-Wen,
Inc. john and Cynthia Russell Howe live in
Mercer Island, Wash. He is chief neurosurgeon with Group Health Permanente. Marcia
Rogers Hunter, Ashland, Ore., completed her
36th year of teaching middle school in June.
james D. Lannon, Freeport, Maine, is a selfemployed actor and photographer. Yoko
Matsuo is retired from teaching piano at
Kwassui Women's College in Nagasaki, Japan.
Bill Phillips, Sun City, Ariz., is the owner of

Coco Studios Wedding Photography. Martha
Colburn Rasmus, Waterford, is the president
and CEO of the Mental Health Association.
David H. Reid, Austin, Texas, is the president
of High Fidelity, Inc. Maya Duesberg Roos,
Savannah, Ga., is choral director at Savannah
Country Day School and organist/choir
master of the White Bluff Presbyterian
Church. Karen Hicks Smith, Oakmont, Pa.,
is a flight attendant for U.S. Airways. James
Wognum, Chicago, Ill., is an attorney at his
own law firm.
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Karen Henderson Bachhuber is a math
teacher at Appleton West High School.
Nancy Kleiner DeYoung, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
has worked for 25 years as probation officer
specializing in sex offenders and child
abuse cases.
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Susan Grieb Ander, Chand ler, Ariz., and her
husband, Henry, retired from their respective
jobs (General Electric, teaching) to open their
own business, AzCA Embroidery. Linda Skoug
Brann, Bromley, Kent, England, is a selfemployed teacher. Eric Denemark, Ripley,
W.V. , is executive director of the West
Virginia Motorsports Council. jane Fisher,
Concord, Mass., is the principal of Cambridge
Concord Associates, providing consultat ion in
strategic planning and governance to associations, foundations, and other not-for-profits.
Steve Forsgren, West Sacramento, Calif., is
real-estate manager for Extended Stay
America. Reginald W. Goeke, State College,
Pa., formerly associate professor of music
education at West Virginia University and
Pennsylvania State University, is now the
principal and found ing partner of VALTec
Group, Inc., a marketing and customer-value
consulting firm . james Grogan and Marcia
Hoebreckx live in Ellison Bay. He is a pharmacist at Pharmerica, and she is an administrator
for the Midsummer's Music Festival. Mark M.
Orton, Cambridge, Mass., has founded a new
software company, Valuedge Inc., of wh ich he
is the chief product officer. Mark Pollock,
Mogadou, Ohio, is president of lntec Building
Systems, Inc. Frederik Schuetze, Bradford,
Mass., is director of fine, applied, and
performing arts for the Watertown school
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district. Mark R. Swanson, Charlotte, N.C., is a
general surgeon at Dilworth Surgical Specialists.
Walter Vuchnich, Concord, N.C., is a
self-employed orthodontist. Jenny Cowie
Walter, Cedarburg, is a workplace Englishas-a-second-language/literacy/ high school
equivalency diploma computer instructor
at Milwaukee Area Technical College and an
instructorI coordinator at Lakeshore
Techn ical College.

970 15th
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Peggy Hurt Fujimula, Salt Lake City, Utah, is
a staff physician at the University of Utah.
Marion Paris, Pelham, Ala., is a professor
emerita of communication and information
studies at the University of Alabama. She also
is an active member of the Alabama Choral
Society and the Daughters of the King, as well
as editing family papers and studying the
colonial history of south-central Kentucky.
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Mary Jo Freeman, Mosine, is busy with with
her internal-medicine practice and spends a
lot of time working for the University of
Wisconsin and singing in a semi-professional
choir. Margaret Liechty Friedman, Honolulu,
Hawaii, is associate professor of business at
Chaminade University. Peggy Henderson,
Sienna Vista, Ariz., is director of information
technology for the U. S. Army. John A. Luke,
Jr., New Canaan, Conn., chairman and CEO of
MeadWestvaco Corporation, has been named
Executive of the Year by the Paper Industry
Management Association. Rick Rothschild,
Newhall, Calif., is t he executive show director/
senior vice president, creative development,
of Walt Disney lmagineering. He helped t o
open Disney's latest Japanese theme park,
Tokyo DisneySea and also was in France for
six months to help open their new Disney
StudioTour t heme park.
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Kathleen Martin Shaw, Charlottesville, Va.,
is a principal of CSC Global Health Solutions.
George C. Whitely, Middleton, has been
named to the board of directors of Special
Olympics Wisconsin for another three-year
term. He previously served on the board from
1992 t o 2001, and was board cha ir from 19992001. His "day job" is as president/ chief

David Hawkanson, '69, has been named executive director of the Steppenwolf Theatre Company in Chicago, for which he had been serving as a
consultant in long-range planning since September 2002. Previously, he
was managing director of the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis for six years
and, before that, managing director at Hartford Stage Company for eight
years, during which time Hartford Stage received a special Tony Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Regional Theater. He also has been managing
director of the Arizona Theater Company and held a managerial position
with the American Conservatory Theatre. He has been an artistic advisor
to the Kennedy Center Fund for New American Plays, a program committee member for the
National Arts Stabilization Fund, and a panelist and advisor to both the Ford Foundation's Worki ng
Capital Fund and the Minneapolis Foundation's Working Capital Reserve Fund, as well as an arts
panelist and advisor for many major national foundations and federal and state arts agencies. In
addit ion to serving as an officer of numerous arts organizations, he is a former senior staff member
at the National Endowment for the Arts and a former chairman and panelist for the theatre
program at the National Endowment for the Arts.

operating officer of Stephan and Brady
Advertising in Mad ison.

1974

10 h Reumon Junto OO'i

Margaret Brandis, Arlington, Va., is director
of contracts for Applied Resources, Inc.
Patricia A. Dean, Arlington Heights, Ill., is
assistant principal ofTown ship High School
District 214. She earned the Ph.D. from Loyola
University in 2000. James Fleming and Steven
Magnuson, '75, live in Kinderhook, N.Y. James
is president of Colonial Advertising, and
Steven is vice president, editorial, of Sterling
Publishing, Inc. Donald R. Matthews, Floriant,
Mont., is security manager of Argosy's Alton
Belle Casino.

1975

Oth

union· june lOOS

Chuck and Jan Pfaller ('75) Woodward live in
Tarpon Springs, Fla. He is vice president,
global marketing, for the Enodis Corporation.

976 lOth R union: jun

2005

Julie Stier, Normal, Ill., is the new director of
the Holy Trinity Church choir. She has been
a computer programmer at State Farm
Insurance since 1983.

977 lOtll Reunion

monic. Linda Townsend Hurd, Montclair, Va.,
is a nurse in the progressive care unit at
Potomac Hospital. E. Bart McGuinn, Niles, Ill.,
is president of a school district board of
directors. Tony Wagner, Appleton, a founding
member of the jazz group Matrix, recently led
Streetlife, the house band for the Milwaukee
Bucks. in a performance at Clark Place in
Stevens Point.

1978 30th Rt>uni

n: jun 1008

Steven Lemme has been named senior vice
president of sales for Manatech, Inc.

1979 30th

umon jun

008

Karl Albrecht, Alexandria, Va., a career
foreign service officer, is deputy chief of
mission at the U.S. Embassy in Maseru,
Lesotho. Elizabeth Dodge Kaprelian is a
kindergarten teacher in the Oshkosh Area
School District. Rick Knurr, a senior scientist
in the geology department at the University
of Minnesota, has been selected as a member
of the Omro High School Wall of Fame.
Elizabeth M.T. Smith, Dubuque, Iowa, is a
stay at home mom.

980 25 h R('union June 2005
June 2008

Meredith Bidlack Browne, Manchest er,
Mass., played flute and cello in a recital of
sacred music in April. She also plays cello in
the Cape Ann Symphony and Salem Philhar-

Jan Hesson Olerud lives in Westby and is
a seventh and eighth grade language arts
teacher in the Norwalk Ontario Wilton
School District.
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Paul W. Schmidt, '70, in April, was invested as an immigration judge in
the Immigration Court in Arlington, Va., part of the Executive Office for
Immigration Review. Immigration judges, on behalf of the attorney
general, adjudicate cases involving aliens who are charged with immigration violations. Schmidt, who had served previously as a board member
and chairman of the Board of Immigration Appeals in Falls Church, Va.,
received the juris doctorate from the University of Wisconsin School
of Law, cum laude and Order of the Coif, and was an editor of the
Wisconsin Law Review. He served as deputy general counsel and acting
general counsel of the former Immigration and Naturalization Service, where he was instrumental
in developing the rules and procedures to implement the Immigration Reform and Control Act of
1986. He also has been managing partner of the Washington, D.C., office of Fragomen, Del Rey &
Bernsen; practiced business immigration law with the Washington, D.C., office of Jones, Day, Reavis
& Pogue; and served as an adjunct professor at George Mason University School of Law.

198

98

Kurt Wittenberg and Anne Dooley, '80, live
in Wilmette, Ill. He is self-employed, and
she is a client-service director for BBDO
Advertising.
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Amanda Hanson Gambony, Lombard, Ill., is
an administrative assistant at Northern
Baptist Theological Seminary. Karen King,
Northfield, Ill., is a senior legal counsel for
Pharmacia Corporation. Thomas R. Quill,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., is a self-employed
management consultant.
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Catherine Pfeifer, Peoria, IL., is assistant
professor of communication at Bradley
University. Pamela Kean Sines, Leesburg, Va.,
is a property manager for KSI management.
Mary jasper Wiersum, Shorewood, Minn., was
a junior high choral director in suburban
Chicago and Cincinnati for ten years, after
which she pared her schedule to include only
private piano instruction and vocal coaching.
Since relocating to the Twin Cities several
years ago, her vocal students have been cast
in recent productions at the Guthrie Theater,
the Ordway Center for the Performing Arts,
the Children's Theatre Company, Stages
Theatre Company, and the Chanhassan Dinner
Theatre. Aside from trying to be a full-time
mother of three, she also sings with the
Minnesota Chorale and the Colonial Chorale
of Edina.
54
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Zizi Allen Alderman, Mesilla, N.M., teaches
design/new media/book arts in the art
department of New Mexico State University.
Carrie Morris Bowman, Davenport, Iowa, is
office manager for Meridian Medical, Inc.
Laura Van Nostrand Caviani, St. Paul, Minn.,
and her partner, Pete, perform in a number of
jazz ensembles in the Minneapolis/St. Paul
area and recently recorded on the new
Minnesota-based Artegra label. Erica Heyl,
Lake Villa, is a self-employed attorney
practicing as Erica L. Heyl, PC. Andrew P.
Hopton, West Chester, Pa., is a project
manager/biologist and office manager at
COM. He has been working in the environmental field for 18 years as a consultant to
the Environmental Protection Agency and has
worked on Superfund sites his entire career,
completing studies, investigations, and risk
assessments. Stephen Ross Kraft, ChartresChamphol, France, is director of communications for Philips in France. Donald P. Land,
Roseville, Calif., is an associate professor of
chemistry at the University of California.
Rebecca Latorraca works for the U.S. Agency
for International Development (USAID} in
Egypt. Katie Moore Lauderbaugh, Evanston,
Ill., recently completed a two-year program
to become a spiritual director and now works
as an intern for the program. Bill and Sandy
Kawleski {'83) Lien live in Lindstrom,
Minnesota. He is director of national accounts

for Patterson Dental, and she works in event
marketing for eFunds Corporation. David
Meulemans, Fort Lauderdale, Fl., is an independent consultant. Connie Drok Olivera,
Ashburn, Va., is the manager of Olivera Music
Entertainment. Susan Carole Roy, Baltimore,
Md., is director of pastoral care services for
University of Maryland Medical Services.
Kelvin A. C. Smith, Stamford, Conn., is
manager of information systems and a
partner in Financial Computer Systems. He is
active musically as a singer and treasure for
Pro Arte Singers, a semiprofessional choir, and
choir director and worship leader for Grace
Evangelical Free Church, where he is also an
elder. Tom Wick, Arlington, Mass., formerly
associate vice president for development at
Macalester College, is now dean of development and external relations at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education.

9
jennifer Nilsson Halgren, Edina, Minn., has
been teaching part-time for the past few
years at a non-profit preschool, Hugs and
Hearts, where she also is office manager.
Edward F. Thomas, Phoenix, Ariz., is an
attorney for Community Legal Services, a
non-profit company offering legal aid to the
poor. He is a member of the housing/
consumer division, where he works on cases
involving wrongful evictions, housing
discrimination, consumer fraud, and
consumer protection.
~
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Martha Buche, Sparta, is a parent-child
teacher at Three Rivers School. Greg P. Curtis,
Appleton, is an attorney-partner in the
Herrling Clark Law Firm. Richard Dowd is a
chemistry professor at Northland College in
Ashland. Anne-Marie Feyrer-Melk, Scottsdale,
Ariz., is an invasive cardiologist in private
practice. Michael Fischer, Appleton, is
director of organizational effectiveness at
Kimberly-Clark Corp. Eric Griffin, Santa Clara,
Calif., is sales process designer at Upshot
Corp. Nicole Condon Hayes, Brooklyn Park,
Minn., is enjoying her "stay-at-home mom"
job. jennifer L. jordan, Elmhurst, Ill., works in
t he information technology department at
Sears as a project manager, three days a
week. Chris P. and johnna Stassi Mosbarger
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Christopher Eager, '75, has become president of Union Bank & Trust
Company in Evansville, Wis., with which he has been associated since 1980,
most recently as a loan officer and vice president/secretary of the bank.
After graduation from Lawrence, Eager served in the Peace Corps in the
Ivory Coast. He has a master's degree from Thunderbird Graduate School
of International Business and completed the Graduate School of Banking
Program in Madison. He is a former alderman and mayor of Evansville and
a past president of the Jaycees and Chamber of Commerce.

history/government teacher and head boys'
varsity basketball coach at Wheeling High
School. David Zeitchick and Leslie Williams,
'90, live in St. Paul, Minn. She is an elementary
teacher in the St. Paul public schools, and he
is an American history teacher and head
football coach at Highland Park Senior
High School.

989 15th Reuni

live in Lake Bluff, Ill. He is senior vice
president/private bank manager for Harris
Bank in Lake Forest, and she is a homemaker.
Veronica Sanchez, Lansing, Ill., is director of
case management services for Jane Addams
Hull House-Neighbor to Neighbor. Kathleen
Rutherford Sears, Prince Frederick, Md., is
executive director of the Greenwell Foundat ion, a private non-profit organ ization providing programming for citizens with disabilities
in a natural park setting, Greenwell State Park.
Steven A. Skinner, Lake Forest, Ill., is president of KemperSports Management. Casey
and Susie Troup Sloan live in Deerfield, Ill. He
is director ofTeenage Research Unlimited,
and she is a learning disabilities specialist at
the Cove School. Marianne Peterman Vogel,
Morgan, Minn., is the owner and teacher at
Annie's Music Studio. jeffrey A. Walker,
Wales, is research manager at the Children's
Hospital Foundation. Tim and Hilary Stratton
('87) Webster live in Appleton. She is a
pediatrician at ThedaCare.

1987 20th Reunion: june 2006
jonathan and Ann Spellman ('88) Roe live in
Janesville. He is a pediatrician at Mercy Healt h
System, and she is an at-home mom. Silagh
Chiappetta White, Bowling Green, Ohio, is
an arts administrator for the Toledo Museum
of Art.

1988 15th Reunion. June 18 20, 2004
Richard G. Camps, Hortonville, is vicepresident, operations, for AP-Pac. Daryl
Taylor Cohan, Needham, Mass., is a realtor at
Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. Ireta
Gasner, Chicago, Ill., works as a site director
for Salvation Army Child Care. Lora L. Hainy,

Wausau is completing a two-year assignment
in Bulgaria and the Balkans as a Red Cross
field delegate for a disaster planning and
response management program. Barbara
Fawcett jewell, Harrisonville, Mont., is a
dental hygienist. Steve and Sarah Weitz ('87)
Klammer live in Plymouth, Minn. He is CEO of
Highbar Capital Management. Stacie Laff,
St. Louis, Mont., is a self-employed physician.
Ellen Latorraca, Milwaukee, is a library media
specialist at South Division High School. Kevin
A. McCary, Excelsior, Minn., is in his second
year teaching K-8 art at St. Therese Elementary School. Tim and Gail Feldman ('90)
Micheau live in Naperville, Ill. He is a teacher
at Wheaton Warrenville South High School,
and she is a manager/benefits consultant for
American Express Tax and Businesses Services.
Robert A. Pope, Playa del Rey, Calif., is a
sen ior hydrogeologist for Waterstone
Environmental, Inc. Michael and Tracy
Gruetzmache ('91) Renn live in Hudson. He
works in St. Paul, Minn., as a senior scientist
with Optomec Design Co., and she is a nurse
at Holy Fami ly Hospital in Richmond. Michele
johnson Rosales, Lake in the Hills, Ill., earned
a master's degree from De Paul University in
2000 and now is a teacher in Crystal Lake
School District 47. Scott M. Schanhofer,
Appleton, is executive director of the Fox
West Branch of YMCA of the Fox Cities. Lisa
Shirah-Hiers, Austin, Texas, is a writer, piano
teacher, and at-home mom. Elisabeth Wiley
West, Fayetteville, N,C., who is working on a
Master of Science degree in nursing, pediatric
nurse practitioner, at the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill, is an emergency department pediatric nurse in the Cape Fear Valley
Hospital System. Louis Wool, Skokie, Ill., is a

n June 18· 20, 2004

Abbey Labowitz Countryman, Bloomington,
Minn., graduated in 2002 from Boston University with an M.B.A. degree and is a health and
welfare consultant for the Segal Company.
Brian R. Cummings, St. Petersburg, Fla., is
marketing administrator for MVI Marketing.
David A. Faber and Tiffany A. Mullen live in
Phoenix, Ariz. He is a software developer for
Evans Newton, Inc., and she is in private
practice as a family physician at Healthy
Outlook Family Medicine, PC. Susan Temple
Pereyra, Chicago, Ill., obtained her nursing
degree from Truman College in 2002 and is
a community health nurse for Chicago
Health Outreach.

1990 15th Reunion: june 18-20, 2004
Margaret Anderson, Portland, Ore., spent
the last year as a freelance dentist in remote
areas of Alaska. Debby Lippa Cox, St. Louis
Park, Minn., is product manager at Yourexpedition. Octavia Camarena-Villaseno, Mexico
City, Mexico, is CEO of Masnegocio. Philip N.
and Catherine Rudden Davidson live in
McFarland. He is assistant superintendent at
Nawks Landing Golf Club, and she is a
manager at Certegy. Robert T. Fuhrmann and
M. jean johnson, '92, live in Gard iner, Mont.
He is an education program coordinator for
the National Park Service, and she is the
chairperson of Gardiner Snoopy Cooperative
Preschool. Angie Roehrborn Geydoshek,
West Bend, is an elementary general music
teacher in the Slinger School District. David
and Katherine Harris ('89) Gretsch live in
Minnetonka, Minn. He is vice president of
sales at Express Scripts, Inc., and she is a
teacher in the Minneapolis public schools.
Charles V. Henry and Emily MingenbachHenry, '91, live in Santa Fe, N.M. He is an
attorney at Scheuer, Yost and Patterson, PC,
and she is the proprieter of Emily Henry
Interiors. Amy M. Hirt-Jacobs, Grayslake, Ill.,
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Pa., is an environmental engineer at Superior
Tube Company. Alan M. Schultz, Minneapolis,
Minn., is director of marketing for Chart
Industries. He continues to run marathons
and recently went on several trips, including a
Mount Ranier climbing expedition and a trip
to Brazil and the Amazon. Elisabeth Mach
Stanley, Downers Grive, Ill., is a senior staff
specialist-revenue management for United
Airlines. She also coaches a swim team.
Kelly Anne Goode Tooker, Vancouver, Wash.,
is a customer service agent for Fullerton
and Co., Inc.
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Molly Mevis Hannan, '94, is curator of collections at Ten Chimneys, the Genesee Depot, Wis.,
estate of theatre actors Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, which was opened to the public in May
as a museum and art center, after several years of restoration work. Hannan, who previously
worked in the area of publications and public contact for the Milwaukee County Historical
Society, received a master's degree in anthropology and museum studies from the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Lawrence connections to Ten Chimneys abound. Alfred Lunt's mother, Harriet "Hattie"
Washburn Briggs, attended Lawrence College. The architect on the recent renovation project was a
Lawrentian, Charles Engberg, '62, of the Milwaukee firm of Engberg Anderson Design Partnership,
Inc. And, the Lunts were acquainted with long-time Lawrence theatre professor Ted Cloak, to
whom they were introduced by Milwaukee )ourna/-Sentinel arts critic James Auer, '50.
A recent New York Times article, headlined "Lunt and Fontanne's Most Lasting Production,"
called the 60-acre estate and the collections under Hannan's care "a one-of-a-kind oddity crowded
with hand-painted murals and antiques." An invitation to the estate was highly prized, and t he
Lunts' guests included Noel Coward, Alexander Woollcott, Helen Hayes, Laurence Olivier, Katharine
Hepburn, Carol Channing, and other luminaries. Today, Hannan says, "Ten Chimneys is a landmark
unique among our national treasures. Almost all of its historic furnishings, hand-painted murals,
enchantingly personal decor, and diverse collections are intact and unchanged since the Lunts first
assembled them."
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Chicago, Ill., is a reading specialist in the
Chicago public schools. Janelle Pepper
Morse, Woodbridge, Ill., is the principal of
Lincoln Academy for the North Dupage
Special Ed Co-op. Mark Niquette, Columbus,
Ohio, is a business reporter for the Columbus
Dispatch. Joan Shipley Parker, Melbourne,
Fla., is an ultrasound/ echo technician for
Melbourne Internal Medicine Associates.
Kristyn Overby Prial, Clifton Park, N.Y., is
working on a second bachelor's degree in
plant science, concentrating in hort iculture at
the State University of New York at
Cobleskill. David Schnackenberg, Malvern,
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Sarah Woller Bruno, Englewood, Fla., is a
senior teller at Englewood Bank. Kenneth l.
Daniel, Mequon, and his wife have set up KLD
Ministries and have shared his unique blend
of gospel and jazz music around the country.
Jennifer C. Kuhn, Austin, Texas, has opened
an appellate and patent law practice. Rosemary Kelly Neal, Dublin, Ohio, is the mother
of three children. Sarah Glashagel Slickman,
Hilbert, is a homemaker. Troy Thornberry
and Kristin Kusmierek, '90, live in Toronto,
Canada. She is a program evaluator for the
Biosphere-Atmosphere Research and Training
Program, and he is a postdoctoral research
fellow at the University ofToronto. Scott and
Sarah Feldt ('92) Wilson live in Boston, Mass.
He is a pastry chef at Kings Rest aurant, and
she is front desk supervisor at Opthalmic
Consultants of Boston.
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is a teacher at Prairie Crossing Charter School.
Nell Wiley Houser, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
is a Suzuki piano teacher and Kindermusic
educator. Darcy Dabareiner-Jahn, Erie, Colo.,
manages a dental office. Amy Neubert
Ketcham, Mt. Tabor, N.J., is camp and fami ly
director at the Summit Area YMCA. Brian
Koeneman and Jennifer Ackil, Mankato,
Minn., are internship director and associate
professor of psychology, respectively, at
Gustavus Adolphus College. Khutso Mampuele
lives in South Africa and is chief execut ive of
Old Mutual Employee Benefits, a retirement
fund management company. Amy C. Miller,
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Josh Chassman, Novato, Calif., is associate
vice president, operations, for Swett and
Crawford. Wendy Warnes Darling, Lake
Forest, Ill., is an attorney in Chicago. Matthew
A. Horn and Christine M. Weigel, '93, live in
Salt Lake City, Utah. He is an assistant professor of chemistry, and she is an assistant
professor of philosophy, both at Utah Valley
State College. jay W. Kirchner, Old Hickory,
Tenn., is a postdoctoral research scientist at
the Vanderbilt University Medical Center.
Robert B. Knauft, Huntington, Vt., is a
humanities teacher at t he Gailer School. Greg
LeMoine is a fifth-grade int ernational teacher
at Escuela lnt ernac ional Sampedrana in San
Ped ro Sula, Honduras. Michael and Anissa
Schneider ('93) Emery live in Appleton. He is
a school psychologist in the Little Chute
School Dist rict.
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Tony Alioto is a member of the Santa Fe
Desert Chorale and has recently appeared
with the Santa Fe Opera. This fall, he begins
the Master of Music program at Rice University in Houston, Texas. Donald and Margaret
Davis ('95} Babcock live in Novi, Mich. He is
an assistant professor of trombone, euphonium, and jazz at Eastern Michigan University,
and she is director of instrumental music at
Harrison High School in Farmington Hills. The
Harrison High School Symphony Band was
selected to perform at the 58th annual
Michigan Music Educators In-Service Conference. jon Greene, Ballwin, Mont., is a partner
in JWT Specialized Communications. Alaina C.
Johnson, Oak Park, Ill., is a staff psychologist
at LaRabida Children's Hospital. Warren K.
Woo is an attorney in Burlingame, Calif.
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Aigars Ceplitis, Valencia, Calif., is a teaching
assistant at CalArts. Shannon and Kristine
('96} Glenn are high-school teachers for Saudi
Arabian Airlines. lmran Husain recently joined
Rotary Club Sunset Millenium (RCSM) in
Karachi, Pakistan. Through matching-grant
projects with clubs in Hallsville, Texas, and
New Delhi, India, RCSM has established an
adult literacy center and installed hand
pumps for drawing water in drought-ridden
areas in Pakistan. Marilyn jome, Bothell,
Wash., is pursuing a master's degree in counseling at the Mars Hill Graduate School. jessi
Hoy Peterson, Eau Claire, is an optician at
Northwoods Family Eyecare. Renee
Rousseau, Milwaukee, is an upper school
French teacher at the University School of
Wisconsin. David A. Ruckel, Denver, Colo., is
a senior geophysicist, at WesternGeco, a division of Schlumberger. He recently has been
promoted to group leader in Alaskan seismic
data processing. Sarah Dodson Wilson, Glastouburg, Conn., is a bond claim representative
at Travelers Casualty and Surety Co.
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Frank and Shantel Henley ('94} Asante-Kissi
live in Springfield, Mass. He is a business
analyst at Citibank in Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
and she is project manager for a nonprofit
organization in Western Massachusetts that

joanna Messer, '01, won first prize in the New York Flute Club's 2003
Young Artist Competition, which included the opportunity to perform
at the club's April concert in New York. At Lawrence, Messer studied flute
with Ernestine Whitman, professor of music, and Suzanne Jordheim,
lecturer in music, and was elected to the musical honorary society
Pi Kappa Lambda. She graduated with the B.Mus. degree in performance,
magna cum laude. Following graduation, she moved to the Chicago area,
where she joined the University of Chicago's New Music Ensemble and
Symphony Orchestra and studied with Molly Alicia Barth of the contemporary ensemble eighth blackbird. In May 2002, Messer performed Mozart's Concerto in G Major
with the University of Chicago Chamber Orchestra after winning the University's biennial Concerto
Competition. In Fall 2002, she began a Master of Music in performance program at Carnegie Mellon
University, studying with Jeanne Baxtresser and Alberto Almarza.

builds affordable housing. Meredith Griffin
Boulet, Palatine, Ill., is a private music teacher
at a music store. Jessamyn T. Hope, New
York, N.Y., received a master's degree in f ine
arts from Sarah Lawrence College in May.
james and Stacy Czerniak Turnbull live in
Denver, Colo. She was recently appointed
executive director of Earth Walk, a non-profit
organization providing after-school programming and science education to children, and
he has entered into a new business partnership as a chiropractor at Lifetime Health
and Wellness.
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Lisa Plantico Carlsson, Portland, Ore., and her
husband, Magnus, planned to travel around
Europe this past summer and then settle in
Gothenburg, Sweden, for the next few years.
David Jeffrey Conner, Encinitas, Calif., is a
project geologist for EIAdobe Partners, Inc.
(Battelle). Mark Fermin, Port Orchard, Wash.,
is network manager at Orrick, Herrington &
Sutcliffe, LLP. Dave Gottesman, Minneapolis,
Minn., is an advanced case design consultant
on lNG Life's National Sales Support Team.
Wiliam H. Lund, Waterville, Maine, is an
assistant football/track coach and minority
recruiter for Colby College. Sarah Litchfield
Severson, Schaumburg, Ill., is a materials
engineer at Motorola. Corinne Hwang Taylor,
Westmont, Ill., has earned a Master of
Physical Therapy degree from Northwestern
University. Lynne Von Sneidern Weaver,
Mattawan, Mich., currently is a stay-at-home

mom. In 2002, she received a master's degree
in band directing from American Band College
at Southern Oregon University.

00
Philip M. Antin, Deerfield, Ill., is working on
a Master of Divinity degree at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. Holly A. Eisenhardt,
Madison, is an IT Help Desk assistant at Great
Lakes Educational Loan Services. Erin N.
Fusco, Chicago, Ill., is director of marketing
and public relations for the Chicago Youth
Symphony Orchestra. Kirsten Ann Granum,
Douglas, Ireland, who has been working for
the Pfizer Process Development Centre in
Cork for a year as an associate scientist, is
returning to her home base in Holland, Mich.,
in September. Becca Livingstone, San Mateo,
Calif., was admitted in 2002 to Ph.D. candidacy
at Tulane University. She has received a
fellowship to spend the coming year in England, researching her dissertation on executions and the crowd in 17th-century England.
Heather Elizabeth Beckett Oakes, Alameda,
Calif., is a K-1 assistant at Head-Royce School.
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Heidi Brummer Diaz, Arlington, Texas, is a
bilingual teacher for the Dallas Independent
School District. Sarah Garner, Chicago, is an
associate attorney with Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg. Amy R. Keyser, Vienna, Va., is a software engineer for General Dynamics, after
almost two years at the Central Intelligence
Agency. She received her master's degree in
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historical musicology from Florida State University. Melissa Pohlman, Eugene, Ore., is a
technical services consultant for Cyborg
Systems. Tara Feldkamp Robinson, Menasha,
is a math teacher in the Oshkosh School
District and working on her master's at
Marian College.

Claire E. Breaux, Houston, Texas, is a support
specialist in the Office of Technology Management at the University of Texas Health
Science Center. Frances K. Chewning,
Brooklyn, N.Y., had a lead role in a short film ,
Neo-Noire, which was accepted at the
Sundance Film Festival, Los Angeles Film
Festival, and Austin Film Festival, where it
won first place in the short film category. She
also took part in an ART/MXAT program at
Harvard. jonathan A. Clapham, Boston, Mass.,
is a Blue Man in the Blue Man Group. Lisa
Hess Hartley, Wisconsin Dells, is an English
teacher at Reedsburg Area High School. Carl
Kantner is a master's student at Boston
University. Carlisle E. Kraft, Butler, N.J., teen
and reference librarian at the Kinnelon Public
Library, is a book reviewer for Voice of Youth
Advocates (VOY A} and America Online's Book
Report Network (www.bookreporter.com).
She also serves on the Garden State Teen
Book Awards Committee. Trent and Cynthia
('98) Lunder live in Minnesota. She is an
epidemiologist of vaccine preventable
diseases for the Minnesota Department of
Health. justin R. Ritzinger, currently working
in Taipei, Taiwan, as a translator for Dharma
Drum Mountain, plans to enroll in a doctoral
program in the study of religion at Harvard
this fall. He received a 2003 Andrew W.
Mellon Fellowship in Humanistic Studies from
the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation. Rajesh S. Shahani lives in New
York City and is director of international
business development and joint venture for
Fusion Telecommunications International, Inc.
Elizabeth L. Washer, Easthampton, Mass., has
launched a freelance corporate/ commercial
writ ing business, Charisma Copy.

jacob Brenner has been offered a Fulbright
Student Grant to study in Bolivia this year on
Latin American Culture and Society and
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Tropical Field Research programs and will focus
on El Poncho Ecovillage outside Cochabamba.
Jennifer Hodges Bryan, Appleton, is an
at-home mom with two children. James and
Lyndsay Sund ('01) Hansen live in Green Bay.
He is a business analyst at Schneider National,
and she is an underwriter at Humana Dental.
Emily Kozlowicz, Yonkers, N.Y., has been
working in the accounting department of
The Trump Organization for the past twoand-a-half years. She plays with the New
York Repertory Orchestra, subs for various
other ensembles when needed, and meets up
with other musicians for fun on weekends.
Erik Moen, Simsbury, Conn., is a French
teacher at Westminster School. jean and
Sarah Bjella Montes, Iowa City, Iowa, both
finished degrees at the University of Iowa in
May. She is a cello teacher at West Music,
and he is an orchestra manager at the University of Iowa. Katherine j. Moore, Appleton,
completed an M.A. program in French at
Middlebury College in Paris, France. She has
received a University Fellowship from
UW-Madison and will begin pursuing the
Ph.D. in French this fall. Becky S. Nawrocki,
Brooklyn, N.Y., is a production assistant at
Harlequin Silhouette Books. Eric Nelsen and
Erin Rice, '99, live in Tucson, Ariz. He is chief
of operations at Cibola Trading Corporation.
Ross Nelson, Minneapolis, Minn., works for
Katadyn in customer/tech support. Elisabeth
S. Potratz, Tempe, Ariz., is elementary band
director at the Arizona Lutheran Academy.
Cindy Prochnow, Madison, is a deputy sheriff
in the Dane County Sheriffs Office. Andi
Raabe, Milwaukee, is director of meetings
at the World Allergy Organization. Tyler j.
Ratajczak, Appleton, works at Thrivent
Financial for Lutherans. Ben Roney, Adrian,
Mich., formerly technical director/designer
for the Crosswell Opera House in Adrian, now
is a freelance designer/ contractor in the Ann
Arbor area and works with the local Stagehands Union. Beth A. Schwindt is studying
the historic preservation of architecture at
the Art Institute of Chicago. jessica Seaberg,
Minneapolis, Minn., is senior marketing
coordinator for the Musicland Group, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Best Buy
Corporation. Titus S. Seilheimer, Ontario,
Canada, has been pursuing a master's degree
on fish habitat in Great Lakes coastal

wetlands at McMaster University. In August
he transfered into a Ph.D. program and
continues his work at McMaster. Heidi
Stober, Boston, Mass., graduated from the
New England Conservatory in May with a
Master of Vocal Performance degree. Recent
roles have included Laurie in The Tender/and
with MEC, as well as Yvette in La Rondine and
Sally in Die Fledermaus with Boston Lyric
Opera. This past summer, she returned to
Central City in Colorado as a studio artist in
their Artists Training Program. Victoria
Tsangari, Nicosia, Cyprus, completed a
Master of Music degree in piano performance
and pedagogy at the University of Oklahoma
in 2002. Now at home in Cyprus, she is teaching pre-college students at a music academy,
in addition to teaching music classes for
adults, through a program sponsored by the
government. Jeff and Laura Trumm Eckert
live in Wauwatosa. He is a student at the
Medical College of Wisconsin, and she is
working on a Ph.D. in school psychology at
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. joan
Walby, Viroqua, is a graduate naturalist at
Wolf Ridge Environmental Learning Center in
Finland, Minn.

Kelly L. Fowler, Coralville, Iowa, is pursuing a
master's degree in music therapy at the
University of Iowa and is doing music therapy
with older adults at a retirement facility and
teaching piano lessons to children. Sarah
Kelly, San Francisco, Calif., completed a
master's degree at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music in May. joshua E. Lavik,
Keystone, Colo., is a product sales and service
agent at Vail Resorts. Karla Nelson,
Minneapolis, Minn., is a fat and cholesterol
analyst for General Mills. Pablo Masis,
Metairie, La., is a candidate for the Master of
Music degree at the University of New
Orleans. Molly Miller, Appleton, is a high
school communication arts teacher in the
Appleton Area School District. Adam W.
Pelzer, St. Paul, Minn., works as a chemical
analyst at the Upsher-Smith Laboratories.
Laura Sullivan, St. Paul, Minn., is an Americorps tutor for the Minnesota Higher Education Services Office, tutoring fourth- through
sixth-grade students. Greg and Samantha
Lockhart Woodford live in Arlington Heights,
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Volunteer profile: Kristen Olson lahner, '73
Kristen Lahner, of
Stillwater, Minn., is a
long-time Lawrence
volunteer, active in
regional activities first
in Milwaukee and now
in Minneapolis-St. Paul; a former president of
the Alumni Association; a class secretary and
reunion chair; and, most recently, a participant
in the Alumni Admissions Volunteer Program,
which she finds particularly satisfying.
"I have always had a sense of
frustration," she says, "about the lack of
awareness of Lawrence in many regions of the
country, even in my own, which is not far
geographically from campus.
"The college is consistently rated among
the top 50 liberal arts schools in the nation,
has cutting-edge facilities, offers great quality
of life to its students, and maintains close ties
with its alumni - there truly is a 'Lawrence
Difference.'
"As an admissions volunteer," Lahner
continues, "I have a vehicle for sharing
the Lawrence message with many young
people. That is most gratifying, particularly

Ill. He is an environmental consultant for
Nova Consulting. justin Zantow, Milwaukee, is
a sales manager at the Circuit City Stores, Inc.

Robert Bescheinen, Fort Collins, Colo., is an
independent distributor for AdvoCare International and is enrolled in a one-year sports
medicine degree program. Danica E. Dralus is
pursuing a Ph.D. program at the University of
Texas in Austin.

Susan Raben, Grand Rapids, Mich., is director
of youth ministry and Christian education at
Bethlehem Lutheran Church.

Births and adoptions
Rick Rothschild, '71, and Adrienne, twins, a
daughter, Arin, and a son, Eli, April 7, 2003

when you see someone with whom you have
made contact ultimately decide to enroll!
Certainly, that is the most enjoyable part of
the task, although anything I have done in this
effort has been enjoyable for me."
Basic duties of admissions volunteers
include attending local Lawrence gatherings
for prospective students, sending notes to
seniors who have been accepted by the
college but have not yet committed to
attending, and representing Lawrence at
college fairs. Lahner quickly points out that
alumni admissions volunteers are not
completely on their own but receive help of
all kinds from the professional staff of the
Office of Admissions- in her case, Monita
Mohammadian, '92, Lawrence's regional
representative in Minneapolis.
Beyond the basics, Lahner says,
"The sky's the limit when it comes to
admissions volunteer possibilities; it's fun to
be creative with this.
"For example, I recently signed on as
a volunteer in our local high school's
career/college information center and have
had some good opportunities to talk to high

Debra Klassman, '80, and Micholas Savramis,
a daughter, Anna Savramis, Jan. 30, 2003
Dan McGehee, '80, and Maria Dowell, a
daughter, Marisa McGhee, Sept. 27, 2001
Alyson Hu, '81, a son, William Henry Arman
Hu, May 5, 2001
Chuck Esler, '84, and Jana, a daughter, Isabelle
M. Esler, Sept. 16, 2002
Christopher ('86) and Elizabeth Brown ('87)
Berger, a daughter, Heidi Anne, Oct. 4, 2002
Anne-Marie Feyrer-Melk, '86, and Stephen, a
daughter, Anya Maria Feyrer-Melk, May 11, 2002
Chris Mosbarger, and Johnna Stassi Mosbarger, both '86, a son, Samuel, Sept. 21, 2002
Vernonica Sanchez, '86, a son, Cameron
Francisco Sanchez, March 16, 2003
Susan Troup Sloan, '86, and Kenneth Casey
Sloan, '86, a son, Cameron, Jan. 15, 2003
Marianne Peterman Vogel, '86, and Amos, a
daughter, Katrina, Nov. 18, 2001
Silagh Chiappetta White, '87, and Stephen,

school juniors and seniors about Lawrence I even managed to get a Lawrence pennant in
the office there."
Lahner feels that, without question, the
program is rewarding to the volunteers and
extremely worthwhile for the college.
"To the extent that the Admissions
Volunteer Program can help to raise awareness of 'that gem on the Fox,' she says,
"it is of the utmost importance to the
overall success of Lawrence.
"We need as many people as possible to
volunteer for this task, although each and
every alum can help on a daily basis, simply by
remembering always to tell the good news of
the Lawrence Difference whenever appropriate in conversations with those around us.
"We have something very special
to share."
Information on the Alumni Admissions Volunteer
Program is available online at www.lawrence.
edu/admissions/alum. To volunteer, contact
Monita Mohammadian, associate director of
admissions, at 888-556-3954.

twins, Bridget Rose and Stephen Richard,
March 21, 2003
David Larkin, '88, and Elena, a son, James
Lucas, June 23, 2003
D. Glenn ('88) and Ann-Charlotte Sandvall
('86) Lawyer, a son, David Emanuel, Sept. 16,
2002
Troy Merryfield, '88, and Deborah, a daughter,
Grace Irene, Oct. 6, 2000
Scott Schanhofer, '88, and Brenda, a daughter,
Delaney, Oct. 27, 2001
Bradd Seegers, '88, and Wendy, a son, Kynan
William, Jan. 17, 2003
Timothy Stenger, '88, and Monika, a daughter,
Sarah Sofia, May 30, 2002
Tiffany Mullen, '89, and David Faber, '89, a
son, Theo Mullen Faber, Oct. 3, 2002
Aaron Bloedorn, '89, and Sarah, a son, Jacob
Livingston, March 19, 2003
Siri Engberg, '89, and Marty Broan, a daughter,
Eliza Louise Broan, Sept. 25, 2002
Katherine Harris Gretsch '89, and David
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Legacy Scholarship
Beginnin in th fall of 2004,
n w stud nts who hav a sibling
curr ntly attending Lawr nee or
a sibling, parent, or gr ndparent
who attended Lawrence will
r c ive a $2,000 L gacy
Scholarship, which will b
r new ble in subs quent years,
providing the student maintains a
2.50 grade-point average. For more
information about the L gacy
Scholarship, please contact the
admissions office at 800-227-0982.

Gretsch, '90, a son, Michael Patrick, Aug. 6,
2002
Annie Clark Janisch, '89, and Steve, a daughter,
Olivia Esperanza, March 4, 2003

1
Kelly Bunte, '90, and Chris Holden, a daughter,
Annie, July 28, 2002
Stephanie Millay Dustin, '90, and Richard, a
daughter, Lydia, March 27, 2003
Robert Fuhrmann, '90, and M. Jean Johnson,
'92, a daughter, Bailey Fuhrmann, March 18,
2002
Angie Roehrborn Geydoshek, '90, and Jeff, a
daughter, Cheyanne, April19, 2003
Charles Henry, '90, and Emily MingenbachHenry, '91, a son, Leo Andrew Henry, April18,
2003
Amy Hirt-Jacobs, '90, and Cary Jacobs, a
daughter, Emma Elizabeth Jacobs, April 3, 2003
Eric Kearns, '90, and Tricia Albert-Kearns '92
' '
a son, Eric, Jr., Oct. 7, 2002
Brian Koeneman and Jennifer Ackil, both '90,
a son, Jackson, May 31, 2002
Craig Merkt, '91, and Maria Naveda-Merkt, a
daughter, Valeria Merkt, Nov. 7, 2002
Rosemary Kelly Neal, '91, and David, a daughter, Alexandra Kelly Neal, Dec. 31, 2002
Josh Chassman, '92, and Kate, a daughter,
Paige Judith, Feb. 5, 2003
Eleni Glaser Glerum, '92, and Peter Glerum, a
daughter Madeline Grace, March 12, 2003
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Stephanie Troedel Hathaway, '92, and Paul, a
son, Dashiell Bernard, Jan. 29, 2003
Matthew Horn, '92, and Christine Weigel,
'93, a son, Satchel Horn Weigel, May 18, 2003
Jay Kirchner, '92, and Susan, a son, Michael
Richard, April18, 2003
Matt and Kendra Stockdale Tobin both '92
'
'
a son, Liam, Jun. 5, 2003
Charles Zheng, '93, and Amber Cheng, '94, a
daughter, Allyson Zheng, Dec. 12, 2002
Tammi Immel Draxler, '93, and Gary, a
daughter, Isabelle, Nov. 6, 2002
F. Raphael Lyford, '94, and Julie, a daughter,
Madilynn Ruth, Jan. 14, 2003
Daisy Simons Miller, '94, and Matthew, a
daughter, Lark Suzan, Aug. 16, 2002
Elise Azuma Opel, '94, and D. Darren Opel,
'95, a son, Elliot Azuma Opel, March 19, 2003
Jason ('94) and Liz Crouch ('96) Ward, a
daughter, Grace Ann, April12, 2003
Ellen Parker Bliske, '95, and Eric, a daughter,
Karen Marie, Nov. 29, 2002
Meredith Griffin Boulet, '95, and Stephen, a
son, Stephen Paul, Ill, July 1, 2000
Jeffrey Campbell, '95, and Olga Mishneva
Campbell, a daughter, Lara, Oct. 25, 2002
Daniel Cole, '95, and Catherine Mayfair, a
son, Trinity C. Cole, July 29, 2002
Stephanie Olson Gilbert, '95, and Brad, a
daughter, Grace Mae, May 15, 2003
Danna Pye, '95, and Kenny Blumenfeld, a son,
Ezra Blumenfeld, April 26, 2003
Corinne Hwang Taylor, '96, and Marc, a son,
Dylan Wei-Fong, Feb. 10, 2003
Tara Tilbury, '96, and Pete Wagner, '99, a
son, Charlie Wagner, May 26, 2003
Aaron ('98) and Jennifer Good ('99) Beardsley,
a son, Eli Garrett, May 5, 2003
Heidi Brummer Diaz, '98, and Jorge Alberto
Diaz, a son, Spencer Alberto, Jan. 4, 2003

Melanie Pingel Maim, '01, and William, a son,
Jacob William, March 13, 2003

Marriages and unions
Patricia Joyce, '64, and Richard Lay bourn,
June 29, 2002
Pat Thiel Messer, M-D'64, and Frank Shackelford, April 2, 2003

Jean Bast, '73, and Doug Chaput, June 15, 2002

Kirby W. Nelson, '80, and Amy Nance, Aug.
30, 2001
Eric Griffin, '86, and Heather, April1, 2001
Scott McNaught, '86, and Janice Burke, Aug.
10, 2000
Kristine Patrow, '86, and David Ogle, Aug. 26,
2001
Jon P. Barsanti, Jr., '87, and Tami J. Tadrowski,
Nov. 25, 2000
Susan Blaha, '88, and Robert F. O'Byrne, July
11, 2003
Janean Schaefer, '88, and Scott J. Denhart,
Sept. 26, 2001
Katharine Sullivan, '89, and William T. Artemowych, Jan 11, 2003

laurie Hines, '90, and Timothy G. Ackerman,
Jun. 17, 2000
Debby Lippa, '90, and Andrew Cox, Feb. 24,
2002
Khutso I. Mampeule, '90, and Metso Marekimane, Oct. 12, 2002
Jennifer C. Kuhn, '91, and Pierre Hubert, April
20, 2002
Ryan F. Primmer, '91, and Lisa, Aug. 10, 2002
ByungSun Bobby Yun, '91, and Justine, June
18, 2000
Martin F. Arlt, '92, and Pamela M. Heck, '93,
Jun. 18, 2003
Judith l. Hayes, '92, and Jay S. Fudemberg,
Dec. 14, 2002
Gregory l. Trimper, '92, and Melissa J. Bleiler,
Nov. 20, 2002
Ognyan Ivanov Beremski, '93, and Nadya,
Sept. 10, 2000
Kelly Fritz, '94, and Shawn Schultz, Sept. 20,
2002
Philip B. Gaskill, '94, and Elisa, July 29, 2000
Jessica Hoy, '94, and Dan Peterson, June 8,
2002
Jennifer l. Knight, '94, and Andrew Sondgrass,
June 8, 2002
Daisy Simons, '94, and Matthew Miller, Dec.
31, 2000
Jennifer Kosloski, '95, and Adam Plamann,
May 3, 2003
Jami Severson, '95, and Eric A. Severstad, Oct.
13, 2000
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Heather Varga, '95, and Graham E. Davis, Oct.
12, 2002
jennifer Paul, '96, and Scott Tate, June 22,
2002
Lisa Plantico, '96, and Magnus Carlsson, July 6,
2001
Natasha Salier, '96, and David Schnell, 2003
Heather Beckett, '97, and Daniel Oakes, July
4, 2003
Stacci Cook, '97, and Todd Barganz, June 27,
2003
Gwen L. Hinzman, '97, and Joseph Sargeant,
Oct. 20, 2001
Heidi Brummer, '98, and Jorge Alberto Diaz,
July 28, 2001
Elizabeth Godfrey, '98, and Brian P. VanDenzen, '99, June 29, 2002
Bobbi Guenthner, '98, and Michael A.
McGivern, '99, March 22, 2003
Reed B. Haslach and Hugh H. Humphrey,
both '98, June14, 2003
Nicole Graney and Donald j. Delaney, both
'99, Sept. 1, 2001
Lisa Hess, '99, and Brian Hartley, June 22, 2002
Christine jones and Eric S. Benedict, both
'99, July 12, 2003
justin R. Ritzinger, '99, and Amei, March 26,
2003

Fritz K. Brueggemeyer, '00, and jennifer G.
Chapman, '02, Aug. 24, 2002
Erica Moore, '00, and Arthur A. Callaham,
June 14, 2003
Matthew D. Pickett, '00, and Cara Gruber,
'02, Aug. 3, 2002
Meaghan Solheim, '00, and Jonathan
McGarry, March 1, 2003
Christina M. Linton, and Homer C. Arnold,
both '01, Jan. 11, 2003

Deaths
Dorothy Seidl Perrfy, '24, Menominee, Mich.,
April 26, 2003. Survivors include her daughter,
Cynthia Perry Goldsberry, '57.
Edith Novotne Hinshaw, '25, Bloomington, Ill.,
June 15, 2002
Louise Huelsman Bentley, '26, Munds Park,
Ariz., Sept. 18, 2000
Monica jones Doyle, '26, Sun Cit y, Ariz., June
15, 2003

Dorothy Colvin Klofkorn, M-D'26, St. Paul,
Minn., Nov. 23, 2001
Ruth Hutchison Schmidtke, '26, Bloomington,
Minn., March 26, 2001
Bernice johnson Christison, '27, Hales Corners, April13, 2003. Survivors include a niece,
Judith Johnson Phillips, '59.
Agnes E. Norem, '27, Antigo, March 25, 2003
Vivian Pike Randlev, '27, Lyons, N.Y., March
2003
Ruth Dunham Bigler, '28, Edmonds, Wash.,
July 8, 2000
Olive Oettiker Rindlaub, '28, Platteville, Nov.
16, 2000
Eleanor Cook Scott, '28, Los Angeles, Calif.,
March 4, 2003
Leona Baird Kidd, M-D'29, San Diego, Calif.,
Feb. 21, 2001
Elizabeth Ryall Purdy, '29, Florham Park, N.J.,
April 26, 2001
Eva Dassow Schlichting, '29, Boca Raton, Fla.,
April 30, 2003

Raymond C. Hau, '30, Brookfield, June 27,
2003
Winfred A. Herberg, '30, Mayville, April18,
2003. Survivors include his wife, Olga.
Elizabeth Purvis, M-D'30, Butler, Pa., Jan. 2,
2002
jean Cannon Denyes, '31, Dexter, Mich., Jan.
2003
Dorothea M. Krause, '31, Redlands, Calif., July
17, 2003
josephine Buchanan Lenfestey, '31, Delray
Beach, Fla., June 26, 2003. Survivors include a
nephew, Robert C. Buchanan, '62, and a sisterin-law, Marjorie Harkins Kiewit, '43.
Robert Middleton, '31, Tenafly, N.J., July 18,
2003
Marguerite Anacker Prachthauser, M-D'31,
Brookfield, June 19, 2003
Rosalind Harbeck Sandison, M-D'31, Milwaukee,
Oct. 21, 2001
Helen Enger Wardell, M-D'31, Evanston, Ill.,
May 2001
Enid Smith Collins, '32, Elm Grove, Nov. 2,
2001. Survivors include a son, Charles E.
Collins, '61.
Kate Risher Hoar, M-D'32, Shell Lake, July 13,
2003
Virginia Ruscha Matheson, M-D'32, Janesville,
March 15, 2002. Survivors include a son,
Michael Matheson, 70

Patricia Goodhue Bradley, '33, Falmouth,
Maine, Jan. 7, 2003
Clara Brassell Crook, M-D'33, Burlingame,
Calif., Feb. 19, 2003. Survivors include her
sister, Goldye Brassell Mullen, M-D'37.
Vera Schneider Bethe, '34, Chicago, Ill., Sept.
9, 2001
Margaret Kellogg Hill, M-D'34, Woodbury,
Minn., Nov. 1, 2002
Viola Norton, '34, Brodhead, June 5, 2003
Regina Bojarski Remmel, '34, Colorado
Springs, Colo., Oct. 31, 2002
Florence Bertram Roemer, '34, Appleton,
April10, 2003. Survivors include a sister-inlaw, Alice Stroud Roemer, '37.
Georgiana Rawlinson Steiro, '34, Wausau,
June 13, 2000
Eileen Surles, M-D'34, Chicago, Ill., Aug. 14,
2000
Alva Bostrom loretta, '34, Cedarville, Mich.,
March 29, 2003
Margaret Borenz Blohm, '35, Sherwood, May
27, 2003
Thelma Nohr Helterhoff, '35, Minocqua,
December 2002
Margaret King Sperka, '35, Hendersonville,
N.C., Aprilll, 2003
Mary jean Campbell, '36, Fairmont, Minn.,
Dec. 31, 2002
janet Biersach Chase, M-D'36, Oshkosh,
Ju ly 24, 2002. Survivors include her husband,
Roderick.
John W. jones, '36, Indian Head Park, Ill., Feb.
12, 2003. Survivors include his wife, Kathryn
Price Jones, '36.
Frank W. Naylor, '36, Kansas City, Kan., Nov.
7, 2001
Elmer A. Otte, '36, Appleton, April 2, 2003.
Survivors include his sister, Magdalen Otte
Pruess, '46; a daughter, Ceci le Otte Pernica,
'57; a great-niece, Suzanne Pruess Miller, '91;
and a cousin, Rebecca Marsh Redmann, '95.
W. Clifford Kenyon, '37, South Elgin, Ill., Feb.
21, 2003. Survivors include his wife, Margaret.
Florence Boening Loth, M-D'37, New Berlin,
Sept. 30, 2001
Doris A. Pruce, '37, Cleveland, Ohio, March 5,
2000. Survivors include a sister, Gladys
Dettman Rank, '40, and a nephew, Stephen G.
Nault, '64.
Dorothy Stein Balkin, M-D'38, Monroeville,
Pa., June 18, 2002. Survivors include a daughter, Carol Balkin Hirsch, '68.
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Lawrence books
The Walleye War: The Struggle for Ojibwe
Spearfishing and Treaty Rights, by Larry
Nesper, '73. Paperback, 245 pages, University
of Nebraska Press, May 2002.
Nesper, an assistant professor of
anthropology at the University of Wisconsin- Madison, details the recent conflict over
spearfishing rights granted to Ojibwe bands
in northern Wisconsin by treaties in 1837,
1842, and 1854.
judge: A Novel, by Dwight Allen, '74. Hardcover, 320 pages, Algonquin Books, April
2003.
Allen, author of The Green Suit (2000)
and a former New Yorker writer and graduate of the University of Iowa's Writers'
Workshop, has published his second book,
first novel. Reviewed in The New Yorker,
The New York Times, Los Angeles Times,
and Chicago Tribune, it was described by
Book/ist as "moving and perceptive, elegaic
yet often funny .. . a remarkable debut."
The Who: A Who's Who, by Richard
Bogovich and Cheryl Posner, '80. Paperback,
231 pages, McFarland & Co., May 2003.
Co-authors Bogovich and Posner, both
long-time diehard fans of The Who, profile
people who influenced, were influenced by,
or were in some other way connected with
one or more members of the British rock
band.

joyce MacBride Beaumont, '38, Sheboygan,
May 5, 2000. Survivors include her sister, Beverly MacBride Swanson, '44.
Virginia Lederer Davis, M-D'38, Menomonee
Falls, June 15, 2002. Survivors include her husband, Bowden.
janet Riesberry jordan, '38, Ridgeland, Miss.,
March 25, 2003
Edward H. Renn, '38, March 1, 2003
Dorothy Holzhausen Wolfgramm, M-D'38,
Milwaukee, Sept. 5, 2002. Survivors include a
daughter, Linda Wolfgramm Corey, '65, and
son-in-law, Walter F. Corey, '64, and a son,
Richard G. Wolfgramm, '68.
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Sense and Affect, by Joshua Soffer, '83.
Paperback, 186 pages, University Press of
America, January 2003.
Soffer, a Chicago-based writer, offers
readers interested in contemporary movements in postmodern philosophy, psychology, and literature a new vision for philosophy, a radical re-thinking of the concept of
affectivity.
Communion with Non-Catholic Christians:
Risks, Challenges, and Opportunities, by
Jeffrey VanderWilt, '84. Paperback, 229 pages,
Liturgical Press, June 2003.
Is it ever appropriate for non-Catholic
Christians (Protestant and Orthodox) to
receive Holy Communion at a Catholic Mass?
VanderWilt, assistant professor of theological studies at Loyola Marymount University,
examines the discipline of "eucharistic sharing."
Evolution: The Improvisational Style of Bob
Brookmeyer, by Robert M. Hudson, '87.
Paperback, 64 pages, Universal Editions, May
2003.
Hudson is assistant archivist at Carnegie
Hall, an active classical and jazz trombonist in
New York City, and a music historian. His
book of jazz solo transcriptions and analyses
of valve trombonist Bob Brockmeyer's
approach to jazz improvisation has been
called "one of the finest studies in the field
of jazz scholarship."

julia Rogers Haak, '39, Williamsburg, Va., May
29, 2000

William H. Lohr, '40, Lebanon, Ore., June 4,
2003
Grada DeMore Nickerson, '40, Roseville,
Calif., Jan. 7, 2003
Frederic W. Swarner, '40, West Chester, Pa.,
April 5, 2003
Beverly Humleker Calhoun, '41, Madison,
March 26, 2003. Survivors include a daughter,
Martha Calhoun Kramer, '75, and a niece, Ruth
Humleker Wooden, '68.

Marjorie Patterson Peot, '41, Appleton, July
14, 2003
Shirley Peters Chapman, M-D'42, Delafield,
Sept. 9, 2001
Barbara Groff Eberhart, '42, Rockford, Ill.,
Nov. 10, 2002. Survivors include a brother,
Kenelm A. Groff, '51, and sister-in-law,
Suzanne Brannon Groff, '53.
Lois Nelson McComb, '42, Stevens Point, Jan.
23, 2003
Keith A. Nelson, '42, Pewaukee, Dec. 25, 2002
Lois Mattson Peters, '42, Chesterfield, Mo.,
July 1, 2001
Carol Kay Findorff, '43, Madison, Feb. 18, 2003
Marjorie Olsen Chandler, '44, Durham, N.C.,
June 24, 2003. Survivors include her husband,
George M. Chandler, '51.
Eleanor Grunwald Kuhn, M-D'44, Elkhart
Lake, Feb. 15, 2003. Survivors include her
husband, Roland, and a cousin, Ruth Ahrens,
M-D'42.
George G. Magaw, '44, Altoona, March 17,
2003
Margaret Gugler Otto, M-D'44, Milwaukee,
Dec. 28, 2000. Survivors include her husband,
Arthur.
Ruth Anderson Vehe, '44, Mount Prospect,
Ill., Dec. 7, 2002
Frances Schneberger Coughlin, '45, July 4,
2003.
Keith Hardacker, '45, Appleton, Jan. 25, 2003.
Survivors include his wife, Margaret; t wo sons,
one of whom is Andrew Hardacker, '73; a
daughter, Maud Hardacker Bentley, '78; a sonin-law, Court Bentley, '75; and a granddaughter, Erin Hardacker Morr, '98. [This corrects
information published in the Summer 2003
issue. Lawrence Today regrets this error.]
Marilyn johnson, '45, Rice Lake, March 12,
2003
Elizabeth Schoff Merrill, '45, Portland, Ore.,
Feb. 12, 2003
Richard W. Scheller, '45, Sun City Center, Fla.,
March 10, 2003
Karl M. Backes, '47, Tehachapi, Calif., June 23,
2003
Kenneth G. Corbett, Jr., '47, Morgantown,
W.Va., Jan. 16, 2003
Mary Groves Hansen, M-D'47, Wauwatosa,
July 22, 2003. Survivors include her husband,
John.
R. Lawrence Storms, '47, Lake Bluff, Ill., July 9,
2003. Survivors include his wife, Agatha; three
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daughters, Cynthia Storms Heidecker, 71,
Laura Storms Grathwol, 79, and Barbara
Storms Granner, '82; and a son, Stephen
Storms, 75.
joseph J. Glass, '48, Lake Geneva, May 9,
2003. Survivors include his wife, Marlyn.
Edward F. Krueger, '48, Gainesville, Ga.,
March 22, 2003. Survivors include his wife,
Patricia.
Helen Weidenaar Meyering, '48, Olympia
Fields, Ill., Aprill9, 2002
James W. Platt, '48, Lake Bluff, Ill., Feb. 14,
2003. Survivors include his wife, Shirley, and a
cousin, Ed ith Kraft Dahlberg, '38.
Patricia Geister Hameister, '49, Elgin, Ill.,
Nov. 29, 2002
James John Oliver, '49, Appleton, May 10,
2003

Mona jung Bauer, 'SO, Salem, S.C., Aprill9,
2003. Survivors include her husband, Richard
M. Bauer, Sr., '53; three daughters, Joanne
Jenks Bauer, 77, Sarah Anne Bauer, 79, and
Laura Bauer Beecy, '86; and two sons, Mark P.
Bauer, 73, and Richard M. Bauer, Jr., '81.
Diana Drake Becksted, 'SO, Blanco, N.M., April
29, 2003. Survivors include her husband, John.
Henry S. Campbell, Jr., '50, Marco Island, Fla.,
July 19, 2003. Survivors include his wife, Helen.
john l. Freude, 'SO, Appleton, July 18, 2003
Cyril A. Griesbach, 'SO, Greenville, Feb. 8,
2003
Harvey M. Kuester, 'SO, Tacoma, Wash.,
Junel, 2003
Darrell R. larson, 'SO, Kimberly, July 2, 2003
Theresa Satina, M-D'SO, Watertown,
March 28, 2003
justin C. Smith, '50, Mountain View, Calif. ,
Nov. 25, 2002
Richard M. Smith, 'SO, Edina, Minn., May 10,
2001. Survivors include his wife, Jean Krueger
Smith, '50.
james F. Williamson, 'SO, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Sept. 28, 2002
Phyllis Melby Cratis, '51, Eau Claire, July 8,
2002
Mary Grassold Puskas, '51, Meadow Vista,
Calif., Aug. 14, 2002
Robert D. Battin, Jr., '52, Panama City, Fla.,
Dec. 13, 2002
jacqueline Keller Hoppe, '52, Appleton, April
20, 2003. Survivors include a daughter, Meg

Hoppe Linnemanstons, '85, and son-in-law,
Gregory P. Linnemanstons, '80.
Peggy Kniskern lugthart, M-D'S2, Saginaw,
Mich., March 21, 2003. Survivors include her
husband, Cornell.
Mary Pudden Moorman, M-D'S2, Tonkawa,
Okla., March 26, 2003
laura Hipke Cota, M-D' 53, Mequon, June 9,
2003. Survivors include a son, William R. Bratt,
78.
Richard 0. Knuth, '53, Homewood, Ill., March
29, 2003. Survivors include Alice Stevens
Hecker, '55, and a cousin, Robert D. Peterson,
'48.
Robert Temple, '53, Wauwatosa, April22,
2003. Survivors include his wife, Sally Adami
Temple, '53.
Phyllis Ekdahl Trost, '53, Peoria, Ariz., April 22,
2003
Ibrahim A. Hazimeh, '56, Oxford, N.C., Sept. 1,
2002
Meridith A. Masterson, '56, Palatine, Ill., May
10, 2003. Survivors include a sister, Cathryn
Masterson Weinfurter, '51, and brother-in-law,
Wayne Weinfurter, '53, and a nephew, Hans J.
Weinfurter, '89.
John R. Owen, '58, New Milford, Conn., May
11, 2003. Survivors include his wife, Patricia
Werling Owen, '60, and sister, Nancy Owen
Goldbeck, '56.
Carl R. Solberg, '58, Scottsdale, Ariz., Feb. 10,
2003
Gretchen Biel Howe, '59, Phoenix, Ariz., Feb.
8, 2003. Survivors include two cousins, George
D. Oetting, '54, and Nancy Oetting Hulama, '59.
Robert j. Tait, '59, Brownwood, Texas, March
10, 2001

David C. Hackworthy, '60, Madison, May 24,
2003. Survivors include his wife, Patricia; a
brother, John A. Hackworthy, '62, and sisterin-law, Cindy Scidmore Hackworthy, '62; and a
daughter, Jennifer Hackworthy Gambino, '89.
Barbara Crockett jones, M-D'60, Greensboro,
N.C., March 30, 2003
Michael A. Thomson, '63, Westminster, Colo.,
April2003

Edwin l. Neville, '71, Tucson, Ariz., Dec. 27,
2002
MarkS. Heller, '72, Madison, March 18, 2003.
Survivors include his wife, Jeanne.

David M. Ostrander, '73, New York, N.Y.,
Aprill9, 2003
Michaell. Kapinos, '76, Bethel, Minn., June 18,
2001. Survivors include his wife, Deborah.
jonathan W. Seidman, '77, Evanston, Ill., Oct.
27, 2002. Survivors include his wife, Amy Lee
Seidman, 76.
linda Pride Shaw, '79, Rochester, Ill., July 2,
2003.

8
Quinn l. Curry, '81, Chicago, Ill., June 11, 2002
laura B. Witte, '82, Fond du Lac, June 23, 2003

j. Bruce Brackenridge, professor emeritus of
physics, Appleton, May 3, 2003. Survivors
include his wife, MaryAnn Rossi; two sons,
one of whom is Robert B. Brackenridge, '83;
and a daughter, Lynn Brackenridge, 78.
(Eulogy, page 25.)
Charles Breunig, l.H.D. '97, professor
emeritus of history, Hanover, N.H., May 27,
2003. Survivors include his wife, Betty.
(Eulogy, page 26.)
Miriam Clapp Duncan, professor emerita of
music, Minneapolis, Minn., May 9, 2003.
Survivors include a daughter, Anne DuncanWelke, 79, and son, Jonathan B. Duncan, '80.
(Eulogy, page 27.)
As this issue was going to press, the editors
learned of t he death of George W. Smalley,
professor emeritus of Slavic languages and
literature, on August 6, 2003. An obituary will
appear in the next regu lar issue, Spring 2004.
Former students and colleagues who would
like to share remembrances of Professor
Smalley to be considered for publication are
invited to write Lawrence Today, Lawrence
University, P.O. Box 599, Appleton, WI 54912
(e-mail: today@lawrence.edu).
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Glenn leggett, l.H.D. '68, Grinnell, Iowa, June
2, 2003. Survivors include his wife, Russelle.
President emeritus of Grinnell College, he was
author of the Prentice-Hall Handbook for
Writers.
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Earl Kahn, Scottsdale, Ariz., Sept. 20, 2002
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"Hts body nd hts hen qo mto h1s peeches." - Waukesha Freeman

PEGASUS PRANCING Waves of rocking laughter and bolts of flashing insight follow one upon the
other during this rollicking hour of proof that the arts are crucially necessary for the nurture of
complete men and women. Excellent for national and state conferences, banquet meetings, education
conferences, women's clubs. George Walter's best-known presentation nationally.
GOOF-OFF AS A WAY OF LIFE In a few swift and rapier-like thrusts Professor Walter punctures
those who hide out from life, and those who sell out for the shells and the trappings. Then he drives
home a conception of being worthy of free men. Tremendously successful at industrial and sales
conterences, commencements, serv ice clubs, assoc iat1ons ot commerce meetings.
NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Especially shaped to meet the needs of organizations which want their
membership to understand that our finest moments as human beings are those instances when we plow
much of ourselves back into the soil of human life. Effective for grou ps launching community
undertakings, wherever group loyalty and participation need strengthen ing, or where organizations are
honoring members for outstanding service.
FINAL SCORE Fed up with the "big-shot ath lete" t ype speaker, or the one who drones on about
"character building" in vague and general terms? Twice invited and praised as speaker at the
Milwaukee Journal All-Star athletic banquet, George Walter helps players, coaches, and parents
understand how athletics can be one of the school's most effective forces for helping girls and boys
become women and men of dignity and principle. Addressed National Federation members at their
national conference in Honolulu; athletic directors at national conferences in Columbus and St. Louis.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN A perceptive look at the meaning of one's work. Professor
Walter believes that a man's central responsibility is the recreation of himself, and that his work is his
main vehicle for this growth . Packed with humor and concrete instances. Excellent for career
conferences, management conferences, go-to-co llege meetings.
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An opportunity to say farewell to President Richard Warch

Richard Warch will retire as the 14th president of

Wednesday, February 11
Luncheon
Naples, Florida
Ritz-Carlton Hotel Naples

Thursday, March 25
Evening reception
Denver, Colorado
Hyatt Regency Denver

Friday, February 27
Evening reception
Boston, Massachusetts
Hyatt Regency Cambridge

Friday, April 9
Evening reception
Washington, D.C.
Capitol Hyatt

Saturday, February 28
Evening reception
New York, New York
Grand Hyatt New York

Wednesday, April14
Evening reception
Madison, Wisconsin
Monona Terrace

Wednesday, March 10
Evening reception
Seattle, Washington
Sorrento Hotel

Thursday, April15
Evening reception
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Pfister Hotel

Friday, March 12
Evening reception
San Francisco, California
Grand Hyatt Union Square

Sunday, April18
Afternoon event
Chicago, Illinois
Park Hyatt Chicago

Sunday, March 14
Afternoon event
los Angeles, California
Casa Del Mar Hotel

Sunday, May 16
Afternoon event
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Hyatt Regency
Minneapolis

Lawrence University in June 2004. Over the course of
the 2003-04 academic year, there will be numerous
occasions for alumni, parents, and friends of the
college to extend their appreciation for his leadership
over the past 25 years. Events have been scheduled
throughout the country, and all alumni, parents,
and friends in the regions listed here will receive
invitations to join President Warch as he bids
farewell to Lawrence. Additional details will be
posted at www.lawrence.edu/alumni/farewell.shtml
as they become available.

LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
APPLETON , Wl 54912-0599

Tuesday, March 23
Evening reception
Phoenix, Arizona
Royal Palms Hotel

Thursday, June 17
Evening reception
Appleton, Wisconsin
Lawrence Campus

